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CONiGRESS OF THE UNrrED STATES, JoINT ECONOMIc Coi3ir1r

Chairman Bolling Announces Hearings on Industrialized Housing by
the Subcommittee on Urban Affairs

Representative Richard Bolling (D., Mo.), Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Urban Affairs of the Joint Economic Committee, today
announced that the subcommittee will hold public hearings on indus-
trialized housing, July 9, 23, and 24. In announcing the hearings,
Chairman Bolling said:

"These hearings will supplement the compendium of papers by
experts on the subjects of 'Industrialized Housing,' which the sub-
committee released on April 28 of this year. We have planned to
receive testimony from the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment as well as from those in the industry actually working to put
housing production on an industrialized basis. The hearings should
develop valuable background for the subcommittee's further studies
of long-range urban planning both here and abroad."

A list of witnesses, together with the time and place of the hearings,
is given below. Additional witnesses may be announced later.

SCHEDULE OF HEARINGS

Wednesday, July 9, 10:00 a.m., Room 6226 New Senate Office Building
Harold B. Finger

Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology, Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Charles L. Biederman
Vice President, Technical Services, Levitt & Sons COrp., New York

Wednesday, July 23,10:00 a.m., Auditorium, New Senate Office Building (G-308)
Ezra Ehrenkrantz

President, Building Systems Development Inc., and Associate Professor of
Architecture, University of California, Berkeley

Peter Terzick
General Treasurer, United Brotherhood of Carpenters, AFL-CIO

Thursday, July 24, 10:00 a.m., Auditorium, New Senate Office Building (G-308)
James R. Price

Chairman of Board, and
George E. Price

President, National Homes Corporation, Lafayette, Ind.
Richard Rosen

President, Urban Systems, Inc., Boston, Mass.



INDUSTRIALIZED HOUSING

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1909

CONGRESS OF TMt UIJNITM STATES,
SuscommrrrmE ON URBAN AFFAIRS

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC CommyrrEE,
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee on Urban Affairs met, pursuant to recess, at 10
a.m., in room G-308 (the auditorium), New Senate Office Building,
Hon. Richard Bolling (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Bolling.
Also present: James W. Knowles, director of research; and Douglas

C. Frechtling, minority economist.
Chairman BOLLING. The subcommittee will be in order.
This morning the Subcommittee on Urban Affairs continues its

hearings on industrialized housing. At our opening hearing, held on
July 9, we heard from the Assistant Secretary'-of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Mr. Harold B. Finger, and from
Mr. Charles L. Biederman, vice president of Levitt & Sons Corp., large
producers of onsite assembled housing.

Before proceeding to this morning's testimony, I should like to
enter into the record at this point the statement of Peter. E. Terzick,
general treasurer of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners
of America, who is scheduled to testify this morning but unfortunately
is unable to appear.

STATEMENT OF PETER E. TERZICK, GENERAL TREASURER OF
THE UNITED BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS & JOINERS OF
AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. TRnzIcK. My name is Peter E. Terzick. I am general treasurer
of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners of America, and I
sincerely appreciate the opportunity to appear before this subcommit-
tee to present my views on the subject under consideration by the sub-
cominttee.

First, let me say that the United Brotherhood has been deeply con-
cerned about the lack of progress in meeting the housing needs of the
Nation. Despite all the legislation which has been passed, despite the
great concern which many groups in and out of government have
manifested in eliminating the ghettos which plague our cities, the
housing problem grows more acute year by year for those in the middle
and lower income brackets.

Certainly, the inquiry being made by this subcommittee is both
timely and appropriate. The Housing Act of 1968, which had our

(203)
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wholehearted support, envisioned some brave goals in housing. How-
ever, there are no indications in the present situation that these goals
will ever be met in the foreseeable future.

Nineteen hundred sixty-nine, instead of being a banner year in
house building, is going to be a rather mediocre one. And the pros-
pects for 1970 are no brighter.

Primarily, there are two problems in the housing field. One is
the inability of the industry to turn out 2,600,000 houses per year;
the other is the inability of low- and middle-income families to pur-
chase houses under the exorbitant financing rates now in effect. Rather
than being two problems, these items may be different facets of the
same problem. The industry cannot long continue building houses un-
less there is an adequate market for them. Unfortunately, there can be
only very limited demand when land prices and finance charges sky-
rocket as dramatically as they have in the past few years. The poor
and the near poor are priced out of the market.

It is no exaggeration to say that the situation in housing is at
a crisis stage. On the one hand, need is growing at an unprecedented
rate, as the large group of war babies reaches marriageable age; but,
on the other hand, interest rates and land speculation are putting
decent housing beyond the reach of all but the relatively well off.

When the solutions to the housing problems that plague us today
are finally arrived at, I am certain that factory-built houses will play
a substantial role.

The United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners has been in-
volved in the prefabricated home field for a quarter of a century.
We have more than a hundred industrial contracts with companies
manufacturing prefabricatd homes or components thereof. Last month
we signed a contract with the Stirling-Homex Corp. of Avon, N.Y.,
which manufactures modular homes.

Modular homes are a relatively new approach to the factory build-
ing of houses. Modules, consisting of one or more rooms completely
finished, are erected on an assembly-line basis in the factory. These
modules are then hauled to the building site where they are tied to-
gether permanently. They can be one-level houses or they can be
stacked to make two- or three-story dwellings.

Some 1,500 Stirling-Homex houses are to be built in Dayton, Ohio,
under the auspices of the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment. Dayton has one of the most rigid building codes in the
Nation. However, the factory-built houses meet or exceed code re-
quirements.

It is expected that they will involve a cost of $17,000 to $18,000,
including the site. Rentals will range from $50 to $60 per month.

Corporations are entering the modular home field at a phenomenal
rate. We are now carrying on a dialog with several dozen companies
going into the field in all parts of the Nation. For our part, we wel-
come this development, and we will work closely with those com-
panies which are willing to recognize the United Brotherhood and
employ our people in the manufacture and erection of their houses.

However, I believe it should be pointed out that the advent of
modular houses built in factories cannot and will not replace conven-
tional construction. There is sound reasoning behind this statement.
There are four main cost categories involved in the price of a home:
land, materials, onsite labor, and finance.
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Of the four categories, the onsite labor cost contributes the least to
the ultimate cost of the home. In the October 1968 issue of the Journal
of Home Building, a breakdown of the sales price of an average home
in 1944 showed that 29 percent of the sales price was attributable to
labor costs. In 1966, that portion of the sales price attributable to labor
costs had dropped to 18 percent. This drop was due to increased pro-
ductivity, offsite fabrication, and other improved technologies in home-
building. Since, in this period, labor cost was the only category which
showed a reduction in the percentage cost of the home, it should be
obvious that the cost of labor is the least amenable to reduction in the
overall cost of homes.

Taking into account the spectacular increases in the price of land
over the past few years, plus the unprecedented increase in interest
rates, the portion of the housing dolar attributable to onsite labor
costs has actually been shrinking. For example, there has been a 36-
percent increase in the prime interest rate in the past 6 months. When
you translate the jump in mortgage rates from 6 and 614 to 8½2, 9,
and 9Y2 percent, you add a cost factor that really submerges the hopes
of millions of people to own a home.

By way of example, let me point out that a veteran of the Korean
war returning home in 1952 had little difficulty in finding a house with
a $10,000 mortgage at 4 percent. This made the monthly payments
around $47 or $48 per month. On a 30-year mortgage, the interest and
mortgage costs totaled about $17,000. Today, a Vietnam veteran who
obtained a $20,000 mortgage would face interest rates of 9 or 10 per-
cent. At 9 percent, the total payback in 30 years would be somewhere
in the neighborhood of $58,000. At 10 percent, the figure would come
closer to $64,000. Thus, it is easy to see that, while the interest rates
have more than doubled between 1952 and 1969, the payback costs
have more than tripled. This is a catastrophic increase, and no amount
of efficiency in construction can do very much to offset the gouging now
taking place in the money markets.

-Land costs also increased dramatically. During the past 9 years, the
percentage of the selling price of a house attributable to land jumped
from 12 to 20 percent. Land has been increasing at the rate of 7 per-
cent per year on the average. During most of this period, wholesale
commodity prices rose by less than 2 percent. So land speculation, too,
has added substantial costs to the price of a home.

In fact, it seems to me, the 'time has come when the Government
needs to be devoting serious thought to setting up a permanent land-
use policy. Because land has been a very plentiful commodity in our
Nation, no set of priorities has been developed for the utilization of
land. With the supply of land remaining static and the population
increasing at a geometric rate, these two factors are on a collision
course. Some hard thinking is needed on the development of land
policies -which can insure orderly and efficient utilization of our
shrinking resources.

Among the measures recommended by the AFL-CIO is the estab-
ment of a housing land reserve, geared to increasing the amount of
land available for low- and middle-income housing both inside and
outside of urban areas. Not the least important function of such an
agency would be the development of subsidy programs to assist in
reducing the cost of sewer, water, and other evelopment costs which
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now place much existing land out of reach for low- and middle-income
housing.

Essentially, what is needed is a partnership between Government,
industry, and labor to attack the problem of inadequate housing. Such
a partnership was envisioned when the 1968 Housing Act was passed.
Unfortunately, the partnership has not emerged as yet.

As far as the United Brotherhood is concerned, we are ready and
willing to work closely with industry, Government, financial institu-
tions, and all other groups that have a responsibility in the field of
home construction to seek new approaches to solving the mounting
problem of adequate housing for all.

I am hopeful that hearings such as this one can help to focus atten-
tion on the problem and thus hasten the day when our housing goals
can be achieved.

Chairman BOLLING. The demonstration of this past weekend of
what can be achieved through the systematic application and orga-
nization of a variety of technologies-putting man on the moon and
getting him off again-makes it particularly appropriate that our
witness this morning is an exponent of the application of systems
procedures in organizing industrialized building. Mr. Ezra Ehren-
krantz is the president of Building Systems Development, Inc., of
Sn Francisco, and associate professor of architecture at the Berkeley
campus of the University of California. His contributions to sys-
temetizing the building industry earned him the Engineering News-
Record award of construction's man of the year this last February.
I would like the record to include the article on that award. Without
objection, that will be done.

(The article referred to follows:)
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SYSTEMS-BUILDER EZRA EHRENXRANTZ ... CONSTRUCTION'S MAN OF THE
YEAR*

"The construction industry is sleep-
ing," says 36-year-old architect Ezra
Ehrenkrantz, named by ENGINEERING
NEws-RECORD as Construction's Man
of the Year.

Contending that it is "Victorian in its
work habits and building procedures,"
Ehrenkrantz has put construction on the
road to what he calls industrialization
by introducing systems building to
school and college dormitory construc-
tion.

Ehrenkrantz and his San Francisco-
based company, Building Systems De-
velopment, Inc. (BSD), have shown just
how industrialized the construction
operation may become. A couple of ex-
amples: The Board of Regents of the
University of California took bids for
$18.5 million worth of dormitories.
Florida took bids for 16 schools worth
$10 million. The two bid calls, though
for different types of buildings in two
widely separated areas, had one thing in
common: All the bidders on these
projects were manufacturers, not gen-
eral contractors.

As practiced by Ehrenkrantz, sys-
tems building involves large-scale man-
ufacture of various compatible building
components that have been developed,
in many cases, for a particular project.
After the components, such as struc-
tural system or partitions or HVAC
system, are produced and tested by their
manufacturers in a prototype structure,
the traditional segments of construction
come into the picture.

Architects and engineers use the pre-
fabricated components in their design of
a building. Contractors then bid for site
work and the erection and assembly of
the various subsystems that together
form a systems structure.

* Component construction-An ex-
ample of the Ehrenkrantz systems ap-

proach to planning and design is his
first project, known as School Construc-
tion Systems Development.

SCSD, completed between 1965 and
1967, used the same set of components
for the construction of 13 elementary
and high schools in California. The total
value of the schools was $30 million, and
the components accounted for half that
amount.

On the basis of performance specifi-
cations, manufacturers designed com-
patible components to fit SCSD needs
and competed for contracts to supply
them. The project achieved a 20%
reduction in the cost of the building
components-6structural-ceiling-lighting,
heating-ventilating-airconditioning, par-
titions, and cabinets and lockers.

SCSD had its immediate origins in
the late 1950s, when the U.S. was hit
by a shortage of school construction
funds in the face of an increasing need
for more and better schools. The
California legislature leaned toward the
use of stock school plans to meet the
crisis. Ehrenkrantz, then a practicing
architect in San Francisco, thought a
more desirable alternative could be
found in planning concepts derived
from Great Britain's industrialized
building systems.

For aid in establishing systems build-
ing in California school construction,
Ehrenkrantz turned to Educational
Facilities Laboratory, Inc., of New York
City, a nonprofit corporation the Ford
Foundation established to help school
agencies and colleges in the design of
thei buildings.

EFL, which has since supplied most
of the money to finance the investiga-
tion of systems design for school con-
struction, granted $50,000 in 1961 for
a feasibility study of the use of a pre-
fabricated component system. SCSD

'Reprinted from Engineering News-Record, Feb. 13, 1969. Copyright 1969 McGraw-Hill, Inc.
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was *born and EFL eventually granted
$600,000 to aid the project.

Several California school boards were
already looking for an economical al-
ternative to stock school plans. They
told Ehrenkrantz they would use a pre-
fabricated component system if it would
provide increased quality and keep
school construction costs within their
budget limits.

By mid-1962, SCSD's project archi-
tect, Ezra Ehrenkrantz, had convinced
13 autonomous California school dis-
tricts to use identical components in the
construction of their schools. This
offered potential components manu-
facturers a large enough market to
interest them in competing.

* Untraditional planning-In planning
the SCSD project, Ehrenkrantz by-
passed the traditional method of pro-
gramming fixed spaces, to be arranged
and enclosed by an architect and en-
gineer and competitively bid by con-
tractors. Instead, he went to teachers
and students to find out what they
needed. From educators he learned of
the teaching methods in use and those
that might be used in the future. They
also told him what was wrong with
current technology and spatial arrange-
ments in existing schools. Their criticism
boiled down to lack of physical flex-
ibility-restrictive structural spans,
immovable interior partitions and the
Jack of materials quality.

The user-need data collected resulted
in specifications establishing how ma-
terials should perform now and in the
future with other building components.

Ehrenkrantz convinced manufactur-
ers that because the performance spec-
ifications could not be met by any
existing building products, there must
necessarily be huge, untapped markets
if products could be designed that
satisfied the needs. This, combined with
the market in hand, brought in the de-
sired competition and, eventually, prod-
ucts. Almost 500 of 1,000 schools

constructed after SCSD have used one
or more of the components that resulted
from this pioneering project, Ehren-
krantz says, including demountable
movable partitions, flexible aircondition-
ing ducts, and lightweight, long-span
prefabricated steel trusses and roof
decks. Another 500 nonschool projects
used one or more of these components.

SCSD's success, not only in the cost
and quality of its schools, but in the
wide acceptance of the components
designed for them, established Ehren-
krantz as the country's leading prac-
titioner and theoretician of systems
building.

* Early Ehrenkrantz-The possibility of
applying mass-produced prefabricated
components to California school con-
struction was by no means a chance
product of Ehrenkrantz's impressive in-
telligence. He'd been hard at work on
the concept for several years and was
already well known at EFL long before
SCSD occurred.

After graduating in architecture from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1954, Ehrenkrantz went to England
on a Fulbright fellowship to work on
a master's degree at the University of
Liverpool. During his two-year stay in
England, he also worked at the national
Building Research Station, outside of
London.

lo solve a serious shortage of schools
immediately after World War II, the
British turned to industrialized con-
struction techniques, including prefab-
ricated components.

When Ehrenkrantz returned to the
U.S. in 1956, he talked with EFL offi-
cials about what he'd learned of British
school design and construction. EFL
assigned him to make a study of United
Kingdom procedures, which he com-
pleted in 1958.

Ehrenkrantz and the California
school shortage happened at the right
time for each other. Since then, Ehren-
krantz has been making things happen
for himself.
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STANDARD school planning, containing similar classrooms
off control corridors (model, above), can be achieved with sys-
tems components if desired, says Ehrenkrantz. But the com-
ponents also permit walls to be demounted and relocated...

... or eliminated (model, above), if teaching methods change.
Spatial changes in a systems-built project are achieved
through longer structural spans, fewer interior columns and
adjustable mechanical equipment and lighting.

* On the road to success-As a result
of SCSD, Ehrenkrantz established BSD
in 1965. Last year, BSD's volume was
$1 million. The company's 48-man staff
is involved in systems building programs
across the U.S., and is consulting with
school groups in Canada.

Last year Ehrenkrantz's systematic
appraisal of the federal government's
designated model cities won his com-

pany a contract for a preliminary study
that led to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development's In-City pro-
gram for low-cost housing.

Later, Ehrenkrantz's firm won a $4.9-
million contract from HUD for the
program's second phase. Under Ehren-
krantz's agreement with HUD, Kaiser
Engineers of Oakland, Calif.-formerly
ASD's subcontractor on the project-
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became prime contractor and BSD be-
came a subcontractor to Kaiser.

Also last year, the University of
California accepted a BSD-programmed
package of new, standardized, com-
patible building components for its pro-
posed $18-million to $30-million Uni-
versity Residential Building Systems
(URBS) project. The new components
for the project's structure and ceiling.
heating, ventilating and airconditioning
units, and partitions promises to in-
crease the quality and flexibility of stu-
dent dormitories without increasing
costs. From URBS will come a precast
concrete structural-ceiling component.
an inverted-T system with a cast-in-
place concrete floor, for use in buildings
1 to 13 stories high. The distance from
finished ceiling to the floor above is a
uniform 18 in. The system will offer
its greatest economy, say URBS offi-
cials, at relatively long spans of 30 to
35 ft.

Another systems-building landmark
occurred last year. SCSD started to
prove the value of its flexibility. Barely
two years after completion of construc-
tion, interior partitions of some of the
schools are being demounted and moved
to new positions. The flexible mechan-
ical equipment and lighting components
are being rearranged accordingly. So
without any great expense to school
systems, existing structures are re-
arranged to accommodate changing
teaching methods.

Last year Ehrenkrantz also saw
launched or planned dozens of projects
and studies in the U.S. and Canada. His
firm was directly commissioned or con-
sulted for all of them.

They include:
* The $20-million Schoolhouse Sys-

tems Project in Tallahassee, Fla., which
adapted SCSD's building components,
thus cutting the area's standard school
construction costs in 1968 by 25%.

*The Great High Schools project in
Pittsburgh plans construction of five
new schools to accommodate the stu-

dent bodies now enrolled in 22 existing
schools. Each new school will cost about
$30 million.

* Academic Building Systems for
Indiana University and the University
of California involving systems building
of more than $100 million worth of
university classroom and laboratory
facilities.

*BSD participation in joint ventures
to study systems building for post
offices and Veterans Administration
hospitals.

Ehrenkrantz also was recently com-
missioned to apply the systems approach
to the planning and construction of
3,500 low and middle-income housing
units in East St. Louis, 111.

* Missionary zeal-Despite the inroads
the systems approach made in 1968,
Ehrenkrantz's ideas are controversial.
He must constantly explain the concept,
and it's a task he never tires of.

No matter what he's doing-working,
lecturing, traveling or enjoying his scant
time with his wife and three children-
Ehrenkrantz is preoccupied with the
concepts of systems building. He's
constantly probing to discover some new
facet, resolve some underlying contra-
diction or anticipate a problem. He in-
variably has an answer for his op-
ponents.

"The future of a large segment of
construction industry practice will be
in systems building," he will predict to
any listener. He is quick to disassociate
his concepts of systems building from
modular box design, prefabricated con-
struction or packaged building. "The
systems approach to construction is
aimed at producing individually de-
signed buildings that use a high pro-
portion of systems components," says
Ehrenkrantz.

Opponents of systems building argue
that it ignores construction tolerances.
Ehrenkrantz argues back that a major
goal of systems building is the solution
of the engineering-architectural prob-
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lems of incompatible edge conditions in
existing building components.

Others oppose systems building be-
cause it turns design over to many
sources rather than giving control to
one man or firm. Ehrenkrantz agrees,
and says this is an advantage. "Prob-
lems are evolving at a rate greater than
can be handled by one individual," he
says. "Our sociological and technolog-
ical knowledge is so vast and extensive
that many minds must be employed to
solve problems and crises. To handle
today's environmental problems, plan-
nine teams should consist of experts in
architecture, engineering, planning,
manufacturing, economics, manage-
ment, labor and the social sciences."

* A wider choice-Some architects,
says Ehrenkrantz, dislike designing a
project from lists of preselected com-
ponents. He says they forget that they
work with "givens" in virtually every
project that crosses their boards-that
enormous collection of products in
SWEET'S CATALOG and similar data. He
contends existing habits don't lead to
improved quality of materials.

But, Ehrenkrantz says, systems build-
ing demands much improvement. He
recalls that in drafting the performance
specifications for partitions to 'be used
in the URBS project, investigation
showed that all available partitions fell
short of the performance programmed
for the project. He says they could not
meet edge conditions, or wear-and-tear
requirements. They lacked flexibility
because they couldn't accept inter-
changeable surfaces, such as vinyl,
natural wood, or chalkboard, and fur-
niture could not be mounted on them.
Ehrenkrantz says that when no existing
partitions satisfied need, he concluded
that a vast market existed for manu-
facturers. Manufacturers were in a
position to "add to the keyboard of
components used by architects," he says.

"How can this possibly stifle cre-
ativity?" he asks. "The procedure

promises to 'increase the choices of
materials available to the design pro-
fessions." He claims it also enlarges the
potential for innovation, because each
systems project should contain different
cost factors, different user-needs in
terms of location, climate, and spatial
and functional requirements.

Because of the nature of the ap-
proach, starting with desired user-needs,
says Ehrenkrantz, each project's per-
formance specifications should be
noticeably different. He says this means
the manufacture of some components
that fit only a specific project. In other
cases, specifications should result in
unique ways of using existing products.

"The design professions," Ehren-
krantz says, "must see the rise of the
package builder as a result of their
failure to deliver projects to the client
within the predetermined budget and
construction time." The rise of systems
building, Ehrenkrantz claims, is an at-
tempt to wrest the initiative from pack-
age builders and convince clients that
architects and engineers can keep costs
within estimates and deliver the project
on time.

Unlike the package builder, however,
design professionals can offer the client
a unique product, numerous options in
design, environmental controls, spatial
relations and materials quality.

Currently Ehrenkrantz is applying the
systems approach to city planning. An
associate of Ehrenkrantz recently com-
mented: "He's great at putting pieces
together. And his disposition is aimed at
alleviating social and esthetic ills in the
nation."

As the pieces of systems building con-
tinue to fall into place and achieve the
desired goals, Ehrenkrantz looks for-
ward to the day when the construction
industry will wake up and see environ-
mental crises as its special opportunity
to improve life. "In this context," says
Ehrenkrantz, "if the problems one faces
are looked upon as opportunities, then
may all our crises be big ones."
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Chairman BOLLING. Mr. Ehrenkrantz's presentation will be accom-
panied by slides to illustrate the various points he will make this
morning.

We welcome you this morning. You may proceed in your own way.
We will insert your prepared statement at the end of your oral
presentation.

STATEMENT OF EZRA D. EHRENKRANTZ, BUILDING SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT, INC.

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Our group has become involved in an approach to construction which

we call systems building. It is a word that is used by many other people
to define hardware systems-whether it be the structure or the air
conditioning or other portions of the building.

I would like to define the word in the way that we use it because
otherwise my slides and the rest of the testimony will leave a number
of questions unanswered.

We are concerned with the total process of how to build. The building
process, in our approach, includes the need to equate the available re-
sources with the user requirements-that is, with the needs of the peo-
ple who will be housed.

The resources for any type of construction are five in number. To
build, one must have land, financing, management skills, technology,
and labor.

If any of these resources is constrained from being freely applied to
the housing process, then a veto power has been asserted against the
construction of housing. If the land or the money or the management
skills through which the process of building is organized and planned
properly, without the technologies and the labor we still cannot build.
Since we must have all of these and cannot build if any one of the
resources is missing, if we are going to talk of a system of building we
must relate to all of these factors, in a total process. Even if a new
teehnology saves money, it cannot do its best job and it is not an
acceptable technology if it causes a greater cash flow due to the need
for more time to get the building built, or if a scarce building trade
skill is needed to install it, or if to deliver it to the job takes too long or
costs too much.

On the other hand, if a more expensive technology can speed the
process of building, if it has the capacity for saving money in financing
or in time, if it causes better performance or reduces operations and
maintenance costs over the useful life of the building-then in fact it
may be a technology which we can afford.

Our conclusion is that we must take into account not only hardware
systems that go into buildings, but the software as well-the marketing
and the management techniques that are needed to order the entire
process.

In the written presentation which I prepared for your subcommittee,
I have called attention to a number of points which I think can best be
explained through the use of slides. In these slides I will show projects
on which we have been working, and I will give examples of how we
apply our philosophy.
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When we first started in systems building we were working on a
project for a group of school districts. Our initial effort was to set up a
new organization composed of these school districts. The group was
called the First California Commission on School Construction Sys-
tem. Its purpose was to build-get past the process where schools were
built one at a time-schools which did not meet educational needs and
which could not be built effectively within the State educational aid
budgeting.
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The organization of the School Construction Systems Development Project-
a "new client."

We were concerned to develop a process through which we would
have a chance to build structures that would not be obsolete when they
were first occupied and to accomplish this we organized a new group.
The group included 13 separate school districts. These districts banded
together to provide a reasonable market. On the basis of this increased
market, it became possible for us to call on the building industry to
develop new products that would meet their very specific needs of this
known market.

Physically, we were looking to develop a keyboard-a set of build-
ing components-which all of the different school architects could use
to design individual schools.

In this case each of the school districts used its own architects and
each architect designed a unique school that would meet the specific
requirements of his school district. None of the schools look alike. All
have different needs and they express them differently.
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In defining the school needs we worked with the people from the
school districts-curriculum designers, teachers, superintendents.
Through this process the needs were defined. Then we translated those
needs ito technical performance terms. It was on these performance
specifications that bids were taken.

On the basis of their bids, manufacturers were selected for parti-
tions, for ceilings, for air conditioning, for the building structure, for
the casework, and lockers, and for other components. Once they were
tested and developed, these products were used by each of the archi-
tects to build individually designed schools.

The process that is necessary for development has been demonstrated
on another project for student housing. The schedule which we devel-
oped shows that a 5-year period is necessary if all aspects of a new
building system are to be followed through with thoroughness-the
feasibility studies, the development of beginning user requirements,
and the development of contract documents, costs, and performance
specifications. Next, bids must be taken from industry to create new
products that do not exist but that meet the needs stated in the defini-
tion of user requirements. Then it is necessary to go to the develop-
ment of these Products, the construction of prototypes units-all lead-
ing up to development of processes for large-scale production.
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The time scale of the University Residential Building System.

We find that, in the development process, if we do everything in an
orderly way as we relate sources to needs, the total process will neces-
sarily take a considerable period of time.

The nature of the development work that can be done changes with
time. As the time for a program of development increases, so does the
level of developmental work that can be undertaken. If a project offers
only a very short period of time then it will be possible to only secure
volume bidding on existing components. If you have a great deal of
time for a project, you can base the volume bidding on performance
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specifications-and end up with the design of a complete new system
where all of the hardware is new, and where the definition of the
requirements to be met is also new. If we are to meet the major needs
of our country during the decades ahead, it is this kind of program
that can and must be developed.
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Programs to meet the major needs of our country cannot be accomplished
in a short period of time.

At the same time, we can move much more rapidly to meet the
immediate problems. That we cannot ignore.

In working to develop student housing for the University of Cali-
fornia, it has been necessary to account for changes in the size of the
student population, in the mix of students, and in the requirements of
the students themselves as values change. In designing for any group
of people, we must begin to define their user needs and this is so for
any group, and to accomplish it is a rather substantial task.

This type of work has not been done for housing. As a result, we do
not now have in existence appropriate statements as to what the
basic user requirements are that we are trying to meet as we build
any basic type of housing

In looking at the problem, we find that some of our requirements
have held up over the ages. The need for someone to work or study,
a person's need for light, the higher cost needed to provide for thermal
control by allowing air to move under a structure-these are uni-
versal requirements for man.

But there are other requirements-when and how do students or
other people join together in groups? These needs change over time.

In student housing we have found that different groups sharing
different facilities present a problem. Perhaps two students will share
a room in a building, but because of the way it is designed it may be
that 32 will have to share large bath facilities.

32-879 0-69-pt. 2-2
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We must pay attention to the differences that occur within different poeple.

In buildings designed differently, we may find a different mix. The
same two students may share a single room, but a group of eight stu-
dents may have their own bath and lounge facilities. When we take a
look at the behavior patterns occasioned by these different group-
ings-this clustering of people differently-we find that behavior
should have a tremendous impact on the design of facilities and on the
design of the hardware systems that are used to provide the facilities.

But we believe that this kind of work must be done, and we have
discovered innumerable instances where major problems have arisen
when it was not done but where the facilities being provided were
considered the best that could be provided.

Just to give an example. At one major institution six students were
housed in single rooms and they shared a common lounge. This was
considered the best possible way to live. But in studying what hap-
pened it was found that students had absolutely abysmal academic
records. On checking for a substantial period of time, it was found
that the major reason was that since six people can fit in a car, when
the students went out for coffee breaks at night one student would ask
the second one to go, the two would ask the third to go along, and in
the end they would all go. This is a problem that is eliminated if eight
students study together. Eight do not fit in a car. The conclusion is
that we have had to experiment-in many ways.

There are different forms and different groupings. They may relate
to security patterns in housing and the way in which people may live
together and work together to jointly supervise their own facilities.
To test various patterns requires that there be side-scale experiments
that are not yet being made.

As we know, we must -also pay attention to the kind of differences
that occur within different people, including simply their different
sizes.

In terms of aspirations we find that how people view where and
how they will live frequently takes forms and patterns that may vary
from group to group. These variations, too, may or may not be handled
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within a basic system, but in any case it is necessary to provide for
them in building design and configurations so that the major things
we build can be organized and designed in an efficient way.

We must be responsive, then, to people's differing needs and aspira-
tions. We can do this by keeping account of the fact that one require-
ment is cost-and we must not limit ourselves to the first cost of a
building. In our work in student housing we have now taken bids that
included all costs of owning the buildings. This is the first time this
has been done. The co8t per year of the components individually was
the basis for manufacturers' bids. The bids included a formula for
the annual costs of debt service and the annual maintenance cost. In
addition, the maintenance cost included a 20-year contract. As a result,
we knew we had fixed prices and we knew that costs would escalate, and
we based annual operating costs on the characteristics of the technolo-
gies developed in the system.

Heating, Ventilating, Cooling Bid Formula

wrLump Sum Bidt pr

| / ~~Service |\
Weighting Factors w b n

5 Year a o w Ann fual \ p
Maintenance t o aintenance act ae

:Contract .Cost,/

Operating Cost f Annual c
Calculation i Operating f

Special bid formulas allow bids to include all costs of owning buildings-not
just first cost.

We worked out a system so that if the air-conditioning equipment
were not to perform up to the bidder's projected level of efficiency-so
that more money would be needed to cover operating costs of the
equipment-then a deduction would be made from funds paid in ful-
fillment of the maintenance contract. As a result of this procedure, it
became possible for us to compare annual costs of a system. Our
conclusion is that more sophisticated equipment frequently can be
developed if you include the annual owning costs of the equipment
and the total building in your calculations of what an item costs.

A system building approach does not mean prefabrication of specific
buildings. Instead, i-t increases and in fact provides the power with
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which one can design, working on basic modules so that anything
can be built within the system.

To get into the substance of requirements in the student residence
program we asked what the needs are for students. It is interesting
to note that not only at the University of California but at probably
95 percent of the institutions throughout the country, exactly the
same need for storage space and casework is provided for men and
women students. But in our work at the University of California we
found that there is actually a major difference in men's needs for
storage as compared with women's.

MEN 'S AVE RA GE

WOIMEN!5 AVERAGE
Probably 95 percent of the institutions in the country provide exactly the same

storage space for men and women students, despite findings at the University
of California. (2 slides.)
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We are concerned with developing systems that enable the users
to have an impact on their environment. We want to and can offer op-
portunities for use of different materials that will provide an oppor-
tunity for variation. In the case of the designs for the University of
California students we have made it possible for them to supply their
own coverings and surfaces for walls, as part of the system.

People using buildings have a great desire to express their own
individuality and their own approach to life. At the University of
California we developed a snap-in wall system, permitting the students
to supply their own surfacing and their own materials to cover the
walls. If a girl wishes to buy a bolt of red velvet she can paper her
room with it herself and when she leaves she can take the material
away.

If an institution begins to use heavier and heavier materials, hop-
ing they will be able to be maintained or to stand up over time, what
they may be doing is to provide a challenge to the inhabitants. They
may simply be designing buildings which say clearly that "you can't
destroy it." In this situation, too often people will take the challenge.
Vandalism and carelessness will result.

A building that allows individual expression can channel destructive feelings
into creative acts.

It is much better to think in terms of developing our structures
so that we can say: "Express yourself." Then we may find creative
rather than destructive expressions of use.

Perhaps a case study of our work to develop user requirements
has to d~o with their study habits. We find that students study in-
frequently at desks. Most of the time- they study on other surfaces At
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other places. Partly this is because desks are often not appropriate
for study. But we have also found that one of the locations where
students want to read large books is in the bathtub. We have there-
fore set specifications for design of a bathtub that will include a back
seat that would be contoured for reading.

Since a shower is also required, and a shower needs a greater
width of space than a tub, we had to work to design a surface for
study, in the tub area.

We also found that one reason large groups of people sharing a
bathroom do not take baths is because of debris left in a tub by
former occupants. As everyone knows, when you try to clear a tub
by running water into it, the debris flows upstream and stops at
exactly the same place where it began. With the shelf at the side
of the tub, a water exit under the shelf becomes possible. It then
becomes possible to clean the tub by regular flushing action.

These small items illustrate how people use buildings. If we are
to design buildings for people on a large scale, we must begin to
understand what the needs and the living patterns are. We must
design with the kind of spaces that there should be in rooms and
for the furniture that will go into it. We must also think in terms
of the way in which you move through buildings.

We have been studying the different widths of housing, and we
have found great problems when we try to relate how people live to
the dimensions that permit a housing manufacturer to move his units
along a highway. At 12 feet it may be possible to develop units
that will meet highway codes, but whether you can also develop
units that will provide the best use of space for people who are to
live in houses of these widths may be another question. If you take
a look at the differences between what you can do in a space of 18
feet as compared with 12 feet or 22 or 19 feet, and if you want
to find the best range of sizes for family housing, you will con-
clude that 19 to 22 feet are more appropriate dimensions for users
of houses than 12 feet-which is the width you can move along a
highway.

Yet as we think of gearing up for production of housing, we may
begin to overlook these needs and we may work only with what we can
move along highways or with what meets other, more technical,
reqirements.

In examining the need for variety and flexibility, not only in the
sizes of dwelling units but also in room sizes, it is possible to arrive at
different options as to how our study of user requirements helps us to
develop insight into changing trends and the way in which spaces are
used and the way in which people live now or desire to live in the
future. When this is done, buildings can be responsive to change and
can be thought of as having a dynamic life over time. Buildings can
respond to a range of user requirements, so that the facilities can in
fact, be designed to have different initial forms. But no matter what
the form is, buildings will evolve over time as the needs of users
change.

As we consider the requirements of buildings we must keep in mind
the first cost-that is, what we must spend to build-and we must de-
velop techniques to cost buildings not by the different trades that are
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needed but by the work that is done. We must compare one floor system
that costs $4.83 with another at $3.71 per square foot. These can be com-
pared in constant dollars for the same client, the same program.

As we look at the different parts of a building that performs dif-
ferent jobs, we must develop a costing context that enables us to see
how the various parts perform. We must know how to relate the costs
to how well we can accomplish such things as sound separation and the
thermal requirements of space. In one residence hall that we studied,
the walls were designed to provide for 45 to 50 decibel sound separa-
tion. But at the same time, the door was purposely undercut so that
there would be a return for the air-conditioning system. The result was
that, while the sponsor was paying for the higher level of acoustic con-
trol, only a sound separation of 10 to 15 decibels was being achieved. A
lot of money was wasted on the acoustic performance of the walls, be-
cause there was no total building system designed to meet a consistent
set of performance requirements.

In our program for the University of California student residences
we agreed to a slightly lower level of sound control for the walls, but
at the same time we changed the doors to achieve acoustic performance
at the level of 25 to 30 decibels instead of the former 10 to 18; as a
result, we will have less total cost, but a higher level of performance.
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Performance specifications translate user requirements into a technical form
to which industry can respond. (2 slides.)

In our work to develop good lighting in schools, we have found a
need for low brightness and low contrast in the lighting, so that the
blackboards can be seen without glare and the printed pages can be
read comfortably.

In this case we set forth a series of performance requirements, and
when they were presented to the lighting industry, half the industry
said the standards could not be met because they contradicted the laws
of physics-which was a pretty strong condemnation of the perform-
ance specifications. The other half of the industry quietly designed
systems that are not doing the job effectively.

We developed a combined lighting and ceiling system that covers
large areas of the ceiling. The system requires that there be a capacity
for acoustic absorption in the ceiling and that air be able to move in
and out of spaces.

By developing performance specifications, a method is evolved for
translating user requirements into a technical form that industry can
respond to and this type of vehicle for translating needs into technical
terminology is needed.

If industry is to gear up and produce, industry needs specifications
which are understandable, which can be tested, and through which
industry can develop and test products and can show that the producers
will in fact meet the carefully stated needs.

as
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In many cases, before sending performance specifications out to bid,
it becomes necessary to be sure that there are ways for industry to meet
the requirements. Therefore we have done our own design work inter-
nally, to develop components that will prove the performance needs
can be met, before we go out to bid.

The tooling and the manufacturing capability of industry invari-
ably provide better ways of doing jobs than we have conceived-once
we go out to bid. But first we have to show how the job can be done.
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In other cases we indicate through diagrams a range of ways in
which a given set of performance specifications can be met, then we
find that manufacturers will be able to bid who represent a wide range
of materials-one using timber another steel and another concrete-
all to meet the same set of specifications. In saying what the job should
be rather than how it should be done, we have found that we can get a
tremendous range of competition.

Now, as we start a new building program we know that we must
be concerned with the entire process by which buildings are built-
from the use of raw materials at the start, right down to completion
of the buildings.

For instance, in a recent housing program it was our purpose to
design a kit of parts that can be produced effectively, to provide a
large variety of different housing types.

The program for doig the job had to be well ordered, and so, as in
our other work, a criticalpath flow diagram had to be designed show-
ing how all of the parts would go together. Then it had to show how
just the smaller subsections would fit together at the building site-
to do a total job within an assembly process.

In that case we are working with pieces and parts, as they are pur-
chased, as the components are put together into modules, and as those
modules are developed into buildings. Because of shipping, in some
cases you may ship the components to the site. In other cases you may
want to have modules at the site. This will vary with each different
situation.

SHA.'NG ASSEMBLY SITE ASSEMBLY
PURCHASING COMPONENT TRANSPORT

RECEIVE RAW MANUFACTURE TO SITE
MATERIALS

COORDINATION OF TOTAL BUILDING PROCESS

As we start a new building program we must be concerned with the entireprocess by which buildings are built, from raw material to completed
building.

But how the sequence is arranged provides a control of all the pieces
and parts-so that they will all work with one another and do a total
job, and so that the job provides for appropriate variations to meet
needs, and so that entire process will move quickly, meeting a given set
of user requirements.
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We were working in a student housing system, now being tested by
the University of California, where well over 30 different manufactur-
ers designed and bid unique products.

The system developed mcudes a new type of concrete structure. The
wet members of the structure are perforated, and the services needed
in the buildings can be moved in two directions through this rather
unique type of concrete structure.

In deve'loping this material and system, we have come up with some
particularly interesting technical developments. For example, the con-
crete members are pierced to provide penetration through them for
mounting air conditioning, piping, conduit, and other service com-
ponents. In testing the strength of the material, the Portland Cement
Association found that the concrete members were made stronger when
regular holes were cut through the members. In this extremely interest-
ing discovery, we learned that the process of cutting the holes in-
creased the strength by 25 percent. We then found that we had been
preceded in this discovery by the aerospace industry, where a group had
been testing frames to achieve a particular structural strength. Finding
that the frames failed in the same place each time, the technical staf
finally yielded to the derisive cries of the custodian of the laboratory,
who said "cut holes where it fails."

After many failures, one of the engineers cut the holes, and the
structure did not fail. Everyone crowded around the laboratory
custodian and asked why. His comment was, "Well, you know, toilet
paper never tears on the holes." An interesting thing is that with the
concrete members it took 7 years for this piece of information to be
transferred from the aerospace industry to the building industry-
accidentally.
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Over 30 different manufacturers designed and bid unique products for this
student housing system.

In the structure I am describing we were going for long spans to
provide for flexibility in the arrangement of space. We had also
developed an air-conditioning system that was designed to be com-
patible with the structure. One of the interesting things here is that a
building system was designed through the process that saved about 8.5
percent in the first cost of construction. Much more will be saved in
owning costs of the buildings over time-very substantially more. It
is hard to tell at this point just how much. In addition, the performance
has been improved bcause the average span will be raised to 30 feet
from a nominal 14 feet, so that the spaces provided in the building
would be extremely flexible. In these buildings the partitions are
100 percent demountable, and each student has complete control of his
or her environment.
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Through this process, the performance was improved tremendously.
A significant market was provided for which manufacturers could
develop new products to meet new performance specifications, and the
first cost of the building was less.

Our first experience with this process was on the school project,
where our first costs of construction were 18 percent lower than the
costs for building conventional schools under some aid programs. The
performance was improved very considerably in this first project.

Since that time, costs have been reduced rather than raised. The
actual cost of building schools with the systems-designed components
was less this past winter than it was in August of 1965 when our first
school went under construction with the components.

With the increases in volume of construction, we have found that if
you plot this volume on log-log paper, on a 94-percent slope, the costs
will go down along that line as the volume of production increases.
Fortunately in the school program, the use of the components has
proceeded at a faster rate than building cost escalation. As a result,
it is in actual dollars paid on a bid that the school districts are spending
less for components than they were in August of 1965, and this is
obviously counter to the normal trend in the building industry.

In the student housing system, the development of components took
about 5 years. Industry designed the components. In another case a
team of five different consultants worked for a large school district, to
develop a system for educational parks and in this case the time avail-
able was shorter, with the five consulting firms undertaking the system
design directly.

Many different procedures can be used. Each procedure will have a
different time span, and different potential payoffs in terms of intro-
ducing new technology. But all can provide an ordered way to innovate
and develop new products to do a specific job of meeting user
requirements.

In the initial school project we had a group of over 40 manufacturers
who participated in a bidding procedure to develop components that all
worked together to do the educational job required. These components
are designed so that they fit together. Within this program we have had
tremendous cooperation from the building trades, from code people,
from many others.

We had a number of significant changes, and many firsts. For ex-
ample, flexible ducts provide for very good flexibility of air condition-
ing within our spaces. This was the first flexible airduct developed in
the country.

We have five or six other such firsts within a program based on only
$25 million of school construction-this was the carrot that we pre-
sented to industry for development of new products. However, the
market was clearly representative of unmet school needs throughout
the country. Therefore it enabled us to indicate that the $25 million
was really a pump-priming situation rather than the total market.

We have developed new materials which provide fire protection for
steel. The steel itself was used in new ways, so that the weight of the
steel structure was about half that of conventional structures needed to
span the space.
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Our average span for schools using this system is 60-plus feet. The
partitions are completely demountable. Any educational space can
have its own thermal control system in that space. The components are
so designed that no two building trades need to occupy the same space
within the building as it is being built.

The air ducts are right under the structure, the hatched-in space, and
the grid spaces are where the conduits for small pipes go. What was
designed offers the chance to develop an order for all these components
so that they-and the coffers and the lighting and the ceiling com-
ponents-will work together at a level of efficiency which is much
higher than normal at the building site.

Normally we save 20 to 30 percent in time and these savings relate
to the cost of getting schools constructed.

The components respect the locations in which they are supposed
to move. One small new item that we developed is a little attachment
device which holds a group of runner that then supports the coffer.
This device is called the spider. It attaches to and levels the structure.
It holds the runners for the ceiling and the air conditioning, and it
combines the work of four different manufacturers although it is a
single product.
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The little "spider" at the bottom of the truss performs several critical functions
while combining the work of four different manufacturers.
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Unless you know that the products of different manufacturers are
to be used together to gain significant volume, obviously it would not
pay to design a specific piece of hardware, since tooling for such a unit
may cost something in excess of $20,000.

The need is for predictable long-term markets, if one is going to de-
velop hardware which will tie together the components of many manu-
facturers. This kind of efficiency can be developed under prefabrica-
tion of the structure and of the air conditioning, but also of the light-
ing elements and of everything that goes into the building. It can also
relate to organizing their delivery to the site in an effective manner.

In our projects where companies are developing new technologies,
you get a sense of why time is important.

In one situation we have begun a process to wind housing around
a base structural material. In the process, a glass reinforced plastic
material can be wound in a variety of shapes. The shapes can be cut
into panels, or into building products, or for use as total shapes. They
can then be assembled in many ways, and put together.

A room-sized mandrel around which plastic is wrapped to form housing.

The shapes can be completely wound on a mandril. Normally that
would have to be done with a steel form which would retract, to get the
building units off of the mandril.

To go through the processes needed to develop such new technologies,
however, takes both time and substantial money. It is necessary, there-
fore, to know that there is a market at the other end of the process.

As we look at housing programs, too often there is a demand to get
under construction a very few months after a project is conceived. We
are not given time to specify requirements that will make it possible for
companies people to act that are willing and able to go through a
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developmental process-beginning with finding out needs and develop-
ing new technologies in a step by step procedure that will end up with
products which will actually do the job.

We cannot deny the need for immediacy, nor am I suggesting that
we do so. But we must begin to work on two different tracks in our
timing, at least. On one trade we must use what is available to meet
our immediate requirements. But we must also move on a longer time
schedule if we are to develop better products that will meet more
well-defined user requirements-unless we are to continue stirring
around to meet current needs within the current year. In my view,
this is one of the really major problems of the construction industry.

We have not taken the opportunity to husband markets, to give in-
centives that offer a sufficient opportunity, that sufficiently define what
the requirements are, so that industry has a chance to do what it can
do, what it has shown in our California school project that it can do.
So far, this opportunity has not been given in housing-to develop
truly new technologies and systems based on known markets.

As you develop components for housing you come up with a set of
parts which can provide innumerable options relating to how they
are put together.

We can have a group of choices as to housing cores, for the services,
a group of bedroom options, and literally 2,000 different planned
opportunities based on a single set of components.

We have developed a few examples-taking a two-story, two-bed-
room unit and using the same components; and a two-story, five-.
bedroom unit, again with the same components; and then, one-story,
three-, four-2 and five-bedroom units.

In these different designs we have used different core units, because
when we went from three to four bedrooms the number of bathrooms
changed, and different kitchen combinations were used. These are not
just changes in facilities. They relate to different internal arrange-
ments as well.

As to the external design, we have bulk sketches of the kind of
variety that is possible. Then in relating the designs to the sites, it be-
comes possible to mock up a whole phase of different ways of working
in bulk.

Our work on these plans and designs was for public housing and it
is now in the form of a proposal which has been submitted to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development.

As you develop components to meet the performance by industry,
you must go through a testing program. In the California school proj-
ect, we were testing the use of the structural components. In testing we
used a tent to keep the solar heat off the structure, so that solar ex-
pansion and contraction would not affect load testing and so that load
requirements could be met and code approvals secured. If the market
is large enough you can test. Almost invariably, if you can provide
good test results you can meet any set of code conditions.

We have found that when we have had a large enough market so that
the volume market will permit testing, codes have offered no obstacle.

After we passed the load requirements test in the schools program,
we had to go for fire testing to assure that the ceiling components and
structure that were combined for use together would meet a 1-hour

32-679 0-69-pt. 2-3
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fire requirement. After 70 minutes of fire exposure the structure held
up and we got our weight permit.

For our thermal environment in the same school programs, we
had to meet very stringent performance criteria. We specified plus or
minus 2 degrees summer and winter, in any space, at both the breathing
level and the 6-inch level. We used the 6-inch level because in our
physiological studies we discovered that the average teacher had
rather poor circulation, and that normal air stratification caused him
to have cold feet. The teacher who had access to the thermostat turned
the temperature up-making it too warm for the children and putting
them to sleep, or nearly so, and-incidentally-using a great deal of
extra money in terms of energy to heat the space.

In developing this type of criteria, and insisting that they should
be met for 20 years under maintenance contracts, we provided a very
stiff requirement for the bidders. The air-conditioner manufacturers
*had todesign air supply and return diffusers that would work in a co-
ordinated way with the ceiling products of another producer. The
reason was that the shape of a lighting coffer will affect the air dyna-
mics within a space, and that might make it either possible or im-
possible to meet performance standards that bidders were prepared
to contract to maintain for 20 years.

So in this kind of development process where the testing is done-
in the case of the coppers in cardboard-the testing was done over
a 9-month period.

Thermal couples on poles placed in classrooms were used to see that
the requirements could be met, and then in our mockup building
we tested the performance. The standard was met, with plus 1 or minus
1 degree. Fortunately we found that a 100-watt bulb gives off the
same heat and energy as the average high school student, and so we
could simulate student loads in and out of the buildings rather easily
by using light bulbs.

The work was done in a mockup building that was specifically con-
structed for the testing. Laboratory testing of separate components
means nothing. Our traditions are to test walls and the ceilings sepa-
rately for acoustics-and then we find that the sound goes through the
joints between the two.
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Field testing provides the opportunity to "take the temperature" of the building
and discover whether the work must be redone.

All of our performance requirements are based on field testing. Thus
we can develop opportunities to go in and take the temperature of the
building, so to speak, and discover whether the work must be redone.
Otherwise we have no control over the total process.

In this mockup building we went through a sequence: all the parti-
tions and the ceiling components were moved six times, and the air-
conditioning was rezoned in a complete move by one man in 1 hour.
These components are now being used that way in schools, and it is
awfully interesting to see teachers determining how educational space
should be used over time.

I believe these approaches can be translated so that we can organize
space for our housing requirements, and live in a dynamic way, and I
believe that today it is an absolute requirement.

In some cases we have provided relatively rationalized housing pro-
grams, where we have just used existing products in a systematic way.
We have one such housing project now under construction in Detroit
of 500 units. In this case our costs were about $2 more per square
foot than the pro gram described above.

Changes in volume or scale reduce what you can do with design
configurations in terms of pitched roofs and offsets, and the costs can
be very much different in small versus larger projects.

When I talk of flexibility with a standard set of parts, I am going
to run very quickly through a range of the schools designed with the
SCSD system. One is an elementary school that was built on a sloping
site; it meets a variety of changing requirements internally.
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The walls themselves are magnetic tackboards, allowing a forest of different
things.

The walls themselves are magnetic tack boards. Items can hang from
the ceilings, and frequently there is a forest of different things.

One of hundreds of different SCSD school buildings now in use.
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Twenty months after our first school was occupied, there were 900
school buildings in use. This gives an indication of how fast good
products can take over and get used, once they are developed.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Ehrenkrantz follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EZRA D. lEBRENKRANTZ

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am delighted to have the
opportunity to share with you my thoughts concerning a systems approach
to construction. My firm has translated these thoughts, based on initial work
in the field of educational facilities, to our work in housing. I hope that they
will be of use to your committee.

INTRODUCTION

In the United States today the traditional building industry is unable to meet
the pressure of demands for the production of its required physical facilities.
This inadequacy is not due to ill-will or to lack of resources and technical
capability, but rather it occurs because the organizational context in which
the construction industry works has not developed. the capacity to do the job.

Each group within the building industry is locked within a series of checks
and balances of its own, and each has a particular stake in some aspect of
the status quo. It may be that building codes, labor jurisdictional disputes, atti-
tudes of contractors, subcontractors and professionals do prevent innovations
from being applied. We must acknowledge, however, that each group is at-
tempting to make positive changes within an organism that provides so many
constraints that progress is minimal.

It is essentially the total structure of the building industry that inhibits the
effective development of new products, components and construction. The scale
at which individual projects are built does not provide a sufficient base for
construction efficiency to be developed in a manner analogous to other industries.

Our limited basic resources of land, finance, technology, management, and
labor must be properly used. National housing problems call for a concerted
attack on every phase of the process by which housing is provided for the pur-
pose of reducing costs and/or improving performance. Technology cannot solve
the basic problem alone, but it can make a significant contribution when devel-
oped in concert with other resources and directed at real needs. It is evident
that new technologies can reduce somewhat the initial construction cost of
housing and can significantly raise the quality of the physical environment
without raising the cost. Improved technology, more so than any of the other
resources, holds the potential of industrializing housing production. Without
technological advance, low cost housing needs cannot be met. There is simply
not enough land or enough skilled labor to give everybody a hand-built frame
house on an open lot.

UsER REQUMREMENTS

If technology is to provide for the real needs of people seeking housing, their
requirements must be understood. Current building programs for lower or
moderate income housing too frequently relate to patterns of life assumed appro-
priate or acceptable for people who can independently afford good housing. These
programs may not recognize the variety of life styles, family types, and condi-
tions of lower and moderate income families. These families frequently have
more complex living patterns, such as those occasioned by single parent house-
holds and extended families. Middle income families have resources to supple-
ment major living requirements outside their household, such as nursery schools
and recreation which they can pay for and reach. Low income families fre-
quently do not have the money or mobility to satisfy these requirements. The
dwelling unit and its immediate neighborhood must, therefore, provide for a
broader range of activities than those required for middle and upper income
families.

The appropriate study and expression of activity patterns which may be stated
as "user needs," has not yet been made. Consequently, it is difficult to specify
exactly what should be developed to provide appropriate housing for lower or
moderate income people. Technology thus is frequently misdirected to solve
assumed, rather than real problems. Technical problems are easier to define and
solve than social problems. The end result of working on unreal problems is
failure and, unfortunately, failure repeated over time results in disenchant-
ment with technology.
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THE NEED FOR LARGE PREDICTABLE MAUxETs

Any approach to the development of new technology must begin with appro-
priate market studies of the nature and quantity of real and perceived needs.
New developments must deal with systems of delivering housing which will meet
these needs. One must ask before developing new products, "Who am I designing
for and what are their requirements?"

Competition exists between all market opportunities for men and money. It
is one thing to define needs and another to get people to work on methods of
providing for them. Incentives must be created to attract manpower to the
development of new products for housing, rather than for other markets which
may offer a better return.

The scale of operations will be determined by the market size and this scale
will have a direct effect on the manner of utilizing resources. A large organized
volume of new housing construction would make possible levels of efficiency and
management not normally available within the construction industry. This
volume may range from five thousand to fifty thousand units in a single program.
Each level may provide for different approaches to production, such as use of a
more capital intensive plant and more effective scheduling of manpower. Change
in scale of operation is essential as a prelude to new developments. In order to
satisfy the needs of a large housing market made up of different user groups,
a high level of product sophistication is required. Designs must be developed so
that standardized building components will fit together in different ways to pro-
vide for this variety. This flexibility could permit the aggregation of many specific
markets to create volume. The present practice of developing new ideas through
custom building one project after another, limits the scale of the market and
results primarily in decorative changes. Significant development cannot occur
without a more thorough approach to construction and this requires the market
to justify it.

UNDERSTANDING THE DEvELOPmENT PROCESS

A systems approach to construction which allocates resources to needs is
essential to the effective development of new technology in building. It calls for
the rational development of new products and procedures in response to a given
situation of user needs and markets. Initially, needs are defined in social terms.
It is therefore important to develop a method of communication so that the basic
user requirements can be translated into meaningful terms for industrial response
in the creation of new products. Performance specifications, which state what
technology must do, rather than how it must do a job, can provide such a method.
Social needs can be expressed in terms of performance requirements. These
requirements can be understood by industry and they can provide a meaningful
target. This work must then be related to target costs. In the process, trade-offs
between required levels of performance and attendant costs must be made.

The cost of research and development, tooling, production, and marketing is so
great, that it is difficult to expect companies to undertake major programs of in-
novation purely on a basis of speculation. The future opportunities must be
spelled out in detail. This is particularly true in an industry where each project
has been regarded as a custom situation. Competitive bidding has made it difficult,
if not impossible, to introduce innovations effectively as it is very difficult to set
up competition on a new invention as required on public work. New ideas have to
be available from at least two other manufacturers before it is legitimate to
specify a given product. This procedure reduces the incentive for major innova-
tion. Another major drawback to introducing new products is the fact that the
learning process increases initial costs. Unless one has substantial markets for
the amortization of these learning costs, innovative projects are penalized. It is
difficult to find the people willing to pay more for a given project, on the basis that
future projects will be cheaper. Industry is reluctant to pay these costs, because
they have no assurance that future designs will use the same products. Because
of these and other constraints to innovation, it is important to develop a sys-
tematic approach which provides for research, development, tooling, production,
and construction of buildings in an organized way. An effective method must be
provided for the delivery of new technology.

The fact that technology has not kept pace with requirements in construction
is primarily due to the lack of significant markets and mechanisms for proper
introduction of the work. This has resulted in the financial failures of many new
approaches, which in turn have reduced the interest of many companies to make
further investments. The Lustron House, which was designed for mass produc-
tion with considerable government support in the fifties, provides one such ex-
ample where the lack of an organized market was a primary cause of failure.
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TEiE SYSTEMS PROCESS

A systems approach is not limited to any specific technology but tries to equate
resources and needs. One may find that the best utilization of resources for a
particular problem may be obtained through improved procedures for building
at the site. Each case must be related to available technology, needs and dollars
without preconceptions as to how the job should be done.

The systems approach begins with an identification of the user requirements
including the potential changes in use to which a building may be put over its
useful amortized life. This provides the basic user criteria which the system
will have to meet. The criteria may include: acoustic separation between apart-
ments; level of thermal control; the properties of surfaces for impact, fire, ab-
rasion; the amount of area required for different functions; the relations of
spaces one to another; the relation to outside areas; organization of the spaces
to provide for security; and the management systems for operations and main-
tenance of completed buildings. The development of criteria and their relation to
cost requires trade-offs in allocation between the different factors. One must not
put too much of the resources into the thermal environment if, as a result, one
takes the money away from appropriate party walls to provide for acoustic
privacy. It is in this way that one can balance the organization of the resources
to do a proper job.

It is important to recognize that building systems concepts cannot be applied
dogmatically to buildings or to organizations. They must be evolved in each new
situation creatively. The systems approach is a process to apply careful study to
everything that is required. If a building, a neighborhood or a community is to
be developed efficiently, it is necessary to start with a knowledge of what is
needed and what resources are available.

In organizing for a new scale of development, one must acknowledge that for
each situation there are many alternative strategies. One must develop the proce-
dures to evaluate these alternatives and make appropriate decisions. The basis
for developing these decisions does not exist and we are not doing sufficient ex-
perimental work to develop it.

SCSD-AN EXAMPLE OF TIME SYSTEMS PROCESS

When we find that agencies acting as clients for housing are unable to organize
-their building program so that appropriate solutions can be found, it may be nec-
essary to develop a new type of client. We have had an analogous experience in
education, where individual California school districts had difficulty in providing
new buildings which met educational requirements within the budget. In the
California School Construction Systems Development project, better known as
SCSD, our first task in the development of a new building system was to create
a "new client" composed of thirteen school districts. The size of this "new
client's" market provided the incentive to induce manufacturers to develop new
building components. These new components had to meet sophisticated educa-
tional requirements while providing versatility of individual design.

Our mandate was to hold the line on costs, while providing for greater flexi-
bility and better school environments that would respond to changes in educa-
tional programming. In response to a' committed market of $25 million for the
school buildings, the industrial participants eventually spent approximately $10
million on technological development. It was possible to obtain this level of
commitment because the SCSD market was considered as a pump-priming mech-
anism for larger markets.

In the program, industry produced systems which in many instances exceeded
the specified requirements. In addition, an overall saving of some 18% in first cost
was realized on the installed components. These components accounted for 45-
55% of the total building cost. The quality of construction provided favorable
projections for future savings in operations and maintenance costs. For example,
the saving of one watt of electricity per square foot over one year in an average
high school is equivalent 'to the salary of one teacher. If a high school uses three
watts per square foot more than is needed, as was sometimes found to be the
case, savings in electricity could pay for three more teachers. It is quite possi-
ble that in publicly administered housing, savings in operations and maintenance
may be sufficient to provide for substantial improvements. If insufficient attention
is paid to the cost of maintenance in the initial design, the high cost of upkeep
will cause neglect with attendant deterioration over time.
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In a study of the operations and maintenance of 250 schools that was per-
formed by Benjamin Handler of the University of Michigan, it was found that,
when related to its cost over a forty-year life, the first cost of a school approxi-
mated one-eighth of the total forty-year owning cost of the school. Money spent
on financing the school equalled that of the entire first cost. Operations and main-
tenance costs were approximately three and one-half times the initial cost. Altera-
tions needed to keep the buildings from becoming obsolete averaged two and one-
half times the first cost.

In September 1966 the first SCSD school was opened and by the fall of 1967,
the components produced for SCSD had provided spaces for nearly 19,000 public
school students in the project's thirteen schools. Within twenty months after first
occupancy, there were 900 buildings in which SCSD-designed components were
in use. The first cost of using SCSD components was lower during this past winter
than when they first went out to bid in August of 1965. Due to the increased
demand for production, it has been possible to reduce prices faster than building
costs have escalated.

In the SCSD program it was possible to obtain longer structural spans than
those used in conventional school construction and demountable partitions with
surfaces to accept chalk or tack usage for purposes of flexibility. Other new
products developed for this project included: improved lighting, ceiling com-
ponents, air conditioning and casework which contributed significant advances
related directly to educational requirements. The use of industrialized components
reduced construction time by approximately 10 to 30%.

INSIGHTS DEVELOPED THROUGH OUR SYSTEMS WORK

Although SCSD is our only example where the final results are in, we have been
involved in a number of other systems developments. These include student hous-
ing for the University of California, projects for a number of government agencies
and we are working on a variety of housing programs-ranging from units for
families requiring public housing to vacation homes for well-to-do buyers. In
some of the programs we are working to develop new technologies for the produc-
tion of hardware only. Each program requires different strategies to meet its
unique user requirements, but the basic process remains the same. While we see
great potential for improvement in the SCSD program, we have learned that the
opportunities for system building increase with the complexity and cost of the
project. As we take a look at housing, we find that the opportunities for substan-
tial cost reductions through use of new technologies are not likely to be as great
as they will be in more expensive and complex types of buildings. An industrial-
ized building process can make possible a savings in the assembly of the building,
but these savings may be offset by requirements for higher quality materials to
be used for precise manufacture. For this reason, we must look to programs which
attrack the entire process of housing production and delivery. To this end, the
new technologies may make their contributions more to the organization and
management of efficient total programs, than to major initial savings in first
construction costs. At the same time a number of building systems that are now
being developed in the United States do have the possibility of making significant
savings in terms of first cost. I would add the cautionary note that we should
not evaluate these programs on the basis of their first cost alone. Rather, the
basis for judgment should be how they contribute to the annual cost to the user,
the total quality of housing and to the methods and speed with which it can be
built. In a specific instance, we found that a 50% reduction of construction time
for housing clusters in a project reduced the cash flow requirements by 350% for
the same number of units. In such a case, one might even accept a slightly higher
first cost for construction.

THREE APPROACHES TO CONSTRUCTION

There are three models of how we can organize to build our urban environ-
ments:

1. Conventional construction, which is not able to do the entire job today be-
cause it falls short in terms of cost and capacity. There is not only a housing
shortage, but a greater proportion of the American public is unable to afford
new housing each year because building costs are rising faster than the GNP.
We must therefore look to new methods, at the very least, to pick up the slack.

2. Prefabrication, which mass produces houses like automobiles. This is a
strong direction in which many companies are now working, albeit with rela-
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tively unsophisticated techniques. It results in the design of houses which are sold
off the shelf for a variety of needs whether they are appropriate or not. If this
is the only available way to fill the housing gap, it must be used. However, one is
concerned that the counter reactions to the provision of space designed to fill
immediate needs, which is not responsive to those needs, may help create our next
cycle or urban slums.

3. Systems building, where the task is to equate user requirements with re-
sources in a creative and responsive manner to provide best value for the dollar.
One must take advantage of industrial efficiency by using standard mass produced
products. This need not be any more confining than the keyboard of a piano is to
a composer, if we have a framework where the different components can be
used together in an interchangeable manner. In fact, it can provide an opportu-
nity to gain more freedom and design flexibility than exists today with conven-
tional construction. This is especially true if we include the constraint of cost.

NEED FOR LONG-TERM PLANNING

The necessity to push in the direction of efficiency and economy of housing
in response to developing pressure is obvious. The real question is whether we
can organize this work so that it results in a society which respects the indi-
vidual or not. In retrospect, if one wishes to view the government supported post
World War II housing program with a jaundiced eye, one may say that they
acted initially as a cream separator to take the middle class out of the cities
and then through urban renewal to displace the poor, breaking down the social
bonds of a once stable community. New construction was required, but we are
now living with at least some problems that were occasioned by those programs.
Industrialization of the building process is necessary to 'house our needy and
increasing populations but considerable research effort is required on quality as
well as quantity.

In using systems approaches and standardized building components, we need
not create sterile or uniform environments. The limitations to a building's con-
figuration and appearance need be no more stringent than those of the design-
er's vision, while retaining the opportunity to work within the context of cost,
time and user needs.

We must be certain that the new round of increased housing production which
will emerge will not sow the seeds of our next cycle of urban problems.

THIE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

We and others have found that the development process requires a five to
seven-year period. This is true of building system developments that have oc-
curred in many countries. The cycle is based on the need for newly-developed
technologies to go through the various stages from basic research to design, to
development and testing, and then to application. We must take short cuts to
start providing housing more rapidly, but we must simultaneously begin work
on longer range programs if we are to provide lasting solutions.

I believe that it is important to develop building technologies and systems that
are based on American expectations and standards of living, and that take
into account an appropriate mix of what our people need and aspire to. We
cannot hope to adapt systems developed in Europe or to develop instant and
lasting solutions. We must undertake major long term development programs.
It is only in this way that we will be able to harness the industrial potential
of United States industry to the country's needs. A proper institutional structure,
time and the systems process can be the source of significant technological
breakthroughs; these may relate to the quality and cost of the products which
enclose and service our spaces, as well as the method of assembly. Incentives
for long term development coupled with an organized process to make it possi-
ble to introduce the results of this work onto the market in a profitable manner
do not exist or are so constrained that ideas which merit pursuit frequently
are abandoned.

Our emphasis is on speed. Existing pressures require that the work be done
by individual companies and designers on a solution oriented basis. When this
is done, one inevitably concentrates on specific interests in particular mate-
rials-such as steel, concrete, wood or plastics, or in different construction ap-
proaches such as box or panel construction-each having a different measure
of fabrication on-site or off-site. We must at the same time direct a portion
of our effort to a problem oriented approach.
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There are about 400 companies presently working on new developments for hous-
ing in the United States. Most of these are producing components that do part
of the total job. Very few companies have total building systems that can do
the entire housing job-systems that are developed and in use. The technologies
of the various portions of a house made by different companies must be co-
ordinated if a total system is to be developed. Without long term planning op-
portunities, a company may develop some new ideas but will do so in the con-
text of existing products on the part of other suppliers with whom the new
work will be used. As a result, we are now faced with the problem of trying
to develop new building systems for housing on an ad hoc basis without the
opportunity to take advantage of our national capabilities.

We must also recognize that a realistic development cycle must be evolved
if there are to be true breakthroughs. Long term development is required, and
we must have programs to motivate this type of development. In the School
Construction System Development (SCSD) project in California, it took us
more than five years to develop our program and to achieve first occupancy.
That kind of time is not normally offered for project development.

Experience in the United States and other countries shows that there must
be a predictable market to use the technologies at the end of the develop.
mental period, or it obviously does not pay to go through the process. Programs
have been cycled in some countries so that three systems are continually in
development or use-while one system is being used for large scale construction,
a second is being tested through prototype models, and the third is in the be-
ginning stages of conceptual design. As a system in use phases out, the system
at the prototypical stage may take its place while a new system will go into
the initial design development phase. This kind of cyclical schedule requires
long term planning.

Our firm has participated in crash programs. One cannot stand back when
needs are so urgent. Within this context we have done the best job that we could
do. It is exciting to be working on a variety of programs at different time scales
and we must be willing to respond to immediate problems with urgency. How-
ever, it is extremely important that a significant allocation of funds and resources
go to the development of longer range programs for housing technologies. These
programs should have goals established that are related to basic needs and
meeting people's requirements with the opportunity to do something other than
an off-the-shelf, rapid-fire program.

CONC-LUSION

In looking at the state of construction in the United States today, we must
come to the conclusion that we are at an impasse in terms of our ability to get
value for the dollar. We have not yet created institutions whose building markets
will permit the development of a building systems approach that provides for
desirable cost, time and performance characteristics. Until we develop the capac-
ity to do this, we will continue to work at the craft scale, or with solution
oriented prefabricated housing. This is not acceptable if we are to do the job
that must be done to provide good physical facilities in a good urban environment
for our people.

In order to combine markets and to design appropriate individual buildings,
major systems programming is needed. This cannot be done if we are going to
rely on short-term, ad hoc programs in which ground must be broken a year from
the time when the idea occurs to someone to build. This is the norm on which most
of the work going forward in the United States is based at this time. Unless there
is a payoff, a creative role for those people who are anxious to be involved In
finding long term solutions to these problems-and unless we can provide the
time and the money needed for such a true payoff-we will not be able to improve
our buildings and our urban environment in a carefully planned, increasingly
livable way. At this juncture it appears that one alternative is a deterioration
in the American way of life, and this is a prospect which no one cherishes.
Instead, we look to the future in realistic hope. Through a systems process, I
believe we have an opportunity for that hope to be realized.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDA1IONS

Recognizing that the traditional building industry cannot meet current de-
mands for housing and urban facilities, we should:

1. conduct concerted attack on every phase of the process by which housing
is provided. Technology is a prime factor, but only part of the total package of
land, finance, technology, management and labor;
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2. understand and provide for people's specific requirements; in particular,
recognize that lower income people have less buying power, less transportation
mobility, even some living patterns and family types which vary from families of
more means. Define user needs;

S. express user needs (physical and social) in terms of required performance
to which industry can then work. Make appropriate trade-offs between perform-
ance and cost responsive to user requirements;

4. provide incentives which will attract men and money to developing the
housing industry and its products;

5. organize an initial and continuing volume market to permit needed effi-
ciencies, as well as to promote research and development by industry and to
amortize "learning costs";

6. reduce building industry constraints to innovation;
7. support the introduction of innovations in to the market through national

testing, temporary certification and permanent certification procedures;
8. use Federal programs as major testing grounds for innovation;
9. design buildings and award building contracts in consideration of initial

construction costs, operations costs and maintenance costs-not on initial
construction costs alone;

10. assure the development of building standards which have national accep-
tance and which will permit the marketing of housing on a nationwide basis;

11. expand the Federal role now beginning in HUD of supporting; with money,
experiments and large-scale production in housing programs, especially programs
dealing with long range planning, research, development and testing;

12. recognize that we must move immediately on both short and long range
programs.

Chairman BOLLING. Thank you, Professor Ehrenkrantz.
Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. I think this gives a very quick runthrough

and, perhaps, illustrates what we are concerned about when we speak
of a systems process developed from needs through the physical facili-
ties which will meet those needs, with attention to the total manage-
ment process by which the whole job is done, including the potential
creation of a new type of client, a new entity, to sponsor the work
if existing organizations do not have the scale-and capability to do
the job.

Chairman BOLLING. Mr. Ehrenkrantz, that is a fascinating pre-
sentation, one of the most interesting things I have seen in the years
that I have been alive, and not just around here.

There are some questions raised by your slides and by your testimony
and I won't attempt to pursue them all.

We have a problem that I would like to see if we can resolve at
least in general terms, and that is that so much of the strength of your
presentation rests on the illustrations that I wish we could work out
a method between you and the staff so that when we present our report
we are able to present those illustrations that lend themselves to such
treatment in a somehow more or less coordinated fashion. I realize
it would be asking too much for you to work out a presentation that
would solve that problem in a whole report, using everything that you
have used, but I would hope that you would be willing, as you have
been to come here, to work with the staff so that we could present in a
written congressional report, with all the limitations that that involves,
some of the rather dramatic material that comes up between your slides
and your words.

Mr. EHIRENKRANTZ. Fine, we will work on that.
(Illustrations are included in oral presentation of Mr. Ehrenkrantz,

preceding.)
Chairman BOLLING. I think it is very important that we accomplish

that, because this is a really enormously interesting presentation.
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There are a number of other things that I am not going to attempt
to pursue in detail, but I think will need a little clarification.

For example, I followed most of it, but I think I got lost on exactly
what a winding process was. I am not going to ask you even to describe
that now because I think I understand it in general enough terms, but
I think between you and the staff we can clarify things like that so thatour report conveys more broadly some of the exciting ideas that you
have presented. I enjoyed, for example, your illustration of the dis-
covery of the strength of the materials being increased by making holes,
that it had been discovered entirely independently in one industry,
and had been lost for several years before it appeared in the other.
I think this may be the most useful function that this subcommittee
can perform in more widely disseminating information, a great deal
of which, it seems to me, is unique.

So I hope that that rather complicated task is not imposing on your
good humor, because I think the report could be very useful

I have some general questions. I won't attempt to go into all of the
things that come to mind, but I am an ex-teacher, a former teacher, and
I wonder if you found out generally why teachers have bad circulation.
[Laughter.]

Mr. EHRENURANTZ. I think an awful lot of teaching is done withteachers sitting at their own desks and over the years this may-
Chairman BOLLING. May take its toll of the circulation of the ex-

tremities.
Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. That may be one of the factors.
The other thing is that perhaps the ventilation systems have not been

good for a long enough period of time so that the physical facilities
may have well contributed to those problems as well. I really do not
know specifically.

Chairman BOLLING. I think it is sort of interesting that it would
turn out to be that way. Being in a business now that requires more
circulation, perhaps, than teaching, I hope we do not all suffer from the
same debility up here.

Y ou indicated on several occasions in your comments that while you
felt there was a considerable ability to carry over these techniques into
housing, that housing nevertheless presented problems of a different
order-at least I think I understood them to be of a different order.

Is that because it is less possible to agglomerate, or whatever the
word is, the market?

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. No. I think it is possible to organize markets
within housing. I think one of the major problems is that in working
with housing you are dealing with simple products that are being
used today which are extremely cheap. In developing new technologies
we frequently find that in order to be able to machine them, to produce
them, to protet the edges iii shipment, we have to use better and more
expensive materials. Some of the savings that are made in labor and in
precisely putting things together must be used to pay for the higher
quality materials.

The opportunity for cost savings in housing, I believe, is less than in
more sophisticated types of buildings. This makes the job in housing
more difficult in terms of reducing costs than in hospital or school con-
struction where so much money is going into the building of rather
complex functions. But through the coordination of different activities,
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the services and coordinating the enclosure with the structure, I believe
it is relatively easy to make very major cost savings.

Chairman BOLLING. What I really had in mind was: Would it be pos-
sible to organize the kind of market for housing that would actually
include a project of whatever type that would be really a commumity?
I mean if we got over into the size of the kind of building that is envis-
aged-I am not now talking about new towns alone, but it would in-
volve that quantity of construction-in other words, a community
rather than a housing unit or a series of housing units, would that per-
haps meet the problem or not?

Mr. EHRRENKRANTZ. I think it would meet the problem, and I think
we also have the techniques to develop a system which permits great
variation, so that we will not have to search among different groups
in a community and try to respond to the needs of this or that group.
But we could understand the range of variations that must be met, and
I believe it is possible to develop a technique, a given hardware system
that can meet a wide range of needs-and so that you could offer hous-
ing for the elderly as well as family housing with the same group of
components. I do not think that we should be looking for a specific
group of people that you must isolate as being unique to build up the
market. You can do this wtih generic communities, and from many
cities and locations.

Chairman BOLLING. In effect, what you are saying is that one of the
things that has concerned a great many people, at least in this coun-
try, who have gone to some of the totalitarian countries to see what
their experience have been, what their success or lack of success has
been. You are saying that the fact that we live in a society in which
nobody can tell us exactly where and how to live, as can happen in
other societies, that this difference does not preclude our ability to
achieve a demand for a product that can be built in such a way that
we save a great deal in costs.

I probably said that badly, but the point is that we have through
other approaches the ability, or whatever the phrase is, to put to-
gether a market, a free choice market, which will be substantial enough
to meet the improved cost factors that result from substantial numbers.

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. Yes. I think we have an opportunity to develop
a hardware system which can .provide for the efficient use of automa-
tion or large-scale assembly techniques, which can be responsive to
the needs of the individual. I think this capability exists, and I think
it provides the opportunity that we have in this country for aggre-
gating markets.

We do not have to classify people. We can develop systems that can
respond to their needs. In doing this I think we can develop a rich-
ness in our urban communities, because the most interesting things
that we find within our cities and particularly in the older portions
of cities, are in those places where the stamp of people using them and
living in them over time has made its imprint. I think we can do this
in new construction so that not only can we provide for the needs
of people but also that we can provide for them in a way that will
establish a much more human total urban environment.

Chairman BOLLING. You mentioned new construction. This sys-
tems approach-is it possible to use it in rehabilitation of structures?

Mr. EHRENERANTZ. Yes; :I believe that it is. I think that one can
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use the approach for rehabilitation. There are a number of directions
in which we have done some background work. While we have not had
any application directly in the field of rehabilitation, I feel certain
from the experiences which we have had that this can be done.

We are now, for example, working on a study for HUD of self-help
and mutual aid housing that includes rural as well as urban rehabili-
tation. We have begun to see in studying the problem that there are
different skill capabilities of individuals that will enable them to
perform more or less efficiently. We see ways of developing products
so that the actual inhabitants of the buildings can contribute to reha-
bilitating them and can get a high equity on the time that they spend
doing it.

I believe that specific hardware can be developed in building prod-
ucts and components for this purpose.

Chairman BOLLING. So you are saying, in effect, the possibilities
are virtually unlimited if you could get a set of circumstances in which
you had the opportunity to test the method?

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. Yes.
Chairman BOLLING. You emphasized the need for not only meeting

the problems that exist with the ability that we now have as best we
can, but also the need to recognize that a good deal of this is required
in planning and in execution prior to beginning construction, a sub-
stantial amount of time for what really sounds to me like a reasonable
application of the scientific method of building. How much time are
you talking about?

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. Four or five years. In some countries one finds
programs of this type going on in a 4- to 7-year period, on an orderly
basis.

I found a case in Czechoslovakia which was rather interesting. They
were keeping three separate systems going on at all times: One in
use, another in testing, and a third in design. Every 2% years or so
the one in use will phase out, the developmental system phase into use,
and -the design system will go into development, and design of a new
system will start.

So a cycling process has developed. The user requirements may not
have been part of that cycle, which is essentially the technology
development cycle.

Chairman BOLLING. We clearly have to put in a larger element of
responsiveness because of the nature of the free choice society as
opposed to one that is not.

Well, as you may or may not know, we started out the activities of
these public activities of this subcommittee by listening to a very dis-
tinguished anthropologist, Dr. Edward Hall, who talked to us about
the difference in different cultures in the use of space. He has another
book about the different ways in which people of different cultures
communicated with each other. You have emphasized repeatedly the
fact that if we were building a structure for different kinds of people
and using different ways or building different structures we must
take this into account.

Has enough work, in your opinion, been done yet in the field of
housing to have a very clear idea of how the rather remarkably differ-
ent people of this rather remarkably diverse country react toward
housing? Have we done anything like enough on that yet?
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Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. My reaction is that we have not begun.
Chairman BODLING. I think that is a good way to describe the situa-

tion. We have not begun.
Are there any special factors in your California school projects

that you feel were of benefit to the success of the system, that would
not be present in other areas of the country? I am talking about
geography or government or any other factors in California. I am
trying to get you to tell me whether you think this applies as well in
most areas, or whether there is a fundamental physical difference or
governmental difference or attitudinal difference in that area?

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. I think that there is generally a little bit more
of a frontier type of an attitude there than perhaps exists in other parts
of the country. But the components that were developed there have been
used in most of the States for construction of schools, since that
project began. Work has been undertaken now in Pennsylvania and
in a number of other places so that California was not unique. Because
of a bit of a free-wheeling attitude toward new ideas, it may have pro-
vided a very good host for the first application. But I do not see any-
thing that would prohibit this kind of approach being done elsewhere.

Chairman BOILING. That leads reasonably to my next question: I
would like you to respond in general to what kind of reaction you
get from traditional builders and traditional manufacturers of tradi-
tionia materials when you come up with an approach? Did you meet a
great deal of resistance, some resistance, or what? I am trying to find
out.

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. We had a very mixed kind of value in terms
of reactions. It was awfully interesting to see in different sectors of the
building industry what kind of reactions we received.

There were some who supported our programs very strongly and
others who were antagonistic at the start. There were some who were
initially antagonistic, but since they have seen what happened in the
total program, they have come around and have become very strong
supporters.

The support within given industries has varied greatly. You find
in air conditioning that a group of major firms was very much for
it, and another group of major firms was very much against the sys-
tems approach.

Some people congratulated us when we asked for bids to include a
maintenance contract for 20 years. They said:

Now we don't have to worry about having to cut back on quality of the products
so that we can pass a 1-year warranty with the lowest costs. We know we have
to perform for 20 years, and we can look to do the best economic job.

Other people raised up their hands in horror.
I think the key thing is that there was sufficient support in all

sectors of manufacturing so that it went ahead. Some people became
involved because they were afraid they might miss out. Others saw
it as an opportunity. The motivations varied.

Among contractors, in two areas we had bids on projects where
contractors who built the first school had a chance to bid within
our program on a second school. In one case the winner of the first
school was the lower bidder in the second-he was the second lowest
bidder by about $500. This indicates that once involved, they want
to continue to stay involved and they bid sharply.
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With the building trades we had very considerable support. We
worked with the unions at the time we developed the user require-
ments. A committee was developed which worked with us, and it re-
viewed the needs before these needs were translated into performance
requirements. Next, the committee reviewed the performance and
then the designs as they were evolving.

There were innumerable major jurisdictional disputes that had to
be settled during the developmental phase. This was done by labor,
since they knew the problems in advance and they knew why we
worked in a particular way.

We did not lose 1 day on any job for the SCSD project either in
California or, to my knowledge, in the extension of this work to other
States around the country. But we worked with the unions from the
beginning and their members did not come onto the building site only
to find that they were expected to work in a new and unique way.

Chairman BOLLING. In other words, you planned your human prob-
lems as far as construction work is concerned as well as you tried to
plan your physical buildings for human use.

Mr. EIREN1KRANTZ. The management process of the whole problem,
I think, is a much greater one than the technical problem. They have
to go together.

Chairman BOLLING. I would agree.
I have one last question that I surmise you may be able to answer.

Is there any estimate of cost for a thorough study of user needs in
housing? Any wild idea as to what it would cost? I spent a good many
years before I joined my present committee assignment on the Com-
mittee on Rules, as a member of the Committee on Banking and Cur-
rency. One of the reasons why I left that committee willingly was
that I saw it was approving vast sums of money on housing programs
that I did not think was going to achieve the alleged objective. I do
not think I have been disproved in my view. One of the thing that
disturbed me as long ago as the early 1950's was the fact that we
seemed to be planning and encouraging the building of housing that
inevitably would either not be adequate to human beings short term
and long term or would not be satisfactory, although perhaps ade-
quate. We have spent almost no money that I can find of substantial
proportion in trying to find out how to build the least expensive hous-
ing that will be fully adequate for the human needs of the variety of
people who make up the culture of the United States.

I am just curious, if you have a wild idea, as to how much it would
cost.

Mr. EMMENKRANTZ. I can preface it by stating that our ability to
study student user needs for the Universlty of California in prepara-
tion to developing the student housing building system cost in the
order of $150,000.

If we talk of basic needs of particular groups that can be isolated
for housing, then something in the order of a half million dollars to
a million dollars could produce a study which would develop hypoth-
eses on which designs could be based. One would then have to look
back and analyze physical facilities designed to meet these hypotheses,
to see how they work, and then it would be necessary to build from
that base.
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The point of entry to do major studies, I believe, would be a half
million to a million dollars, to take wide sectors of the country. Per-
haps 98 percent of the country could be covered with something like
five such groups.

Chairman BOLLING. Would you be a little more precise in what the
five groups would be? Just give me one illustration.

Mr. EHRENKRANTZ. I think one obviously would have certain re-
gional differences that relate to climate, patterns of life, use of outdoor
space, scale of the urban community that might change community
facilities available to people living in housing. Whether you live in the
suburbs or in the heart of the city, the mix of things that must be
provided within the dwelling unit might change because of the context
in which the housing was placed.

You would therefore be looking for an urban situation where cer-
tain ranges of services and activities would be available-say within
walking distance.

You would also have to look at suburban communities which I be-
lieve are most in need of a good user requirement study because in
suburbs we spend money on two cars and many other things in order
to make it possible for a family to survive. To find out how can we
deal with the nature of their problems, and if there were a way to
analyze in four or five different major organizational cuts at the prob-
lem, I think that a very substantial portion of the requirements could
be covered.

Chairman BOLLING. Thank you very much, Mr. Ehrenkrantz. Do
you have anything you would like to add?

Mr. EHRENKRANrz. No. Thank you.
Chairman BOLLING. Your testimony has been to me absolutely fas-

cinating. I am very grateful to you for coming and also for under-
taking to help the staff in trying to convey as much as possible of
what you have said to us here. I must say I am encouraged to know
that you exist, and to listen to you. I repeat our gratitude. I am only
sorry that this happens to be a day in the year in Congress when
there are too many committees meeting in too many places and, there-
fore, other members of this subcommittee were unable to attend.

This subcommittee will recess today to meet tomorrow morning in
this room at 10 o'clock to hear further witnesses. Again, our thanks.

Mr. EIRENKRANTz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to re-

convene on Thursday, July 24, 1969, at 10 a.m., in room G-308, the
auditorium of the New Senate Office Building.)
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THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1969

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SuBcoMMIr=EE ON URBAN AFFAIRS

OF THE JOINT EcoNOMIc CoMMIrTEE,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The Subcommittee on Urban Affairs met, pursuant to recess, at 10
a.m., in room G-308, the auditorium of the New Senate Office Build-
ing, Hon. Richard Bolling (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Bolling and Reuss; and Senator Javits.
Also present: James W. Knowles, director of research; and Doug-

las C. Frechtling, minority economist.

PROCEEDINGS

Chairman BOLLING. The Subcommittee on Urban Affairs will be in
order.

This morning the subcommittee continues its Hearings on indus-
trialized housing in order to hear from officers of two firms in the
building industry: National Home Corp., Lafayette, Ind., a firm en-
gaged in factory production of housing, and Urban Systems, Inc., of
Boston, Mass.

We will hear the first group and then the second witness separately.
Our questions will be concluded with the first group before we get to
the second.

Mr. James R. Price, chairman of the board and chief executive offi-
cer of the National Homes Corp., will lead off. I would appreciate it,
Mr. Price, if for the benefit of the committee and the record you would
introduce your colleagues. You may proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R, PRICE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
NATIONAL HOMES CORP.; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID R. PRICE,
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL HOMES CONSTRUCTION CORP.; FRANK P.
FLYNN, JR., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL HOMES ACCEPTANCE CORP.;
EDWARD DURELL STONE, JR., CONSULTANT ON SITE PLANNING
AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN; MILTON P. SEMER, WASHING-
TON COUNSEL

Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. My name is James R. Price. I am chairman of the board and
chief executive officer. With me is my son, David Price, at the end of
the table, who handles the construction for National Homes. They are
one of the 15 largest homebuilders in the United States, and a member
of the Housing Producing Council. Next to him is Edward D. Stone,

(249)
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Jr., who advises National Homes on the sociological and environ-
mental aspects of housing, and is a very important member of our team.
To my right is Milton Semer, our Washington counsel. Next to him
is Frank P. Flynn, who heads our National Homes Acceptance Corp.,
which has made over two and a half billion dollars' worth of loans
since 1947. The Acceptance Corp. is an important part of our company
in providing both permanent and construction financing for all of
our Government programs.

This is the management team that has developed over the years a
wide range of capabilities including: Land acquisition and develop-
ment, site planning and environmental design, construction, mer-
chandising and sales, governmental relations, construction and per-
manent mortgage financing, business management, and marketing
services.

I greatly appreciate your inviting us to discuss the role of indus-
trialized housing in meeting this Nation's critical need for housing.
I would like to briefly summarize my presubmitted prepared state-
ments, just hitting some of the highlights.

National Homes is the largest home manufacturer in the United
States. Over the last 29 years we have produced 350,000 homes. One
point I think is significant: Last year taking the average of all the
homes we shipped-which was 16,000, and into some 37 States-the
retail price, including lots, financing costs, points, everything that
goes toward cost, was $18,350. The national average for all home
building was $25,400. I think this pretty clearly demonstrates even
at the early stage of our technology there can be a significant saving
made. I say "early stage" even though we have been at it 29 years, be-
cause we are not as far as we are going by a long shot. We will manu-
facture this year 24,000 living units. In the first 6 months of this year
we showed a sales gain of 32.4 percent over the same period last year,
while the industry itself was only showing a 6-percent increase. Our
single-family house production was up 30.3 percent while the industry
was down 4.6 percent.

At this point, I would like to point out a significant fact. A worker
earning $10,000 a year, according to the norm set by FHA, should
spend 20 percent of his income for mortgage payments, which would
include principal, interest, taxes and insurance. Today this man cannot
afford to buy a $20,000 FHA-insured home.

I want to point out, also, that taking our whole population, people
earning $10,000 and less represent 65 percent of our population.

Our $10,000-a-year worker can afford a monthly payment of $166,
but his payments on a $20,000 house, at the 7.5-percent interest which
we currently have, with a maximum 30-year mortgage, amounts to
$173. So he is not eligible for homeownership. By increasing the term
to 40 years, still keeping your 7.5-percent interest, you would reduce
the monthly payments by $8.23, to $164.77 a month and the worker
would be eligible. This would help close a gap in homeownership that
is not being served by anyone.

I want to point out that we do have subsidy programs that, on a
limited funded basis, supply some housing to families earning $7,500 a
year or less, but there frankly is no program for families earning
between $7,500 and $10 000 annually. They are in no-man's land: No
subsidy and no eligibility and no homes.
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Since 1941 National Homes' products have been union made and
carried the union label. The building trades have handled our products
in the entire United States and in many of its possessions. The Broth-
erhood of Carpenters and Joiners organized National Homes' first
manufacturing plant when they won an election in 1941. All National
Homes' manufacturing plants have been organized by the Brotherhood
of Carpenters over the years. In addition to Lafayette, our plants
are located in Effingham, Ill.; Horseheads, N.Y.; Martinsville, Va.;
Thomson, Ga.; Tyler, Tex., and New Albany, Ind. Builders franchised
by National Homes are independent businessmen, and there are more
than a thousand of these builders serving our major markets in 37
States generally east of the Rockies.

I would like to make some mention about our degree of industriali-
zation. I would like, also, to identify some of the different types of
factory manufactured products used to provide assistance and shelter.

The conventional builder who operates on-site is increasingly call-
ing on factories, both small and large specialty shops, for prefinished
windows, doors, wall sections, cabinets, roof trusses, and the like. Vir-
tually all homes built today in the United States have some degree of
prefabricated parts used in them. Eighty percent of our builders rely
heavily on these components. I want to call your attention to the
fact that this compares to the European countries where they refer to
their open system. National Homes does not supply components for
this conventional system. We have really two technologies that we
work under. Both of them meet the FHA and Government engineering
standards. Our first technology-which does tie into the European
system-is referred to in Europe as a closed system, which really
means this: The system uses large sections of walls, floors, trusses.
They are designed and built in an integral system. The components
are unique and not interchangeable with any other system. In other
words, we undertake the design of a building as far as style, size,
arrangements, and so forth, and these related items are marketed
as a package. As you can see there in this picture, we have cranes
mounted over our tractors and all our homes are erected by cranes.
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In these vans that you see could be any of the variety of our tech-
nology number one. Our teamster driver at the site operates the
crane and two or three workmen set the building in place. They can
set up any of our buildings in a single day. We have different types
of homes. The type that you see here in the second picture is an op-
eration in Chicago where they are erecting three houses a day with
these cranes.
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This is a completely prefinished in-plant housing system. There is a
utility core lowered'into it for. plumbing, heating, fiber. glass bathtub
-and so forth. The carpeted floors are predone, and the interior walls
and doors are all finished in the factory. These are occupied 4 days
after erection.

Going on to our third picture, we manufacture a range of houses
up as high as $150,000.

Chairman BOLLING. I missed the figure.
Mr. PRicnf. $150,000. The picture you see on the screen here is about

a $65,000 home today.
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Now, here in our fourth picture, using this same factory system we
have built a variety of garden apartments, townhouses, et cetera, and
this picture illustrates a typical example of our product.
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The mobile homes industry was the first to use three dimensional,
totally manufactured, structures mass-produced in this country. The
spectacular rise in the mobile home industry is because mobile homes
are primarily economic. I want to back up just one step right here.
Since no one is serving the $10,000 and under income group with con-
ventional homes, basically, the only thing they can buy today is a
mobile home, or rent a $125 a month apartment. The reason that mobile
homes have experienced substantial growth, starting in about 1959,
is because they have operated primarily in areas beyond where build-
ing codes and zoning laws were enforced. They used construction
techniques and space which were-and are-less than acceptable by
Government housing standards. They are independently financed by
our banks and lending institutions with early unlimited funds because
they are not limited to mortgage rates on financing. They are not
inhibited in any way by the Government. This is the industry that has
been supplying first-time home buyers who have no other opportunity
for shelter. Last year one out of five homes purchased was a mobile
home, and mobile homes this year are up 30 percent. They are going to
produce 400,000 shelters for families this current year.

I want to point out, though, that a major proportion of these mobile
homes are sold to young families. You can purchase a mobile home
with earnings of $350 a month. Fifty percent of our youth in this
country do not go to college. They ordinarily marry young and ordi-
narily they start families young. They go into our business community
primarily as factory workers, service trades, policemen, firemen, et
cetera. They must have shelter. The only -thing I can say about mobile
homes is, probably thank God we have them because they are provid-
ing some shelter units, but I feel better planning and environment
should be taken into consideration. Mobile home parks, since they are
primarily low-income housing communities, should have more empha-
sis placed on planning, environment, social facilities such as day
nursing and meeting rooms, because usually the husband and wife
both are forced to work.

National Homes is in the shelter business and the home pictured
here demonstrates the product of one of our divisions. This is a typical
mobile home that we produce.
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Chairman BOLLING. Put a price on it for me, will you?
Mr. PRICE. Manufacture of mobile homes in Florida, Georgia, Texas,

Phoenix, Indiana-will range in price in Florida and Georgia from
a low of $3,500 to a high of probably $4,750 in the Indiana area.

Chairman BOLLING. What do you have in them, I mean what is
behind those walls?

Mr. PRICE. Behind those walls is a complete plumbing system with
a bathroom containing all the amenities we would have in an ordinary
bathroom. Your kitchen conies complete including your range and
refrigerator. The superstructure is ordinarily wood studs. The perim-
eter is covered with aluminum without any backer, and it has a gal-
vanized sheet metal roof system.

The main thing that I am concerned about is that while we must have
mobile home units because we have got to provide shelter units for our
youth we must be cognizant of the environment created. I have been
told that many people are concerned about how long the houses will
last, and my answer to that is, if you take a look at the temporary
World War I buildings around Washington, you will realize that noth-
ing last longer than a temporary building. The only thing I can tell
you is that the space that we are providing in them is unsatisfactory
by today's standards.

Chairman BOLLING. There are-
Mr. PRICE. Maximum size permitted is 12 feet wide by 60 feet long

on most U.S. highways. The 60 feet is measured from the tip of the
tow tongue to the back of the unit. So the exterior is 12 by 65, and if
you multiply that out, you have less than 700 square feet. In this 700
square feet would be a two-bedroom or a three-bedroom or a four-
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bedroom structure. I'm not knocking it. I am saying since we have no
other provision for housing-even though we have an expanding popu-
lation-however, we should make sure that we raise these youngsters,
who are going to be tomorrow's America, in an atmosphere that will
help develop fne redblooded Americans.

Chairman BOLLING. I am not knocking it either. I am just in-
terested because in some of the places I drive in this area you will see
an old tin shack on a farm and beside it will be a brand new mobile
home. Clearly, the people that are living there find it more economic
to buy the mobile home than to try to do anything about the shack.
It is an interesting sociological fact.

Mr. PRICE. Here is the real fact behind the whole thing. I came from
a small town in Indiana called Fowler. I had an aunt living in Reming-
ton, a town of a thousand. She died last year. As a kid, when I was in
Remington, it was primarily a community of retired farmers living
there in their nice homes. To my amazement, now the town is now
full of mobile homes. You can get the answer when you analyze the
situation. The highest paid man in town was the postmaster, making
$7,200 a year, so the only thing people could afford to buy was a mobile
home. Remember, all you have to do to buy a mobile home is to earn
$350 a month, have a warm wrist, and sign on the dotted line.

Chairman BOLLING. That is a new application to the principle
of the warm body.

Mr. PRICE. That is right. There is one other thing I want to draw
to your attention: a mobile home is handled, floor planned, and
financed the same as an automobile. It depreciates-and there is a
blue book and a red book on it-at the same rate as an automobile.
When it is one day old, it is secondhand. It has depreciated one-third.
Then in 3 years it -is down to $1,500. So you never accumulate any
equity to improve your station in life where you can afford to buy up
to a larger home. But keep in mind these units are not financed as
homes. This is personal property. It is called a mobile home for a
purpose: there is no real estate tax against it. It still is serving a
housing need.

I want to get into National Homes' largest expansion. Our greatest
investment is in what I call our technology No. 2-industrialized
housing. In July of 1968, National Homes started a new plant in
Lafayette, Ind., to produce homes for low- and medium-income
families for sale in inner cities as well as suburban and rural areas.
We manufacture a three dimensional modular unit completely finished
in our plant, including plumbing, wiring, heating, air-conditioning,
appliances, floor covering, curtains, drapes, furniture, if desired. We
have single-family units as well as townhouses, and garden apart-
ments, with sizes ranging from one to five bedrooms. These building
have Federal engineering approval by FHA and HHA as to the
structural systems, design, room sizes and arrangements. This product
has been completely pre-engineered, programed, and computerized.
We use highly automated assembly lines. The Brotherhood of Car-
penters and Joiners organized one new Lafayette plant the minute we
opened it last year and their members are working there under ideal
conditions, year round. This mix of man and machinery makes possible
a building system of high quality because we have rigid in-plant
quality control.
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The carpenters in cooperation with the various Government pro-
grams, provide an in-plant training program enabling us to hire
unskilled workmen and teach them a skill. This new housing product
naturally carries the union label. Teamster union members deliver our
units to the jobsite.

We know that last year the United States had about 1,600,000 hous-
ing starts. The building construction workers in this country were
strained to do that job. We have a national goal to construct 2.6 million
housing units a year. We have got to look to this labor force of building
tradesmen to do the job. We know the high income people of our coun-
try are going to continue to have custom-made conventional homes, and
perhaps they are going to need an increasing proportion of the man
hours of this skilled force. We have to innovate through mass produc-
tion a way to provide housing for the low- and medium-income group
utilizing the skills that are available in order to produce the numbers
that we need for one people.

I want to go through National Homes' initial delivery of its in-
dustrialized houses at 50th and Blackstone, Chicago, El. I have a
picture of it here. I got a signed contract from the Chairman of the
housing authority on the 8th of August.

- iI

I called Ed Stone, and he flew in and we did the site planning
over the weekend. This was a redevelopment area where they had
torn down buildings. We had rubble and debris to move and clean
out before construction. We did our complete site planning, and pro-
installed, trees, the sod, the communal areas, the patios, so a mm-
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imum of site work was all that was needed when our modular unit
arrived. We sent eight four-bedroom, 1,200 square foot, bath and
a half, air-conditioned townhouses-at 7 o'clock in the morning on
August 20. You can see in this picture how we had prepared the site.
The crane started putting those modules into place.

By 6 o'clock that night it was completed, the first family was moved
in, and this picture shows the way it looked in a night shot. People
streamed through these units till midnight, with the lines four blocks
long.
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50th AND BLACKSTONE

I think this is a good demonstration of what we can do to utilize
better our already short supply of skilled labor. Shortening the onsite
construction time provides a great savings because security in inner
city costs $70 a day, and construction loan interest costs $7 a day. I
think we all agree that these two costs, $77 a day, are significant.
Conventional construction in the inner city is running 18 months and
is adding a terrible cost burden to housing that does not have any-
thing todo with quality or better living.

We have created a wide range of townhouses that have durability,
which are maintenance free, of good quality and architectural design.

I would like to show you some pictures here. The first shows you an
example of one of our traditional designs that we offer, and the next
picture shows you a contemporary. This contemporary design is being
used in the Atlanta, Ga., 600-unit award that we won. It is also being
used in a public housing project in Monroe, Mich. The third picture
shows the colonial styling of some of these townhouses.
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COLONIAL

The following picture demonstrates what we are doing in single
family units. You can see the house is made in two sections, and even
the brick is put on in the plant.

L--# __,_ -

TRADITIONAL
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To help our small builders in small towns like Remington and
Fowler, we have a system using hydraulic jacks on a trailer so that
they slide the house on and off the trailer. You move your people in
that night with one of our homes. On the big jobs-like the one we just
did, a 200-unit contract in East St. Louis yesterday-David's depart-
ment will erect the homes and cranes will set them at the rate of a
dozen a day. You can set a home every 30 minutes with our own con-
struction company doing the work.

Chairman BOLLING. What kind of cost on that last unit-roughly?
I don't mean precisely.

Mr. PRICE. It is a hard question for me to answer because if you are
talking about the South, the cost of the house including land would be
less than $12,000. On the other hand, if you are talking about Chicago
where we have a $4,000 land cost, it would be around $16,500.

Chairman BOLLING. Thank you.
Mr. PRICE. Does that answer your question?
Chairman BOLLING. Yes; that is fine.
Mr. PRICE. I would like to point out a related item. Those are today's

prices. As we crank up to real mass production, these costs can be sub-
stantially lowered.

Since 50th and Blackstone in Chicago, we have completed 75 more
four-bedroom townhouses and they have all been occupied through the
winter. It gave us a great chance in conjunction with Forest Products
Laboratories, with Purdue University and the technical section of
FHA to analyze and determine some testing results that you cannot
determine in laboratory research. We found that certain groups had to
have an 850 temperature as a comfort level while the average home is
engineered for a 75° mean temperature. We found that we were hous-
ing from nine to 18 children in these units. We found that the humidity
level produced problems that are not generally found in single-family
dwellings where you have only two or three children. Second, we have
been very careful in selecting materials for these buildings. We use
industrial grade hinges and hardware. We use industrial grade win-
dows with thermopanes so there is no problem of having to take
out storm windows. All windows are removable from the inside for
washing. Every care has been taken, because that is our philosophy.
One way or another the Federal Government is going to buy the houses
initially, however, the community or the individual is going to be stuck
with home maintenance. So our homes are built as tough and mainte-
nance-free as possible. We have a finish on our inside walls where you
can take an indelible ink pencil, write your name on the wall, and wipe
it off with a damp cloth. Children can write on it with crayon and you
can clean it off.

I am trying to show you the depth of the planning and thought
engineered in our homes. I have not covered it in here but it was in
my statement. We got in this business clear back in 1943. We have been
in and out of industrialized housing, but the conditions have not been
right until now to talk about mass producing.

We have additional contracts in Chicago for a thousand indus-
trialized homes, and have another 2,000 lots coming in sometime this
week for us to analyze and have processed through CDA. We have
108 units in East Chicago Heights that have been precommitted on
June 30 on (d) (3), and there are another 900 in with recent 236 fund-

32-679 0-69-pt. 2-5
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ing. They should be funded in the next few weeks or a month. We have
115 in Monroe, Mich. We have 162 that are committed under 236 in
Lafayette, Ind. We have 269 in East St. Louis; 197 in Springfield,
Ohio. And we are working with many, many cities in the Midwest,
because our plant is there.

I had a meeting Monday before I came to Washington with a group
from Cleveland and have agreed to put a hundred in there before win-
ter of this year.

We started a second manufacturing plant in Thomson, Ga. It will
be ready to go into production September 13. The reason for starting
this plant is twofold. No. 1, we won a national competition. Some
year and a half ago President Johnson made some Government sur-
plus land available for housing in Washington, D.C.; in Atlanta, and
in Louisville. The housing authority in Atlanta set up criteria and
held a contest. We won the contest, which was judged by a profes-
sional jury. I have with me here today Edward Durell Stone, Jr., and
I would like for him to go through this project so you can see the
depth of the thought and the planning that goes into each of these
projects. We are opening the Georgia plant not just so that we can
produce for Atlanta, but we have a hundred units to produce for Sum-
ter, S.C., also. We have not even started the marketing effort for this
plant, but we expect to expand our capabilities in this art rapidly.
We intend to build three plants capable of doing 9,000 each next year.

Chairman BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Price. Mr. Stone, you may go
righit ahead.

M1r. SrNE. Mr. chairman, thank you. Let me first say that when
National Homes approached our firm to assist them we were vitally
concerned with the state of housing in the Nation today. We were
particularly gratified at being able to take some action with an exist-
ing capability to perform. Also, we were delighted with Mr. Price's
attitude-National was trying new ideas, new approaches to the devel-
opment of housing particularly for the lower and middle income
groups.

I would like to leaf through the Atlanta project in a moment. It
might be helpful to review the way we addressed it and the way I think
with refinement we will continue to approach comparable Jproblems.
First of all a solution to be satisfactory has to be responsive to the
needs of the people you are going to serve. In other words, the needs of
the low-income family group are quite different, let us say, than the
housing for the elderly in terms of not only their space needs, the
arrangements of the necessary internal space, but also in terms of the
amenities that are provided in trying to meet life styles and social
needs.

There are certain fundamental and social and human needs that are
universal to all family groups: Sense of identity, privacy-both visual
and noise privacy-comfort in terms of climate control, relationship to
open space, arrangements of open space, recreation, shopping-all of
these are readily identifiable goals for all family groups.

However, within this general context you have to identify the spe-
cial needs of any given group for which you may be trying to solve a
problem.

This was the methodology, or the system, if you will, with which we
approached the Atlanta challenge. We had a given site. The area is
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quite a steep site adjacent to a Federal penitentiary. It had some other
problems, like an interstate right-of-way bisecting it. With the site and
the ultimate user identified we brought together what we felt was the
appropriate planning team. We had physical and financial planners,
because this was an economic as well as a design competition, as well as
the research and development people from the industrial side. In order
to better understand the specific needs of the user group we brought in
a social planner who had been active in the Atlanta area to enable us to
establish dialog with the people who were, in fact, going to live in the
houses in the community we were planning. We had a need for some of
the life science applications, geologists and ecologists. So we brought
this group together with representatives of the comnunity. I think this
is most important and this must be part of the planning group if you
are to truly respond to the needs of the ultimate user.

The physical plan, then, should speak to the end results of all this
compilation of research. I believe it has, and the jury certainly felt so.

One thing that I would like to comment on in a general way, as
a designer, is that industrialization and industrialized housing need
not equate with monotony of design or decrease in quality of housing.
If you consider the row houses in the East 60's in New York City,
for example, they are about as architecturally monotonous as any-
thing you can consider. But .they create a street scene of proper scale
and proportion. Trees have been added. There have been accent points.
In other words, repetition is not in and of itself a bad thing in terms
of an urban design solution to a problem.

I think there are a number of other examples that can be cited.
If you are concerned with creating spaces that are meaningful in a
visual way, the architectural backdrop need not be marble palaces.
It can be quite a different thing.

So what we have been concerned with, and I think the Atlanta
project is a pretty good example, has been the creation of a total
environment utilizing, if you will, industrialized components. This
project is, by the way now just about to get under construction. If
I could ask you to follow with me very briefly, thumb through the
book which constituted our proposal (see appendix, p. 287) and which,
incidentally, was performed under time pressures that seem to be
consistent in this entire industry. There is never enough time but
you have to respond within that time allocated.

There is a general planning concept-see p. 289 of appendix. We
were considering essentially a mixed use community with subcom-
munities developed within it. It was to be pedestrian-oriented; in other
words, no through vehicular traffic in order to create safe neighbor-
hood environments. It was not to relate itself to an internal town
center with shopping, offices, the administrative function forthis
smaller community, schools, and parks. See p. 290 of appendix.

If you will come along to the next page of the appendix we out-
line the social objectives that we were trying to achieve. Essentially
to bring decent housing at a price that could be afforded through
this industrialized process. We were trying to create a stable total
environment that would give people a sense of identity, relationships
within subneighborhoods within the entire project. This was a pro-
gram designe primarily for ownership, which I think is a very
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meaningful and desirable goal rather than a strict rental program if
at all possible. (See appendix, p. 292.)

If you will turn to the next page, you can see the site analysis
that we were faced with. This is getting now into the physical planning.
We had to buffer the project from the penitentiary. We wanted to
preserve as much of the tree cover as was possible. We bad to reconcile
ourselves to this interstate right-of-way going through the site with
appropriate buffering. There was a railroad on another side of the
site.

We had some rather difficult site problems. We identified an ideal
functional diagram. An exterior vehicular loop penetrated the park-
ing areas related to larger clusters of housing and pedestrian circu-
lation and bicycle circulation then linked the entire plan together.
(See appendix, p. 294.)

This diagram, in turn, related to the overall areas of that sector of
the community.

The specific plan itself is outlined under the general concepts (page
10 of appendix). The cruciform townhouse clusters evolved from
our discussions with the people in the community. If this had been
a middle income, white suburban kind of community the amenities
provided would have been quite different. There would have been
a different emphasis-you think in terms of tennis courts but this
sort of thing which is not relevant in a situation like this. We were
specifically told by the community that recreational amenities was
not a relevant solution. What was more important was to create sort
of an urban street scene, and the social spine this cruciform identi-
fies. There are subneighborhoods even within the cruciform class
and these clusters in turn relate to the larger project as a whole.

If you will, just leaf through the consideration of pedestrian bi-
cycle circulation, and then a garden entrance court (see appendix,
pp. 297 and 298). This was along a pedestrian mall that served these
clusters of townhouse units. Each of these townhouse units, inci-
dentally, as a dividend to the cruciform system looks out over a park-
way, a green area. So on the one side you have the urban street scene.
On the other side you are oriented to park.

This goes on and it is spelled out in somewhat greater detail. These
units can be offset in a plain so you get visual variety, creating en-
trance courts, additional privacy both in the approaches from the
pedestrian mall and in relationship to the green space behind. (See
appendix, pp. 299 and 300.)

Another perspective illustrating the townhouse mall (page 301).
But in summary, what we are talking about here I think is the

creation of a total environment-whether we have industrialized
housing or onsite fabricated housing does not matter. I think the
objectives we should seek are a meaningful social context, social,
and physical context, for the communities we are trying to serve.

The report of the jury is also a part of our display. Our compe-
tition was quite good-strong, if you will. We are very proud to
win this, because I think it represented a real breakthrough for in-
dustrialized housing. Some of their comments were as follows: "The
site plan proposal was considered excellent by the jury particularly
with respect to creation of an optimum living environment." It goes
on, "For the following reasons." Well, I think you can create the
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environment regardless of the building system, if the building system
in fact meets those needs .that have been preidentified.

I think that is what we are really trying to do.
Thank you, sir.
Chairman BoLLING. Thank you.
Mr. PRiCE. I would like to add this, that all projects of any size

that we do will adopt this same environmental approach as has been
described here.

I also want to stress that we are not just selling houses. We feel
that we are selling neighborhoods and communities. I think that is
the element that has been lacking in a lot of our planning, or lack
of planning, at least since World War II.

Our national housing goals cannot be met unless large volume mass-
produced housing is brought into the picture. In order to double the
amount of housing that we have by the year 2000, maximum use has
to be made of the inner city land that is available. The amount we do
have is going to have to be determined by the administrative as well
as Congress and HIUD. Then we will have to provide the land, because
we cannot make new land on which to put the number of houses that
are needed.

We have got to utilize this inner city land so that we are not creat-
ing slums but are getting maximum utilization of the land.

I want to call attention to another problem. While we hear we have
from 13 percent to as high as 24 percent of inner city land available,
this land is not available today. Because it was made available through
slum clearance projects, with an objective not to replace housing but
to improve the city's base, the end use of this inner city land has been
predeclared for apartments, high-rises, commercial, industrial. It is
going to take a permissible land use change by HUD to make available
whatever quantity of this land is deemed desirable for low- and me-
dium-income housing. The change is necessary so we can take the blot
off the title to this land. You cannot build on this land as long as it
has a predetermined and recorded end use.

Our suburbs present a problem, too. The suburbs today do not want
low- and medium-income families. They have protective zoning. They
have acreage requirements, things to prevent it. We have a major
problem facing us. We already know that we have to double the
amount of housing between now and the year 2000. We know that we
have to put it on land, so when you are talking about reaching the
goals land is the No. 1 thing, and I am talking about usable land.

We have the technology to build homes right now. We need mass
orders, but mass orders cannot be achieved until you have, No. 1, mass
land. My parting statement is this. Top priority ought to be given to
the goal of a decent house and a substantial living environment for
the American family. We placed man on the moon in 91/2 years because
we funded it and went for the objective. I think it is time that we
place top priority to the goal of a decent home and suitable environ-
ment for every American family, proving adequate funding should
be devoted to housing, our greatest problem on earth.

Chairman BoLLuNW. Thank you very much, Mr. Price and gentle-
men.

Mr. Reuss.
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Representative REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and once again
I want to congratulate you, sir, for creating these trailblazing
hearings

Mr. P~rice, it is good to welcome you again. You will recall not so
many weeks ago you appeared before our house Housing Subcommit-
tee and we had a colloquy about the possible use of your industrialized
techniques in my city of Milwaukee, and we worked out a very con-
structive visit by some of your fine people to my city.

Mr. PRICE. Yes.
Representative REUSS. I want to thank you for making that possible.

Something may come of it and I hope it does.
Mr. PRICE:. I had been told that there should be another sometime

before September on this subject.
Representative REUSS. Good. Let us make it August.
Mr. PRICE. I was told you were going to name the date.
Representative REUSS. Fine.
Mr. PRICE. We are always ready. I can go right now.
Representative REuSS. I have just one question on costs, and here I

am anticipating a bit, Mr. Chairman. I have looked through the in-
triguing statement of Mr. Rosen, our next witness, and early in his
statement he says the following:

The report of the committee

Mr. Bolling's subcommittee-
issued in April of this year suggests clearly why few homebuilders have adopted
building systems as a means of lowering their costs of production. Most building
systems derive economies when the scale of the project itself is large. In particu-
lar, your report points out that unless a project consists of four or more stories,
conventional construction is likely to be no more expensive than systems
construction. *

The portions of this April report which I believe Mr. Rosen had in
mind are contained on pages 65 and 67 of the report, and I will para-
phrase them. We quote from a finding of the national building agency
of the United Kingdom that the cost benefits of industrialized con-
struction techniques were found to be concentrated in housing of more
than four stories. And then again, further on are detailed findings
about construction in Rochester, N.Y., where on a low-rise apartment
only a 7-percent savings was realized in total direct project construe-
tion costs. For a high-rise apartment it was estimated that the savings
over conventional overall would be on the order of 16 percent.

I would welcome the comment of you and your associates on this. I
have the feeling and the hope that even in single family construction
you are able to make a measurable saving over conventional construc-
tion. I wonder if you can comment on that. And this is in no way to
undermine Mr. Rosen who got his data from our report. But our data-
some of it-is not very modern and the rest of it relates to just one
experiment in Rochester. I am wondering if you can bring us up to
date on this.

Mr. PRICE. I would like to answer it. There are many elements in-
volved in your question, and I will take them consecutively.

Insofar as demonstrating savings in single family units, I feel that
we have demonstrated it already in the South Carolina area. Our pre-
finished homes where you set them with the crane are being marketed

*"Industrialized Housing," materials compiled and prepared for the Subcommittee on
Urban Affairs, Joint Economic Committee, April 1969, p. 65.
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today for $12,700 including land and septic tanks. Our new modular
three dimensional homes, even at the beginning rate of production in
these plants, will cut a thousand dollars of of this price. Additional
savings can be achieved when you can get these plants into high pro-
duction; however, there is no one that can really give you the specific
figures. That is going to take some real calculating by our engineers.
This cost saving is a research project that we have underway, and it
is going to be real substantial.

I have made a thorough study of the report on European systems.
I have personally inspected them almost annually in the various coun-
tries. I have been in Norway and studied their systems. I have been in
Japan and studied theirs. I also made a detailed study of this report
that you referred to, and I have my brief notes before me.

The only thing I can say is that each of these have been a research-
type project. There was no productivity feeding it, and their costs ran
high. In Europe because of the lack of natural resources they are
forced to use concrete systems. In their small component concrete sys-
tems in Europe they have found that they can economically deliver
from 60 to 70 miles; their large components which would be com-
parable to what I do here in America, is deliverable up to 30 miles.
Russia is the only one to date that is producing a third dimensional
module. Thirty miles is the maximum range for the U.S.S.R. unless
they can use water for transportation. They have three major plants,
one with a 30,0006annual capacity in Moscow; one with a 15,000 annual
capacity in their second largest city, and another plaAt with 2,700
annual capacity in another.

In the United States we have had as part of this report about seven
various concrete systems. The test findings show that they ran exorbi-
tantly high costs, $31 a square foot for the hotel that was built in San
Antonio. And in each one of these systems they found the maximum
transportability to be 7 miles. They also found that they had cracks
and small spalling. I have seen the units in Russia. The first units done
in Russia weighed 45 tons. It took gantry cranes and naturally it was
uneconomical. In order to reduce their weight to 7 tons they used what
we would call translucent ceilings and roofs. The industrialized hous-
ing report quotes said they looked like covered wagons in this country,
and they looked that way to me. U.S.S.R. space requirement is sub-
stantially less than ours, and we are used to a higher standard of
living than they are delivering there at this time.

I do not know what he is speaking of regarding Rochester. The
only thing I know of Rochester, is that Stirling Home built some
12 or 15 public housing units, but Stirling Home is not a mass pro-
ducing outfit. National Homes not claim to be at any ultimate
in third dimensional production. But a year from today I will be,
because I have got sound orders today to get mL plants to optimum
and run them there. Then I can tell you costs. The figures I am quot-
ing today covering my costs are really learning curves. So in the long
range when you really get a plant up to its optimum production and
level out you are going to make terrific savings.

Now, insofar as the variety of this mix, what I have shown here
today has been single family and two-story high units. We have this
product engineering approved to go three stories high. We are now
working and are going to make a submission under Operation Break-
through for incombustible units five stories for cities like New York
City, and 10 stories high for senior citizens, elevator-type buildings.
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We are not going to use concrete because in the United States we have
a wealth of other products, such as dry systems that are light in weight
and transportable up to 300 miles economically. We are adding to the
team that you see sitting here, Mr. Edward Durell Stone, Sr., who will
be our leading architect on this team for our Breakthrough submis-
sions. So we are going to add to our technologies two missing links,
and we are not stopping with what we showed you today. We are
exploiting further variety and appearance. We have always used good
name architects in this endeavor. I have used a Washington contem-
porary architect, Goodman. I have used Royal Barry Wills for my
Cape Cod. I have used Herman York. I have used Smedling from
Orange, N.J. for my French provincial and my colonials, so I do not
spare the rod on my research, development, style, and design. National
last year alone, in 12 months from the time I started in April until
April of this year, spent $1,800,000 in research as a company in third
dimensional modular construction.

Each country uses what building material they have available. In
Japan, I went over to the Expo, and in their first venture they had
built a building, using a third dimensional modular system. They built
their modular units out of steel because steel is readily available. They
set them in a structural frame much as talked of in this country. The
interior finish was of finished plywood which they are famous for
producing and ship to us, for our use. In Norway, I visited the largest
home manufacturer, and he is in the modular business. Naturally, since
this is a lumber country his were completely wood. We bypassed
wood in our system except for the structural frame for one reason,
maintenance. We have selected materials that would have

Representative REUSS. What was the one reason?
Chairman BOLLING. Maintenance.
Representative REUSS. Maintenance.
Mr. PRIcE. We selected aluminum, brick, and stone for exteriors be-

cause we have tried to do everything we can to produce maintenance-
free homes. We know that it costs more to build for low income than it
does for an average unit because it takes more abuse. Low-income fam-
ilies do not have enough income to afford to pay a plumber, an elec-
trician, or any service personnel to maintain their shelter units. They
do not make enough money to do this. So we are trying to give them
as nearly as possible a maintenance-free shelter.

Representative REUrSS. May I ask this question. Let us assume that
it is a year from now, and that you are geared up closer to the optimum
industrialized production that you hope for. What savings in per-
centages would you hope to be able to obtain over conventional
building methods in each of the following three types: high-rise
apartments, low-rise apartments, and-make it four types-individual
homes, and scattered site individual homes?

Mr. PRICE. I think that the saving curve is going to be the same as
relates to each of these types. As I stated earlier, the average product
that I shipped last year, which included homes from as low as $12,500
to as high as $150,000, retailed to the consumer including lots, financ-
ing charges, et cetera, cost $18,350. Your national average construction
cost was $25,400. So there is some significance here. We are going
to take this cost on down. I have a plant in Lafayette that is capable
of producing 9,000 living units a year. I will have it up to that rate
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by midsummer of next year. I will be able to accurately tell you
how much we can take off, whether it is 25 or 30 percent. But that
is not the real optimum that I am after. If we are going to meet
the challenge of 2,600,000 a year-and that rate may need to be in-
creased as you study it in more depth-you are going to need plants
like automobile plants that should have capacities of 30,000, 60,000,
90,000 houses a year. As I see this now-and I realize it is early to have
a prefixed conclusion-there are only two cities large enough to have a
plant to serve just the city, and that would be New York and Chicago.
I think the balance of the countrv is going to be served by plants
like automobile assembly plants serve a 300-mile circumference work-
ing with a common market, massing the market to get the true advan-
tages. When you do that you are going to cut your cost in half, at
least.

Representative REuss. So that-
Mr. PRICE. Land, more expertise, better land planning is the key

to reducing land costs because there is not any more land being made.
Not only is land getting higher all the time, but we are using it very
wastefully. The planners in the past were advocating the suburbs to
go to half-acre tracts and full-acre tracts. Well, that is almost as
ridiculous as why a 2 by 4 is 16 inches on center. Using 2 foot on
center, the cow used to walk from the barn to the kitchen. So they
put it 16 inches to keep her out. That is a fact.

Representative REuss. Of course land costs, I think we can leave
that out of our comparison because a sensible conventional builder
presumably can plan his land as sensibly as an industrialized builder.

Mr. PRICE. I do not think so for one reason. There are about a hun-
dred thousand conventional builders-you have a few large ones, but
the balance of them is too small to afford the research, development
and the planning expertise to plan land wisely. Suburbia land origi-
nally required half-acre sites because of the wells and septic tanks,
but because now we have put in sewers and streets and all the ameni-
ties, there is no longer that need. However, today, in order to insure
that low- and medium-income families do not get m, suburbia is even
raising the lot size requirements to an acre.

Well, the only thing I can say is, here is a natural resource that
should be getting better densities than we are getting. I realize that
I am talking long range, but it is going to have to be met. The children
are already born who in some 21 years are going to have families
and we are going to have to have a place for them. It is up to us to
be thinking.

Representative REuss. To conclude, leaving to one side all the other
cost problems of homebuilding in this country, zoning and suburban
physical attitudes and building trades' practices and building codes
and use of materials, putting those to one side, it is your view that a
modern industrialized large-scale producer of homes can beat a con'
ventional builder on the same plot of land whether scattered site or
suburban or whatever, and whether it be single family, rowhouse, de-
tached houses, semidetached, low rise, high rise, you can beat a con-
ventional builder, you hope, by as much as 25 percent and maybe
better. Is that a fair summary?

Mr. PRICE. We are doing that right now.
Representative REuSS. So that you would-
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Mr. PRICE. We go a lot better than that.
Representative REUSS. You would not sit still for the allegation that

industrialization is suitable only for the larger conglomerates of
homes

Mr. PRICE. No; I can give you many examples.
Representative REUSS (continuing). To wit: apartments?
Mr. PRICE. I can give you one. Denton, who was chairman of the

Melon National Bank in 1957, called me by phone and said that he
had an architect to design him a home, they took bids on it and it
ran $325,000. He had read in a national publication that I had Good-
man as an associate and wondered if they could come to Lafayette.
He wants to see if we could use our systems to produce the home
with the style, the space, and the feeling that he wanted. To make a
long story short, we did. It was turnkeyed out to him for $125,000.

I can give you another minor example. In 1966-that has not been
very long ago-my son David Price started what we call National
Homes Construction Co. I might say without any prejudice that he
uses only National Homes components in his construction. He has
risen from zero to the 11th largest homebuilder in the United States
in that length of time. How do you think he got it done?

Representative REtSS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BOLLING. There are a couple of fill-in questions that

I would like to ask. They will inevitably jump around because
they come from the total of the contribution that all of you have
made.

You were talking about one aspect of the financing that we could
meet the need at the present ability to produce and cost of the
$10,000 income man by increasing the mortgage from the 30 to 40 years.
Now, that gets me into the financing end of it pretty obviously, and
it also leads me back into the durability end of the products. And it
also raises this whole question of the relationship of the product
to the maintenance and so on and so on. It raises a whole flock of
questions as to that one, and I would like to get at some of them.
What is the increase in cost, total cost to a theoretical home buyer
who in one generation or two is going to pay off a 40-year mortgage,
from a 30-year mortgage to a 40-year mortgage?

Mr. PRICE. I want Frank Flynn who is my finance man to answer
that question.

Chairman BOLLING. I just want a general answer in gross terms.
And I am perfectly well aware that there are very few people, very
few families that will own the house from beginning to end, but I am
curious as to the theoretical question.

Mr. FLYNN. Well, in theory, Mr. Chairman, between the 40-year
loan and the 30-year loan, the interest, approximately, will be in ex-
cess of 25 percent because the term is increased. Of course, we know
that this is the inevitable result of lengthening the term. I think it
important from an economic standpoint, and I believe the individual
himself is not concerned with the total cost of that product but with
the monthly cost and how it fits into his budget and his ability to pay.

I think the best example of that is the fact that our whole economy
is based on credit, credit involves interest, and interest is money. The
40-year term will create a higher total eventual cost but it will permit
this individual to own a home, buy a home now, pay for it later.
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Chairman BOLLING. Well, that, of couse, leads back to the point
that I think Mr. Price made when he said that one of the advantages
of homeownership is that the individual sometimes consciously and
sometimes less consciously builds an equity which has a very signifi-
cant, a very significant effect on the individual and the future of that
family.

And that is 'the reason I raise the question. There is no argument
about your point that a great many people look at the monthly pay-
ment and not the overall cost, and they do not look at the equity. But
I am curious about the thing-we started out, as I stated earlier, with
an anthropologist as our first witness in the first of our hearings, which
are intended to be broad ranged, and I am curious as to your reaction
to that equity aspect of it.

Mr. PRICE. I have another statement to add to what Frank has al-
ready said. I want to point out, No. 1, that in your subsidized programs
you have 40-year terms now. We have the same quality product wheth-
er you are putting it under your 203 (b) regular FHA or your 221 (d)
(2) or any other program. The quality level is the same. So if in spe-
cial funded programs you use a 40-year term, I see no reason then why
we do not apply the 40-year term to programs the Government does not
have to fund, that do not affect Federal budgetary matters. Here is
the reason people buy mobile homes. They shut their eyes to that, be-
cause they need living space. We have people in income brackets from
$7,500 to $10,000 that are in no man's land. We have been very fortu-
nate since our product in all cases undersells the general market. In
spite of our having supplied 350,000 homes, conventional homes are
the majority. Our homes appreciate the day they go on the market
rather than depreciate. The first home that we built back in 1940 sold
for $3,250; a year ago it sold for $14,000. One of the reasons we have
sold 350,000 houses is because of consumer referral. I learned a long
time ago that if we sold a house for $7,000 and the normal market was
$8,000, when it sold secondhand it sold at $8,000. We are not the pre-
dominant in the market. So I do not worry about equities. They have
got ability in appreciation, yet everyone assumes that in homeowner-
ship you have got to consider it not as an investment but as a place.
to live, an environment and a family-raising center.

Chairman BOLLING. Thank you. The whole question of the level
of interest would make a further interesting discussion. If the interest
came down a point or two points, or we got it to what we call a more
normal interest rate. That would have a tremendous impact, too,
obviously.

Mr. PRICE. Now, you are talking about things you don't have any
control over.

Chairman BOLLING. I understand that. Some people think the
Congress does and some people think it does not.

Mr. PRICE. I decided no one does.
Chairman BOLLING. Well, so obviously you are not concerned

about the life of your product in terms of a 40-year mortgage?
Mr. PRICE. Well, no, I am not because our product has been given

the longest economic life assignment assigned to any construction in
the United States by the Bureau of Standards.

Chairman BOLLING. Now, one more specific question. You have
talked a good deal about costs. What has been the impact of your costs
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of the general economic situation?- And I know that includes a lot
of different factors?

Mr. PRICE. Well, it is a known fact that building costs have been
raising at the rate of 1 percent a month for the last 18 months.

Chairman BOLLING. Continue please.
Mr. PRICE. We have been able, through automation, crane setting,

and so forth, to avoid raising prices by an 18-percent increase in 18
months. Our price rise has probably moved up closer to nine, because
we are able to do more automation, more systems, more planning to
augment some of these'things that seem to be unresolvable.

Chairman BOLLING. Well, clearly, Mr. Price, you have had a
success in terms of producing a product that has found acceptance and
has given pleasure. I am sure that you have not been in business this
long without having other aspects of success. Have you had any experi-
ences that might be helpful to us where you did not have a success,
where you built a product that did not happen to suit the environment
that it was in? I am asking the question because we often learn from
the nonsuccesses as much as we learn from the successes. What are
the difficult areas, the most difficult areas that you run into in this kind
of thing-building a product that will suit a group of people in a given
area? Is the sociological, architectural aspects the most difficult to
master? Or is it more difficult than the technology of mass production?
What are the most acute problems that you face?

Mr. PRICE. Well, in answer to your statement, the reason I have
not run into any such problems as you have outlined is for one simple
reason: It is the company marketing policy. We have carefully searched
and thoroughly examined every facet before we go to the mass mar-
ket with products. I use Forest Products Laboratories, and have
ever since the founding of National Homes, to assist us with their
findings and research, and to test our products before we ever put
them into the market. I have utilized area architects, and environment
people. We warranted our homes long before FHA required warranty.
I have warranted our homes unconditionally since we started. We
have shipped 350,000 homes, and we have spent an average of no
more than $10.50 in taking care of latent defects over that many homes,
which speaks pretty well for the homework that we have done before
we went to the market.

Chairman BOLLING.. I would say you did, Mr. Price.
Mr. Price and your associates, we are grateful to you for your contri-

bution to the society, and also to the hearings of this subcommittee, and
we wish you well. Thank you very much.

Mr. PRICE. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Price follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES R. PRICE

As Harold B. Finger, HUD's Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology,
has testified before this Committee, the subject of industrialized housing "gen-
erates very clear reactions-pro and con-in industry, in labor, in user groups,
in communities, among governmental officials."

DEGREES OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

Let me identify some of the different types of factory-manufactured products
used to provide shelter.

The "conventional" builder operates on-site, but is increasingly calling on the
factory for finished windows, doors, wall sections, cabinets, roof trusses, and the
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like. Virtually all housing built in this country contains one or more of these
factory-built components. This type of construction requires skilled labor which
is in short supply; the labor shortage alone would make it impossible to increase
the volume of housing starts to the level of the National housing goal of 2.6
million units a year. This type of construction is also wasteful of financing re-
sources; at current rates, it costs seven dollars a day in construction loan inter-
est over an average building period of five months. In the inner city, security costs
alone are seventy dollars a day.

The National Homes Corporation does not build conventionally. It works with
two basic systems, or technologies:

(1) The first technology (sometimes referred to as a closed system) uses
large sections of wall, floor, and truss, which are designed and built in an inte-
grated system. The components are unique and are not interchanegable with any
other system.

This technology has two variations: (a) when a living unit is delivered un-
finished with only exterior doors and windows installed in the plant, leaving to
be installed on-site the plumbing, heating, wiring, and the like, it can be ready
for occupancy in 4 to 6 weeks, compared with 6 to 8 months for conventionally
built houses; (b) when one of our homes is completely prefinished, inside and out,
including plumbing, wiring, heating, carpeting, and furniture, it can be erected
in a day by our Teamster driver, using a specially designed crane mounted on
a tractor-trailer, and 3 to 4 building trades laborers, and occupied 4 days later.

(2) The second technology is a totally finished, three-dimensional module,
or sectional, unit which can be ready for occupancy the day after it arrives at
the site. The mobile home industry is the principal user of this system. The Na-
tional Homes Corporation, although it delivers thousands of mobile homes each
year, is currently concentrating on developing this second system into a sophisti-
cated approach quite different from a mobile home, to meet our National housing
goals, especially the goal of providing adequate shelter for low and middle-income
families in our urban centers.

The totally industrialized house is not new to this country. As early as 1943,
the National Homes Corporation manufactured and delivered 1,000 modules on
a Federal Government contract to house atomic energy personnel in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. More recently, in 1965, we delivered 1,350 factory-finished 2-story units
on a Federal Government contract to military bases all over the world.

Both of these industrialized housing projects were feasible because (a) land
was controlled by the Federal Government and therefore free of any code and
zoning restrictions, and (b) the size of the order was large enough in volume
to take advantage of industrialization.

In 1968, we built a new factory especially designed to produce the totally man-
ufactured house for the inner city, and our first delivery was to Chicago.

50TH AND BLACKSTONE

The following excerpts from TIME magazine and BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS describe the National Homes' initial delivery of industrialized hous-
ing units to 50th Street and Blackstone Avenue, in Chicago, on August 20, 1968:

HoUsING

LOW COSTS THROUGH INSTANT BUILDING

The fleet of trucks rumbled out of National Homes Corp.'s prefabrication plant
in Lafayette, Ind., shortly after midnight, laden with six-ton sections of ready-to-
live-in housing. Their destination was a Chicago ghetto 125 miles away. Less than
24 hours later, tall cranes had plucked the sections from the trucks and stacked
them into eight two-story, four-bedroom homes ready for occupancy.

The instant homes were the first of 200 being built in Chicago ghetto neigh-
borhoods by National Homes and by Guerdon Industries. Equipped with factory-
installed kitchen appliances, one-piece glass-fiber bathrooms and even air con-
ditioning, they sell for only $14,500. In high-cost Chicago, similar-sized homes
built by time-consuming conventional methods would ordinarily carry price tags
of about $25,000. Thanks to such easy terms as $350 down and monthly mortgage
payments of $125, National's module homes will reach families with incomes
as low as $6,500 a year.

The Chicago project symbolizes today's expanding effort by both government
and private enterprise to reach the long-elusive goal of providing good low-cost
dwellings for the nation's poor and near poor. Over the past three decades, Wash-
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ington has poured some $6.5 billion into housing subsidies and urban renewal,
committed at least another $13 billion as yet unspent to the same controversial
programs. Yet one recent White House report estimated that 8,300,000 Americans
still cannot afford a decent place to live.

The attempt to close that gap is part technological, part financial, part political.
In big cities, building-trades unions have long been a major obstacle to fully in-
dustrialized housing-buildings with huge parts preassembled in a factory in-
stead of handcrafted at the site from myriad bits and pieces. That money-saving
process increases the employment of industrial workers but reduces the need
for highly paid (up to $7.30 an hour) building craftsmen at the site. When Chi-
cago's Mayor Richard Daley started flexing his political muscles, however, the
unions agreed not only to erect factory-fabricated units which had long been
excluded from Chicago, but to hire neighborhood residents (most of them
Negroes) as apprentices on such work.

(Time Magazine.)

A PROMISING STEP FORWARD IN ASSEMBLY-LINE HousiNG*

(By Jerry Reedy, Special Assignments Editor)

Visit a house construction site today and you might find yourself doing a double
take-if not scrambling for cover. Instead of seeing workmen banging away with
hammers, you may well view giant boxes swaying beneath cranes. The boxes are
"modules"-the building blocks of a small, but progressive and growing segment
of the housing industry. Stacked on top of each other or inserted in huge frames,
modular components create housing in a fraction of the time required by tradi-
tional methods of construction.

At San Antonio's Hemisfair, for example, cranes put together a 21-story modu-
lar hotel for Hilton in only nine months. Conventional construction time for such
a project is about a year and a half.

The mobile-home industry also joined the trend by creating stronger mobile
homes and stacking them up in what became known as "instant housing." In most
cities, however, mobile homes have found this construction route tough, if not
impossible, because of zoning ordinances, building codes, and loan restrictions.

Much new building technology has been employed only in large, multi-family
public housing, or in experimental showcases such as "Habitat" at the Montreal
World's Fair. By contrast, single-family housing remains largely a board-by-
board operation, with few innovators and even fewer innovations. At a time
when housing is both scarce and expensive, the situation cries out for a solution.

Fortunately, a few have heard the cry. One such man is Jim Price, chairman
of the board and co-founder with his brother of National Homes Corporation,
the nation's largest prefabber. National has been manufacturing prefabricated
houses since 1940; this month the Lafayette, Indiana, concern rolled out Number
335,000. Tough and hard-driving, Price has two primary goals: to make National
Homes the General Motors of the housing industry, and to put decent housing
within the reach of everyone. He may just succeed.

In 1967, after riots in Chicago, Detroit, and Newark, Price approached the
mayors of the three cities with a plan to build single-family townhouses on
vacant land in the ghettos. Chicago was the first to accept, and the initial eight
structures were set in place last August.

A typical approach? Not quite. Each four-bedroom unit is completely fur-
nished, fully landscaped, and air-conditioned. Interior and exterior building
materials were purchased from major manufacturers on the basis of quality,
durability, and low maintenance. The simple yet smart exterior styling gives
little if any hint of "public housing." In back, each townhouse has a private
patio, as well as access to a common recreation area with separate sections for
adults and children. Grass, trees, and shrubs are included just as they would be
in any good suburban development. Total price: $14,500.

When asked how he manages to produce a quality home at this figure, Jim
Price spurns such words as "technology," preferring to call it "know-how." What-
ever it was, the Chicago project allowed National workmen to perform virtually
the ultimate in prefabrication: They completed each of the eight houses down
to the last detail entirely within the factory and in compliance with FPHA, VA,
and Chicago's own stringent building code. And they did it in only ten days!

'Reprinted from Better Homes and Gardens, February 1969. ¢) Meredith Corp., 1969. All
rights reserved.
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When the houses were finished, they were simply loaded onto trucks in sections
taken to Chicago, and lowered by crane onto previously poured foundations.
Plumbing and wiring were connected, and the first family moved in the same
day. Price says he will build a new factory for these townhouses wherever he can
get a large enough commitment to make it worthwhile. National already has
plants in the planning stage for Chicago, the Philadelphia area, and Winston-
Salem, N.C.

National now produces townhouses at its sprawling main plant in Lafayette,
in a completely separate building. The townhouses-or more appropriately, the
first or second floors of the townhouses-move down an assembly line on giant
dollies through 13 assembly stations. Several large sections-walls and floors, for
example-are made ready at sub-assembly areas.

A bare floor arrives at station number one, where it is mounted on the dolly.
Before it rolls to station number two, it receives an end wall, a sidewall and a
vinyl floor. Workers at successive stations install interior partitions, the remain-
ing exterior walls, plumbing, wiring, and appliances. At station 13, the finished
product is wrapped in plastic and loaded onto a truck.

Though terminology has changed, most innovations are direct descendants of
the prefabrication techniques of the forties and fifties. The idea remains the
same: bigger building blocks produced off-site and assembled on-site.

Not many years ago, however, "prefabricated" was used to describe dreary,
look-alike houses that -sat in soulless subdivisions with little prospect of outlast-
ing their mortgages-uninspiring, unimaginative, unappealing, uninviting, un-
safe, and un-everything. Many prefabs deserved their bad reputations. Others
were simply victims of the general low esteem that-with much justification-
characterized all American housing during and after the hectic post-war building
boom.

Switch back to the present. Housing prices have soared. Land costs more, labor
costs more, lumber costs more. Rigid zoning ordinances and inflexible building
codes help perpetuate the spiral; higher taxes twist it still more. Many who
elect to pay the price for a new home are stopped before they start: interest
rates on mortgage loans have gone up, too. For some, mortgage money is hard
to find at any price. The nation's builders lament their third straight year of
depressed housing starts, and many smaller operators are out of business.

This housing crisis is all too familiar to builders and homeowners (see the
August, 1968, Better Homes and Gardens). Yet we can scarcely begin to suggest
the misery and despair that inadequate, substandard housing creates in the
-teeming urban slums.

Obviously, National Homes can't rehabilitate the ghettos single-handedly. But
its efforts demonstrate that totally manufactured housing can go a long way
toward lowering costs and reducing construction time. The implications are
staggering. Widespread adoption of the technique could provide not only decent
housing for the poor, but more reasonably priced housing for everyone. Not ten
years from now. Not even five years from now. Right now.

(Better Homes and Gardens.)

29 YEARS OF MANUFACTURED HOUSING

National Homes was started in 1940 with the basic idea that homes could be
built better and more economically on an industry assembly line than by conven-
tional methods.

We made an original investment of $12,500 in that idea, and because of the
success of our way of building, that original investment has grown in 29 years
into a net worth of $48 million.

National Homes has achieved a consumer acceptance that has made our Qom-
pany by far the largest home manufacturer in the United States. Over the past
29 years, nearly 350,000 American families have purchased new National homes.
In 1968, the average retail price to the homebuyer, including lot, was $18,350.
The range of price levels was from $12,500 to $70,000.

We will manufacture 24,000 living units in 1969. In the first five months of
1969, we showed a gain of 34 percent over the same period last year, as compared
with the 6 percent increase in total housing starts by the industry. Our single
family production was up 34.4 percent while the industry was down 5.4 percent.

THE FIRST PLANT

We began our first home manufacturing plant in Lafayette, Indiana, on June
16, 1940. We also started building our first home on that same date. The simul-
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taneous start was more than mere coincidence. It was an economic necessity. For
we had invested $7,500 of our first capital in the plant. An immediate return on
our investment was even more important than a fair return.

The first National home, the first of nearly 350,000 we have manufactured, was
erected on July 20, 1940.

The Technical Section of the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was in
Lafayette for the manufacturing and construction of our first National home. It
performed the necessary structural analysis tests, which resulted in National
Homes obtaining its first FHA Technical Engineering Bulletin, a prerequisite
for mortgage insurance. All National homes-then and now-meet or exceed
structural and design standards set by the FHA.

A NEW HOME FOR $3,250

Brand new, this first National home sold for $3,250. The buyer paid $350.00
down and made monthly payments of $19.42. This included principal, interest, in-
surance and taxes. This home has been sold three times in the span of 29 years.
The last selling price was $14,000. This is a pretty good return on the owners'
investment, plus a rich dividend in good living.

WAR-TIME EXPERIENCE

Our Company's experience in totally manufactured homes-the ultimate in
industrialization--came soon after National Homes was founded. In 1941, as war
clouds gathered, the Defense Department asked National Homes and others to
design and manufacture relocatable homes complying with permanent house
standards. The result was that 11 companies, including National Homes, were
each given the go-ahead to build 60 homes at Indian Head, Maryland. The Defense
Department made the competition interesting. After the 60 homes were erected,
the Project Manager was to pick a home at random and the contractor was to
disassemble it, move it 90 miles to another pre-selected site and then rebuild it.
This test was to determine the feasibility of the relocatable feature designed in
each of the competitors' homes.

Since National Homes was the first to get its homes erected initially, we were
the first to undergo this basic test of the merits of industrialization. Starting at
7 a.m., we disassembled a home, moved it the required 90 miles and had it
erected again by 4 p.m. the same day. Our material loss was less than 1½2
percent-primarily nuts and bolts and a few trim items.

(The Defense Department rewarded this outstanding performance with Na-
tional Homes' first government contract to build 500 homes in three different
locations. We were to win numerous others before the war was over. Eventually,
our company produced more than 8,000 homes during the war for staff officers and
civilian workers. For this, National Homes won the coveted "E" award for
efficiency.

OAK RIDGE

In 1943, when the Army Corps of Engineers asked National Homes to build
totally manufactured homes in our Lafayette plant for an installation at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, we did not know until later that these were for workers on
the Manhattan Project that produced the atomic bomb. These were one-story
structures, two to four bedrooms. They were built in three-dimensional sections,
completely manufactured and assembled in our plant, including wiring, plumb-
ing, heating and appliances. Even the furniture, curtains and drapes were in-
cluded. These sections were erected by crane on prepared foundations, and could
be completed and ready for occupancy six hours after arrival at the site.

This was the first application of mass production technology to home build-
ing. Before the war was over, National Homes provided the protoypes for similar
housing for workers at the Hanford, Washington, atomic energy plant.

KNOW-HOW

These war-time experiences developed to a high degree our Company's know-
how in industrialized housing. They were unforgettable lessons in mass pro-
duction technology, telescoped into a relatively few years. They led to the highly
successful way of building developed by National Homes in the post-war years.
More recently, they were quickly recalled when a new and urgent demand arose
for industrialized housing to meet the needs of low income families in the
nation's cities.
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National Homes living units are manufactured in modern plants. They are
completely pre-engineered, programmed, and computerized, using highly auto-
mated assembly lines. Unskilled labor works under ideal conditions year round.
This mix of man and machine makes possible a building system of high quality
because of in-plant quality control.

NATIONWIDE SCOPE

Builders franchised by National Homes Corporation are independent busi-
nessmen. Today, there are more than 1,000 of these builders, serving major
markets in 37 states East of the Rocky Mountains.

To serve its builders, National Homes Corporation operates home manufac-
turing plants in Lafayette, Indiana; Tyler, Texas; Horseheads, New York;
Effingham, Illinois; Martinsville, Virginia; and Thomson, Georgia.

WIDE RANGE OF CAPAIITIES

Although basically a manufacturing operation, National Homes has developed
over the years a wide range of capabilities including: land acquisition and de-
velopment, site planning and environmental design, construction, merchandising
and sales, governmental relations, construction and permanent mortgage financ-
ing, business management and marketing services.

The financing service given builders, the largest of its kind in the United
States, is operated by National Homes Acceptance Corporation. It was started
in 1947 to ensure builders construction money and permanent mortgage
financing.

Substantially all home loans accepted by the Acceptance Corporation are FHA-
insured or VA-guaranteed and are sold to institutional investors. Since its
founding, It has accepted mortgages on homes valued at $2.5 billion. The mort-
gage portfolio serviced for its investors amounts to more than $780 million today.

DESIGN, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Over the years, National Homes Corporation has spent a great deal of time,
effort and money developing our concept of home manufacturing. Our Company
has never paid a cash dividend to its shareholders. With their approval, we have
preferred to plow all the profits back into the business.

This money was spent not only to advance our technological know-how, but
also to give our homes an excellence in style, design and quality. To achieve
the latter, we have retained over the years the finest of architects, experts in
site planning and environmental design and sociologists.

Research into all phases of industrialized housing is conducted in cooperation
with the Low Income Housing Research and Development Corporation, which
we helped to organize earlier this year.

MROBILE HOMES

While there had been a constant debate whether totally industrialized housing
can produce a substantial savings, this point has been well proven in our
country by the mobile homes industry. As building standards, space require-
ments, zoning regulations, labor costs, land costs and material costs have priced
our low and moderate income families out of single-family housing markets, the
mobile home industry has provided housing for a substantial percentage of our
population. Building primarily in areas beyond code and zoning requirements,
using construction techniques and space far less than our accepted housing
standards, financed by our bank and other lending institutions, this industry
has been supplying housing to first-time home buyers who had no other oppor-
tunity to procure shelter. Last year, one out of five new homes was a mobile
home.

A worker earning $10,000 a year, who would pay the statutory norm of 20
percent of his income for mortgage payments, which includes principal, interest,
taxes and insurance, cannot afford to buy a $20,000 FHA-insured house. He can
afford monthly mortgage payments of $166, but his payments on the $20,000
house at 71/2 percent would amount to approximately $173. At 8Y2 percent interest,
his payments would be approximately $188 a month.

Mobile home production is up 39 percent this year over last year and will
provide housing for 400,000 families this year. A great majority of the mobile

32-679 0-69-pt. 2-6
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homes are sold to young families, transient workers and senior citizens. Also,
families earning as low as $350 per month can qualify.

Because we are in the business of providing shelter desired by the consumer,
National Homes manufactures mobile homes at Clearwater, Florida; Thomson,
Georgia; Gray, Georgia; Columbia, Louisiana; Austin, Texas; Tyler, Texas;
Tempe Arizona; and Bicknell, Indiana.

IABOR

National Homes has employed union labor since 1941. In the shelter industry
as a whole, 80 percent of all units are built non-union. The other 20 percent
that is union-built is in the inner cities of major metropolitan areas, where the
greatest need exists.

.National Homes plants are organized by the Brotherhood of Carpenters. Its
units are transported by the Teamsters.

COMPARISON WITH EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE

The emphasis upon large scale innovations in industrialized building tech-
niques in post-war Europe came from three major factors: (1) the shortage of
shelter after World War II, particularly for low income groups; (2) the shortage
of skilled building workers; and (3) the expectation that industrialization of
building could bring about a significant decrease in the traditionally high cost
of construction.

The conditions in the United States today are comparable to what they were
in Europe following World War II. We have a desperate need for shelter; we
have a shortage of skilled building workers. Large quantities of housing are
needed for low and moderate income families. Current housing prices exceed
purchasing capability of 65 percent of our families. We therefore must fully
exploit mass production to reduce costs, improve quality, maintenance costs,
provide good architectural design and strive toward better social environment.

In many countries, there has been opposition to industrialized methods. In
the United Kingdom, for example, the opposition at one time took the form
of strikes and boycotts against builders handling prefabricated components.

Conventional builders' responses to industrialized building systems have var-
ied widely. Their initial reaction tended to be hostile, but they have generally
responded to competition from industrialized systems by improving and rational-
izing their conventional methods.

Mortgage banks and insurance companies have also tended to block expansion
of industrialized housing. In France, even when new prefabricated materials
were officially approved by the Government, they were still viewed with suspicion
by insurance companies that had to cover the ten year liability of builders.

Many of the resisting groups in the building industry have been directly or
indirectly responsible for the retention of outdated building methods. Local build-
ing codes are frequently written in terms of specifications rather than perform-
ance, thereby excluding the introduction of new materials.

European countries, because of lack of natural resources to provide a variation
in material selections, are forced to concrete systems even when small panel
components -are used they are limited to a 50 to 60 mile radius from their plant.
In the United States, our components, because of light weight, can economically
be transported 300 miles.

For the past few years, National Homes has regularly made inspection tours
of foreign building systems, particularly European concrete systems, with a view
toward adapting any advance in technology to the American market. Up to
now, our experience has been that a greater variety of domestic building mate-
rials gives us a wider choice of systems.

A NEW BREAKTHROUGH

Our many years of experience, research, and experimentation has led to a
further refinement, our latest technological advance and a real breakthrough.
With the technology that we had learned over the years, we set out to meet the
problem of housing for the inner city.

We have created a wide variety of single-family homes and town houses that
have durability, maintenance-free quality, and good architectural design. Our
objective was to completely finish the housing in three-dimensional modules
in our manufacturing plants before delivery to the site. Sites have been planned
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to provide low density. All utilities, foundations, landscaping, and social ameni-
ties have been preinstalled, leaving only a crane to set the modules and Building
Trades workers to connect the units.

The first deliveries were to 50th & Blackstone, Chicago, described above.
We are now shipping these totally manufactured houses to Chicago and East

Chicago, Illinois; Monroe, Michigan, Lafayette, Indiana; East St. Louis, Illinois,
and other localities in the Middle West. A second manufacturing plant for indus-
trialized units is underway in Thomson, Georgia, initially to supply 600 units for
the Thomasville Redevelopment area in Atlanta and the Southeast generally. The
Atlanta units were awarded to National Homes as the result of a nationwide
competition. The National Homes presentation and the Report of the Jury are
attached.

PBODUCOlON CAPACITY

National Homes in 1969 has a 3-shift capacity to produce 72,800 living units
a year. By the end of 1970, this will increase to 98,000 units a year. These are
divided among our different technologies as follows:

1969 1970

Technology No. I (finished and unfinished panels) -46, 000 46, 000
Technology No. 2 (3-dimensional modules, excluding mobile homes) -10,800 28, 800
Mobile homes -16, 000 24, 000

Total annaul 3-shift capacity -72, 800 98, 000

The tabulation shows that our first technology finished and unfinished panels-
has sufficient capacity to handle a steadily rising volume of sales. Consumer
demand for mobile homes is so strong that plant capacity is expanding sub-
stantially. The largest expansion, however, and our greatest investment in the
Nation's future, is in industrialized housing in the form of 3-dimensional modules,
to serve low and middle-income families in our urban centers.

OBSTACLES TO VOLUME PRODUCTION

I see a number of major problems that must be solved if we are to achieve
volume production, especially under HUD's housing programs.

LAND

The scarcity of suitable housing sites for low and moderate income housing is
the first important bottleneck to meeting the housing goal.

A total of 4.6 million units of housing for low and moderate income families
called for over the next decade are to be newly constructed housing. Land for
this volume of new housing is not now available in built-up central-city areas.

We welcome the urban renewal provisions of the 1968 Act that provide that
at least 20 percent of the land acquired must be utilized for housing, and at
least half of that must be for low and moderate income housing. This is a start
back from the policies of the past that have aggravated, rather than solved, the
housing needs of inner-city residents, and which have made many communities
hostile to urban renewal programs.

Since 1949, under urban renewal, as you go into a city you see a lot of vacant
ground. I would have thought that this would have been available for low-income
housing. I learned differently. One of the objectives, at the time the 1949
act was enacted, was to take this ground and to improve the city's tax base.

Values were assigned to the land for either commercial, or industrial, or high
income multi-family. Thus, the value assigned in all cases would be too high for
low-income housing.

As far as I am concerned, something has to be done to make this inner-city
land available for low cost housing. Many people that we are trying to house
don't want to live out in the suburbs. They want to live in, yet we have a lot
of ground that is not available to them because of zoning and high costs. At
the time the urban renewal came on the scene, when they tore buildings down,
they got the community to recommend an end-use, with the main objective to
raise the tax base for the city.
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HUD should take the lead in converting a substantial portion of urban renewal
land for low and moderate income housing. Since land is going to have to be
subsidized, in the inner-city, it might as well be written down to zero with the
Federal Government providing 100 percent of the subsidy cost, if used for low
and middle-income housing.

WORKABLE PROGRAM

An assumption of the 1968 Housing Act is that many of the 6 million units
for low and middle-income families will be in the nation's suburbs as relatively
low-density housing-garden apartments, townhouses, or single family houses on
small lots. Yet the plain political fact is that most suburbs resist the location
of such housing within their boundaries.

This suburban resistance is buttressed, in the case of federally-assisted hous-
ing, by the "Workable Program" requirement, (which requires approval by the
local legislative body), and by other local approval provisions which attach
to public housing and rent supplement programs. These local approval provisions
should be eliminated, as recommended by the Kaiser Committee.

The local approval provision of the public housing leasing program is particu-
larly onerous. It prevents the rental of public housing outside the central city.
When a public housing authority leases housing in a community, it acts as any
private investor or entrepreneur. The housing authority simply guarantees the
owner a fixed lease payment over the term of the lease.

In contrast to when a public housing authority purchases or constructs hous-
ing units, the leased property pays full taxes. The local community is not called
upon to accept a lesser payment in lieu of taxes or to confer any other public
benefit. The local approval provision of Section 23 of the Public Housing Law is
therefore an unreasonable and unnecessary constraint on the program and should
be repealed.

ZONING

Besides exercising vetos allowed by federal housing law, suburban govern-
ments use their local zoning power to prevent open communities. The Douglas
Commission identifies "fiscal zoning" as large-lot zoning, exclusion of multi-family
dwellings, and minimum-house-size regulations as the principal means used by
suburbs to exclude unwanted families.

Zoning restricts land uses to those which will return greater property and sales
taxes. We propose that for land outside the urban renewal areas a determination
be made of the equivalent price of the site as if it were a part of an urban renewal
area, under the formula established under Section 107 (b) of the National Hous-
ing Act. The Housing Assistance Administration would remit to the local hous-
ing sponsor, at the time of permanent financing, a direct grant equal to the net
difference between total costs of site preparation and price which has been deter-
mined as the amount to be included in the total development cost for permanent
financing.

Where federal land acquisition is made, or where a locality takes the initiative,
it is our position that the federal government must make it clear that subsidies
for sewer, water, highways or loan guarantees will be provided only where it is
demonstrated that the needs for low and moderate income housing are a part
of a community's undertaking. Such a policy would perform wonders in reveal-
ing heretofore unavailable land for low and moderate income housing.

TRANSPORTATION

Much stress has been placed on the need for the inner-city dweller to get to the
areas of new industry, usually on the outskirts of the city, but transportation also
plays a vital role in determining where new government-assisted housing is to
be located. If transportation is available, the land cost is too high; if there is no
transportation, land cost is within reach, but is unsuitable to the needs of prospec-
tive tenants for shopping, schools and employment. Serious thought should be
given to this problem because the expense must be met one way or another. Either
the higher land cost must be paid or transportation facilities must be extended to
the new housing area. The alternative is to abandon the project and leave the
housing needs unmet.

A locally-initiated free shuttle bus to a transportation center as an integral
part of the housing cost should be considered as one possibility.

Public transportation-as a life-line to the community and to employment-
will more and more make up a critical part of any search for land,, and con-
sideration should be given now to its being achieved.
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ENCOURAGING LARGE VOLUME

In the last fiscal year, 48,000 units were started under the 221 (d) (3) and
Section 202 housing programs. The 221 (d) (3) houses were constructed by 357
sponsors; the average project contained 125 units. They took up to 30 months
to complete from start to finish.

Our national housing goals cannot be met unless large volume industrialized
housing is brought into the picture.

The government has no program to cover large-scale projects. Most FHA
offices are reluctant to insure project sections covering more than 250 units. The
developer has no commitments that further sections will be approved, so he
cannot plan volume production. The solution is to reserve funds for this purpose,
assuring the developer that he can proceed to invest in large tracts.

LIMITS ON CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The limits on construction costs are out of date. The construction cost-limits
for both FHA moderate income and public housing programs should be amended
to keep abreast of rising construction costs. These cost limitations are set by
statute.

Limitations should be at least $1,000 higher for the inner city because of greater
density, fire requirements, and unusual site conditions left from wrecking for re-
development. Special attention should be given to provide 5 and 6 bedroom homes,
which are greatly needed in the inner-city.

Because of the continual rise in construction costs, Congress should legislate
a statutory construction cost ceiling sufficient to allow wide administrative flexi-
bility under it to cover a variety of cost conditions in different areas of the
country. And Congress should provide a statutory procedure for periodic up-
dating of the construction cost ceiling.

FORWARD FUNDING

Congress should authorize and appropriate funds for housing programs for 5
years or more. It is difficult for any entrepreneur with a long-term view to con-
sider entering the housing field on a large scale in the face of the variation in
the amounts of funds available for financing these programs from one year to
the next.

We are going through a period in which newly authorized programs are funded
below authorized levels, and even these limited amounts are late in coming.

With a minimum of five years or more advanced funding, to give the continuity
needed to encourage large-scale industrialized housing, we have a fighting chance
to meet some of our critical housing needs for low and moderate-income families.

Appendix follows:
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APPENDIX

Town House Parks
2 _/ HOMES CORPORATION

by A l l The Growth Shelter Company

Wins
National Competition

and'
$9.3 Million Contract

for
Development of

Thomasville Area

ATLANTA HOUSING AUTHORITY
December 9, 1968
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KECK AND WOOD, INC.

ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS

PLANNERS
MANAGERS

3722 PLEASAIT.ALE ROAD (404) 939-1334

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30040

November 22, 1968

The Atlanta Housing Authority
824 Hurt Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

RE: Atlanta Housing Authority

Redevelopment Competition
Jury

Our Ref. No. 6821

Gentlemen:

A Jury consisting of the following persons has reviewed the five proposals
submitted in the competition for the redevelopment of federal surplus land

to meet critical needs in the Thomasville Urban Redevelopment Area --

Ga. R-22.

1. Mr. William M. Alexander, Executive Director, Alpha

Phi Alpha Building Foundation, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri

2. Mr. Walter Blucher, Planning Consultant, AIP, ASPO,
Arlington, Vermont

3. Mr. Carl Koch, Architect, FAIA, Boston, Massachusetts

4. Mr. Robert M. O'Donnell, Landscape Architect and Planner,

ASLA, AIP, Denver, Colorado

5. Mr. Willard G. Rouse, Executive Vice President

The Rouse Company, Baltimore, Maryland

A biography of each of the members of the Jury as included in the Appendix.

The following is the unanimous report of the Jury.

Respectfully submitted,

/v'nnd/1 ln4,eaa
Howard K. Menhinick

Coordinator of the Jury

HKM/ab
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The Report of the Jury

in the Competition for the Redevelopment of

the Thomasville Redevelopment Area--Ga. R-22.

This is a report of the Jury selected to judge five proposals submitted

in the competition for the redevelopment of federal surplus land to meet

critical needs in the Thomasville Urban Redevelopment Area--Ga. R-22.

The five proposals were submitted by:

1. Interfaith, Inc.

2. J. I. Kislak Mortgage Corporation of Florida and Boise Cascade

Urban Redevelopment Corporation--A Joint Venture.

3. National Homes Corporation.

4. Pace Development Corporation (A Subsidiary of Cousins Properties,

Inc.)

5. The Vector Company, Inc. -Merton Development Company--A

Joint Venture.

The five proposals were evaluated by the Jury on the basis of the

following criteria:

1. The excellence of the site plan, particularly as it relates to the

creation of an optimum living environment.

2. The excellence of the architectural design and the quality of the

proposed construction.

3. The financial responsibility and demonstrated capability of the

Redeveloper.
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4. The manner in which the proposed development meets the goals

and objectives set forth in Section 6 of the Invitation for Proposals issued

by the Atlanta Housing Authority on June 10, 1968, namely:

a. Housing. Though the object is to serve a cross-section of

social and economic groups, the Redeveloper will be required to develop

a substantial portion of the housing (at least 300 units) for families of

the lowest income group. Building types should be varied and include

one to five bedroom units.

b. Education. The Redeveloper will be required to designate

land in the area which will be acquired and developed by the Atlanta

Board of Education for the following education facilities:

(I) Two Primary School sites of three usable areas each,

located on either side of the expressway.

(2) A Middle School site of at least eighteen acres of usable

land. This school site may be reduced in size to twelve acres if it is

located adjacent to the park.

c. Recreation. The Redeveloper will be required to designate

at least six acres of usable land, which will be acquired by the Atlanta

Parks Department for the expansion of the existing park into a Neighbor-

hood Park.

d. Commerce. The Redeveloper may designate, acquire and

develop a retail commercial area(s) not to exceed six acres of land
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primarily to serve the residents of the tract here under consideration.

e. Streets and Utilities: The land designated in the Redeveloper's

proposal for public streets conforming to City of Atlanta standards will

be acquired by others and street improvements and utilities will be

installed, all at no expense to the Redeveloper.

f. Rentals--Amenities Relationships. The relationship between

the rentals to be charged and the number of rooms per unit, the size of

rooms and other amenities to be provided by the Redeveloper.

g. Acceptability of Public Facility Sites. The acceptability of

proposed public facility sites to agencies involved in their development.

The Jury initiated its work on Thursday morning, November 7, 1968,

with an inspection of the Thomasville Urban Redevelopment site and its

environs. During the remainder of that day and on the following Friday

and Saturday it carefully reviewed the written reports, the plans and the

other documents submitted by each of the five Redevelopers.

Each of the proposals had strong points and weaknesses. These were

evaluated in the light of the criteria established by the Atlanta Housing

Authority ior the competition. After careful comparisons, consideration

of the relative importance of the various criteria and extended discussion

and debate, the Jury unanimously voted that the National Homes Corpora-

tion proposal be recommended to the Atlanta Housing Authority as the
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best of the five proposals.

An evaluation of the National Homes Corporation proposal in the

light of the above listed criteria follows:

1. The excellence of the site plan, particularly as it relates to the

creation of an optimum living environment.

A. The site plan of the National Homes Corporation proposal

was considered excellent by the Jury, particularly with respect to the

creation of an optimum living environment, for the following reasons:

(1) It provides a desirably low overall density of development.

(Z) The major tree-covered ravines and adjoining steep

slopes are preserved for parks and other public open spaces, thus avoid-

ing the areas where grading and drainage problems would arise.

(3) Buffers of open space and of existing and proposed trees

and roadways provide a desirable screen on both sides of the expressway

and on the borders of the property with the penitentiary to the north and

the railroad to the west.

(4) The north 32-acre portion of the tract, bounded by a

perimeter collector road, becomes a self-contained residential super-

block with a supporting Primary School and Neighborhood Shopping Center.

Within this super-block, automobile traffic is excluded and internal

circulation is provided by pedestrian and bicycle paths. The groups of

town houses and of detached houses have been well located and are provided

with useful lighted malls and other common open spaces. The Primary
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School is centrally located within this neighborhood with easy pedestrian

access to it. The Neighborhood Shopping Center is well located in terms

of both this neighborhood and the proposed shopping center and commer-

cial development at McDonough Boulevard and Moreland Avenue.

(5) The southern 64-acre portion of the tract is served by

a collector road that extends westerly from McDonough Boulevard along

the south side of the expressway, thus providing a direct connection with

the expressway overpass and with the northern 3Z-acre portion of the

urban renewal area. The collector road extends southward along the

western boundary of the tract to provide an essential but secondary

connection to the existing single-family development to the south.

(6) A combination Primary School, Middle School and park

area adjacent to the existing park are excellently located with respect

to the needs of the residents of both the 3Z-and 64-acre tracts and to

the probably expanding Middle School needs of the single-family-home

area located to the south.

(7) The location of town-house groups on the higher slopes

and in both the eastern and western portions of the 64-acre tract and

on both sides of Middle School is a logical and wise land-use decision.

The more flexible and lower-density single-family houses have been

located along the westerly side slopes of the tract within the super-

block formed by the collector road and the existing single-family sub-

division to the south.
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(8) The interrelationship of the 64-acre neighborhood to the

existing adjoining park and its association with the larger neighborhood

to the south have been commendably solved.

(9) The Jury commends National Homes Corporation for the

consideration given by them to outdoor lighting and to landscape planting

and for their presentation of specific information with respect to both of

these important items.

B. The site plan presented by the National Homes Corporation

presents five problems that, in the opinion of the Jury, should be solved

in the process of preparing the final plan for development.

(1) The common open space associated with the dwelling

units will be owned and maintained by the Cooperative. An equally satis-

factory method for the ownership and maintenance of the commendably

large amount of open space provided in the plan needs to be developed.

(2) The "potential lake" is not an essential element in the

National Homes Corporation proposal. If the lake is included, the ques-

tion of who will construct it, maintain it and provide the protective

measures that will be required in a community with children and particu-

larly in light of the fact that the lake is located near the Primary and

Middle schools needs to be resolved.

(3) The parking bays abutting the peripheral collector road-

way and serving the groups of single-family detached houses present

traffic hazards with automobiles entering and backing out of these bays

into the collector road. In the opinion of the Jury, these parking areas
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should be recessed into the super-block thus removing the traffic hazard

and also bringing the parking spaces closer to the houses they serve.

(4) With respect to the town-house groups, the Jury has

two comments.

(a) The three town-house groups in the south 64-acre

portion of the tract in their present, precise locations present problems

of adaptation to topography. They will require, in some cases, major

grading despite the floor-level flexibility commented on below in connec-

tion with the architectural design.

(b) Each of the five town-house groups has buildings

with no adjoining or near-by parking or service areas.

(5) The site plan for the Primary and Middle School in the

southern 64-acre portion of the tract does not show essential playfields

for which, fortunately, the site plan has reserved adequate open space.

2. The excellence of the architectural design and the quality of the

proposed construction.

A. It is the opinion of the Jury that, on balance, the proposal

of the National Homes Corporation provides the best architectural design.

This proposal has the further substantial merit of presenting sufficient

information to enable the Jury to judge positively the quality of the pro-

posed construction. This opinion of the Jury is based on the following

considerations.
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(1) The residential development consists of one-and two-story

single-family houses with from three to six bedrooms (100 units) and two-

and three-story town houses with from two to four bedrooms (500 units)

which the Jury believes will well meet the needs of prospective residents.

(2) The flexibility provided in the varying floor levels of the

proposed house plans makes possible a better adaptation to the difficult

topography than appears obvious at first glance in the placement of the

town houses and the groups of single-family houses.

(3) The spacial arrangement of both the single-family houses

and the town houses provides separation of common and private spaces,

gives each family direct access to the out of doors and reasonable privacy

combined with a sense of community on a good scale.

B. The Jury presents the following reservations with respect to

the architecture and construction details of the proposal of the National

Homes Corporation.

(1) More study should be given to meeting topographic require-

ments, particularly in the town-house clusters. The general scheme and

the unit-plan layout permit this. A grading plan acceptable to the Atlanta

Housing Authority should be prepared prior to the initiation of construc-

tion.

(2) In studying the town-house groups in detail, the Jury

repeats its site-plan finding that a serious shortcoming in the National
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Homes Corporation proposal is the walking distance required to reach

the town houses farthest from the parking areas--in some cases more

than 300 feet horizontally plus a very considerable grade difference.

Likewise, adequate receiving and outdoor storage areas for trash

and garbage, garden furniture, bicycles and the like in reasonable

proximity to vehicular access and parking areas are required. The

Jury recognizes that a portion of this problem may be solved in the

sixty bi-level five-and six-bedroom units which contain 1, 440 square

feet of lower level unfinished space which may serve as indoor storage

and play areas.

(3) The Jury is of the opinion that more study and more

screening are required to assure adequate privacy between units,

especially in the four-house clusters, necessary to keep neighbors on

good terms with each other. The Jury expresses a hope that the

amenities shown in the National Homes Corporation proposal will not

disappear in the final development of plans and in the face of construc-

tion costs, as so often happens to amenities shown on competition

drawings.

(4) Discrepancies between the front elevations of the houses

shown on the boards and the standard National Homes perspectives

shown in the descriptive brochure were noted. The Jury approves the

unified approach to architectural and material treatment shown on the

boards and has based its approval of the proposal of the National Homes

Corporation on it, with the further recommendation that the longest lasting

32-679 0 - 69-pt. 2-7
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of the exterior coverage materials be chosen. In this connection, the

Jury regretted the lack in this proposal, as well as in all the other

proposals, of construction specifications for the higher quality exterior

materials that are becoming available and are much needed.

(5) The Jury being unfamiliar with type of roofing pro-

posed for the town houses recommends that the Atlanta Housing

Authority satisfy itself as to the satisfactory no-maintenance-longevity

of the roofing material before approving it.

C. Architectural and Construction Summary. Despite the

above reservations and criticisms of detail, the Jury finds that the

National Homes Corporation proposal provides the best architectural

design and presents sufficient information to make it possible to

determine that, in general, the quality of the proposed construction

is acceptable.

3. The financial responsibility and demonstrated capability of the

developer.

National Homes Corporation submitted its proposal under the name

of the parent company which thus assumes the financial responsibility for

the success of the undertaking.

The 1967 Annual Report of National Homes Corporation shows

total assets of more than $61 million. On September 30, 1968, its

working capital was $25 million and its net worth was $43 million.
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The financial resources of the National Homes Corporation are clearly

adequate for this undertaking.

National Homes Corporation has a history of more than twenty-

seven years of activity in housing and development. During this period

it has produced more than 3Z5, 000 homes. Its experience in providing

housing for families of low income includes projects in Chicago, Ill.,

Detroit, Mich.. Durham, N.C., Elmira, N.Y., Indianapolis, Ind.,

Lafayette, Ind., Newark, N.J., and Rochester, N.Y. In addition, it

is completing 60 single-family homes in the Thomasville Urban Renewal

Area, adjacent to the parcels covered in this proposal, thus providing

the Corporation with valuable knowledge and experience in this market.

In addition, National Homes Corporation has had experience in

working with FHA and is familiar with their policies, regulations and

procedures. The proposal states: "All of National Homes designs and

materials have earned blanket approval under FHA and HAA Technical

Bulletin #254".

This impressive record of experience in housing and development led

the Jury to select National Homes Corporation as exceptionally well quali-

fied under the criterion of "demonstrated capability", particularly in the

field of housing for the low-income segment of the market.
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4. The manner in which the proposed development meets the goals

and objectives set forth in Section 6 of the Invitation for Proposals,

issued by the Atlanta Housing Authority on June 10, 1968, namely:

a. Housing. Though the object is to serve a cross section of

social and economic groups, the Redeveloper will be required to develop

a substantial portion of the housing (at least 300 units) for families of

the lowest income group. Building types should be varied and include

one-to five-bedroom units.

This criterion, which the Jury regarded as one of the most

important, was also one of the most difficult to evaluate objectively.

Because of the inadequacy or total lack in some of the proposals

of estimated construction costs and economic rentals, it was impossible

to evaluate and compare accurately and in depth the proposals with

respect to this criterion. For example, some of the proposals simply

assumed "rent subsidy" as the basis for the rentals of their units,

thus making it impossible to judge the realistic rent of those units.

Several of the proposals omitted altogether in their reports and in

their specifications any mention of amenities such as landscaping,

patios, exterior lighting and the like.

In evaluating the proposals with respect to this criterion very

careful consideration was given to the socio-economic characteristics

of the low-income tenants indigenous to this area and likely to occupy
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the homes in the Thomasville Urban Redevelopment Project--the racial

mix, the size of families, their income levels, their education and

their sophistication. Against this background,' an attempt was made to

evaluate the relative acceptance and probable success of single-family

homes, town-houses, cooperatives, condominiums, garden apartments

and high-rise apartments with units ranging in size from efficiencies

to six bedrooms. Fortunately, the members of the Jury had had first-

hand experience with low-income families in the various types of hous-

ing. This experience was heavily drawn upon in evaluating each

proposal, not to establish a desirable goal but rather to evaluate the

proposals in terms of the normal pattern of acceptability to the low-

income people of this area.

The National Homes Corporation proposal was by far the most

complete and detailed with respect to construction costs, economic

rentals and amenities to be provided. The types and sizes of housing

units met the tests of acceptability to the low-income people who can

be expected to occupy them.

The National Homes Corporation proposes a Housing Cooperative

embracing the entire residential community to be created on this land

as the best answer to the social objectives, the physical planning pro-

blems and the financial arrangements necessary to bring this housing

within the reach of the lower-income families to be served. The

National Homes Corporation proposes that The Foundation for Cooperative
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Housing be asked to serve as the organizer and initial manager of the

Cooperative.

The Foundation has indicated its willingness to work with the

winning Redeveloper.

In summary, the National Homes Corporation proposal meets

satisfactorily the many criteria for the accommodation of lower-income

families both as to physical plant and socio-economic factors, as well

as the required number of units in the low-rental ranges. The Jury

finds this proposal superior and acceptable.

b. Education. The Redeveloper will be required to designate

land in the area which will be acquired and developed by the Atlanta

Board of Education for the following education facilities:

(1) Two Primary School sites of three usable acres each,

located on either side of the expressway.

(2) A Middle School of at least eighteen acres of usable

land. This school site may be reduced in size to

twelve acres if it is adjacent to the park.

As discussed in the site analysis above, the educational

criteria are admirably met with three acres allocated for each of the

two Primary School sites, one in the north and one in the south portion

of the tract, and twelve acres allocated to the Middle School in the

south portion of the tract adjacent to the existing park. The site plan

for the combined Primary School and Middle School needs further study
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to provide the essential play fields for which space is available.

c. Recreation. The Redeveloper will be required to designate

at least six acres of usable land which will be acquired by the Atlanta

Parks Department for the expansion of the existing park into a Neighbor-

hood Park.

This criterion has been acceptably met.

d. Commerce. The Redeveloper may designate, acquire and

develop a retail commercial area(s) not to exceed six acres of land pri-

marily to serve the residents of the tract here under consideration.

The 3.7 acre Neighborhood Shopping Center in the north

32-acre portion of the tract, fronting on McDonough Boulevard, is well

located in terms of both the neighborhood it serves and the proposed

shopping center and the commercial development at McDonough

Boulevard and Moreland Avenue. A 0.3 acre site for a gasoline service

station at the southwest corner of McDonough Boulevard and Henry

Thomas drive is also well located.

Two acres in a proposed Town Center have also been

reserved for possible commercial development including a small "seven-

eleven" type convenience grocery, such services as beauty and barber

shops, medical offices and office space for attorneys. This brings

the total commercial area to the permitted six acres.
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In addition to these commercial facilities, the Town Center

may contain a day-care center, an office for the management of the

cooperative, storage facilities for maintenance equipment and a city

"public services" office.

The National Homes Corporation will also seek the estab-

lishment of a church in the Town Center and reserves the right to sell

a church site there at cost or less, under design and development

controls acceptable to the Atlanta Housing Authority.

e. Streets and Utilities. The land designated in the

Redeveloper's proposal for public streets which conform to the standards

of the City of Atlanta will be acquired by others at no expense to the

Redeveloper.

As pointed out in the site analysis, the public street system in the

proposal of the National Homes Corporation is an excellent one, providing

essential circulation and serving as a buffer along the sides of the tract

facing the penitentiary and the railroad and the two sides of the expressway.

The fact that the road system provides access to the property on only one

side (which may be considered wasteful) is balanced by the fact that the

street mileage is low.

No unusual storm-water drainage facilities are required.

f. Rentals - Amenities Relationship. The relationship

between the rentals to be charged and the number of rooms per unit, the
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size of rooms and other amenities to be provided by the Redeveloper.

The Jury computed the rent per square foot and the total cost per

square foot of each type of unit proposed in those proposals that contained

sufficient information to make this possible. In the opinion of the Jury,

the proposal of the National Homes Corporation provides the best and most

economical relationship between the rentals to be charged, the number

of rooms per unit, the size of rooms and the amenities provided.

g. Acceptability of Public Facility Sites. The acceptability of

the public facility sites to the agencies involved in their development.

The Jury considered it neither feasible nor reasonable to request

the School Board to review the five proposals and, in each case, state

whether the proposed sites for the two Primary Schools and the Middle

School were acceptable to them. The sites for these schools in the

proposal of the National Homes Corporation are well located in relation

to the dwellings of the prospective students, are of the required size,

are located on usable land and have easy pedestrian access. For these

reasons, the school sites appeared to qualify for acceptance by the School

Board.

The Development Competition statement required the designation of

at least six acres of usable land "which will be acquired by the Atlanta

Parks Department for the expansion of the existing park into a Neighbor-

hood Park". This acreage has been provided.
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The open space associated with the dwelling units will be owned

and maintained by the Cooperative. In its site planning analysis, the

Jury recommended that an equally satisfactory method for the owner-

ship and maintenance of the commendably large amount of public open

space not directly associated with the dwelling units needs to be

developed.

Summary

The proposal of the National Homes Corporation has been unanimously

selected by the Jury as best meeting the criteria established by the

Atlanta Housing Authority for the redevelopment of federal surplus land

to meet critical needs in the Thomasville Urban Redevelopment Area--

Ga. R-22.
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The above report of the Jury is respectfully submitted to the

Atlanta Housing Authority.

)1OA 7 7 Z6/If, AkL

'WaterH. lucer

/r .o0~&a
Robert M. O'Donnell

Wilard.Rouse

Howard K. Menhinick
Coordinator of the Jury
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GENERAL PLANNING CONCEPTS
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TIME SCHEDULE

NHtiol H-o. Corpoeioo pr. to po ue it. bnd
OD the folloiAg ohedo:

AUl the oolI. f-mily o.it bsd 6 monuth tr oooteot

TOW. Hoot bed
.oeth of epe -e I ye, dft coet-ct

TOo. Ho tod
south of t y If too-the dt contnt

Retldlog redd nUoI lnd 2 ye eft. Oo-t-st

Coeoio. ltd 2 yen Bdter Ctntb
TIs it.. shedle wi he edo d if m.t p ., dlO
tLo, of Federd ehdty futt end hruobn obhdole.
permit.



SOCIAL OBJECTIVES b!, h bUl w-fl IhthI h .,- f.- h--- -I, mn 1-r m h-
-1', bnrzl,, ly4-bTh, hldr 1,,, Iry4l1Sd b Ad ,d yypd po ...... SI- waJ -y

I h -I, ~ l ' - -- h" , Nt --y -- , a~ hI,,k0"., Wh ,U b ,,a,-.

n , St 1. ,t z t pa f. . b-- h b y Wtn ldya , -d -b d nL b lh Y , - p , Ii' , gd h " h" dfA la, ' i" n a'.

m 7 h-.,Iwfr P r Lhl hs d-rn h.-s sh-s i.h mil5W- l Wn -I'n d, -A-1 -dm h . .11d ms 1p. n r nI rr
---y h-lsn.tnsi asro z g Ipc, b rveplpe dml To 1-1himm .11 ol h,, ab- obj--Lv in.y . b W bmL

U- -h dsdn I~sIread L-11-n ,aiia ill glickl, Pl_& d- y -ng ,)dbz -hh a.blbbi, . h

Z T c nc z~LL- strmnt Lht mt mr wnmdv b rT-d l d~I,-l hhtm,d bu,.eLma fad--T mr ni~e ndej~ Lcd od~aLhlpn b



COOPERATIVE HOUSING

of lb. Coo~ofl-o odh be.yp~bo by piof-edoo noze. o lh. bIf-ooooolo.
oool_ by lb. lIlA. Th. oooood. -obtt bho. . dpo .m of _000(10 bol o1.0

N1.Uoo.i Ho-oo b'-nt Stont boT ih. idd thtt H H.log Cocptnti rtbodo tlb. (.td to t. bwolb.og oop- i-tbl0 mlotoog foily t..
-Utll. edotii do0od to be nood o- btb tnd d1i 9oid. lb. b..t - to tb. h'i

obieUvn .pby.1c.1 pltoio pydbloti .d lbt. _ . .M btoto t y to btn tl
boo..b ,th ob c d to.oo Lo b ofilo bt. to ._- If -. d . tlb. n.d oooo RetI 11t100u1
N0.d"0. H-o 011l boit o.botof.. .ltb th. boobdo. I., COp~flJo-o H-olo to- ...
N. tion 0 -i Wot dii bd = th.lbt . ICH h. ooii d ood -og. 0.pti- Oor he.rvoloper' trun boo todd thitt tb. bet fioi i/pt fo- -db lb. Io. nd
.Ii o lb Ur.Vd Sot.. _ i 13 fUoW In 1t0t1. Wbil. 001111t0 10 g11. .y d-toP. rloden tt 0 n . lb. hf oo.oC Attbnly f lb City in Ad.. h. .ted .olld be

1 dib co.Oti-oo o -eoo, ICto be. h d.ooted tbh .1ioo.p to ot ithtb lb. n hloo bo1p.L .221 (d) (13) Bob- Mfokbet Inttrt 11t1 Iou0 obio.d dib lh t . tlIOpl-It pg
rtodolpe.. to botbeoog o ol - o I- lo- fh ool fooiS. WhlL. .h . , it 0 pldad

too by I.., it .11 M.efr . pool deol of .ohio.b~~ 00p00f tho.l. LFlA (0.1I oo fo
ConU_ boohlog 10. blod d bel--,y .ooopgot betntoro 000f10b 01 tdO t dt ol fpil. oelb Morb.
The 0000001u- m-nb.t o -0 . i.nt tl. 1010t100 h0i1b 0r l. p1001.01 The Sbo cn0.11
giv e.h hlbb.Id. - o 10 Yooay t c Hnti bb un1t wkhb t. tolbl. 10 i05 Ifo lb. Uh e dlloootoo. ol tbtdy food.00 001 notv1bb, Uu. iw old ib undn Sb -
he py. to. -oothly o7ig doo.M. .od tu lb. olb o, oov..tt u 23i of lboh. Ntol iHodig Al We ot be rorr ot hb Umt thbt thl. joeot -ouid be

feevtbl. 1 lbdi lor Un lb. ,tnon Uo_ I b d 001 b-eo h--e° .,be ih1. i d with -
udl -oub., 000 1,-t - .durt t00 lb. Cooooootil.'. d the 00 t , pM O Ift 11 lb. oeh o eid too --l-oo o be hi boev, -od be hoed Utt l.

.M1 oooo.to . loftitod .1., 10 lb. qoltY of lb. C-op-t11v .. lb. ito- L001 oe. p. . to-lo. .hoo Wo.. 10% of lb. ool. 10 lb. tool.- tood bo be .Id t fi-flieo ood.d by lh.
0t9 n. 1.i d-U..ollt.1iy to nd ob -t ot b. * toll vobt.1t-. 10 ~oqlo I. . Mi.-t1 Hodi Aotboly of dl. City d Atb-t M. ltd.. & Ovto oud -oblbio. ttulr 0.yt.gt
d thl. 0 . 10d10 ottoe nd ooo, o rlot d 1. ppl- o d t.o othye .o hy poil ooly lb. ixurg in lo - itbo, 1 PbI1 HIAo.dt Toe Co.
qoiot l otobity d lb. Cooptnvo It -totto f lb toor f . od 0, he..... .t b 0ev. l-. bood n ot. ver, br o d n tg O i oon l itd oode. Sotlo.)

oIleoted ..ob toootb fo.- lth. .1.1 o i f tbf lb., 0yi7 t.Wlt To. doy-to-dy 01t..11. 221(d) (3) B111 itlb. Root SppIl-oto _

MIR "d)( d)(*

TTlol11- lbl W10810 S.. -h[

T_ .ro U0.0 N. U010 R.*. Co-t RO1L C.l E-- R--L. H-,. d oy'

2BH To.- Hoo 112 g11,S5 711il88000 $ 97.00 $3900 $ b500

3BR Town HUoo 192 $15,000 S2,800000 100 $5000 $110S00

4 BR To.- H100. 190 $17,300 $3,390,800 $144.00 $500 112300

3BR IIIl.e F-oily 40 $15,000 600,000 $125.00 $50.00 $110.00
5BR StflW. F.oily 50 $19,000 950,000 $17500 $0300 $137.00

01BR 11i1. F-tody 10 $19,500 195,000 $162801 $0500 $142.00

NIb t 70.W l-h
7

h-W., oo lb10 . . .1! 0ti11 tdi11.. 10 tld 1iit. -1y fey OliUrr 10-
dlhtedldy, i1 1kh - tlb. -00.1.. c id d tb. _oet 1d e d.d

Noo 2 M.d., our n.d lott pt. eo t me .1 o Md Ibv -ooot h11y bo t o.d U1rtl-
0. -Aly b.o to- 7_ lb. idt 8a0.1 -Un- t. dlftb , N -, b- 20% lb.

to I. ho 1.d1. I- t. 10 tb- Oif boo lb. i0.d -t-ot bl .8 0

N S d t ndd-t ti n .st dd C r l i77 t1
d C mbt C.iN_ Mom



SITE ANALYSIS

Th. sir consis of moo irotat tott aIng appro-imntrly 96 irg.
tartly ohoprd a.r shioh s- cootig.o.s to pred..moitly

ronidontiat ra

It is bounded at follmo:
On lho sooh by McD.onough BoI-vard, an exting
park, dod a single family trideotial subdvision; so
ho mot by dbi railroad, od o thi north by tbh At.
lat. Podn.af Pooitootiory

STEEP SLOPES 8 EXISTING TREES
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES - SPLIT
LEVEL WHERE REQUIRED

FUTURE EXPRESSWAY

USE PERIMETER 3
STREET AS BUFFER
FROM EXPRESSWAY

WOODED -10 %
GRADES SINGLE
FAMILY HOMES OR
APTS.

RAILROAD -BUFFER
REQUIRED

STEEP SLOPES a
EXISTING TREES
(SINGLE FAMILY

HOMES -SPUT LEVEL
WHERE REQUIRED)

EXISTING TREE
COVER TO BE
UNDISTURBED

MAIN DRAINAGE
RAVINE -POTENTIAL
LAKE

The iwo segin-t of tho sit, whicb ore hbistod ii ts r-t.
woot dir eflon by Ind .of1sto d lor a pposd etprcssway,
mill ho sooec td by o orhicular.ttpdert rlnbiddgo. Tho topog.
rtphy -nge. frm na. grades is slopcs whioh it thy ootd
ars.n -ooo-d 20% gond"r

Th. silo aoalysb mop, thi.. sprsooa Ihet -r-nistatoe f
sooditisos upom ich we hosed our , natyss nod sboqoont
onolosions -hich ,ee dopitrd in lbs popnsd silo drolop.
moot plso.

BUFFER FROM PENITENTIARY

10 % SLOPES (APTS. 8 SCHOOL SITE)

kf .' . ___I I

_ ACCESS

10 # SLOPES - MAJOR
- STREET FRONTAGE

(APTS. 8/OR COMMERCIAL
USE )

TOWN CENTER (MIDDLE
SCHOOL, PRIMARY SCHOOL,ys _ CIVIC FUNCTIONS a
LIMITED SHOPPING)

FLAT GRADES -
j i I~~APT. SITES)

FLAT GRADES a MAJOR
STREET FRONTAGE
(APTS. OR COMMERCIAL USE)

oEXRKTN \ q - ACCESS

ACCESS I
IoO\

000 0 a00 0oo ran-

co
00



IDEAL FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

The ideal f-nctiotl ft nat eapr-sd tn thts diagm tmilodes
thos crarta which were donatd mnsenthl to achieve the
progrananed rectoiraoent af an aptinota biing env-ionhmen.
Tsit opti n living environnent onslotts of an e-onotnoally
and socially baltnced -anidential acpln .eniapl-e-eatd by
harwoncunly inteaoting educatinal. cotmrcial, reatio nal
anti ciic lacilitiet

Ita t"Allo rcl~silit s~ tcot~lii _ l

P1411111FO ~ ~ i ,,IIO tI

Th. peroie.et loop toad given tbe coscanity a tocaily padut-
trian ancitation, whil direct aecaso to aotoiabilr peAking
pr-tot nathny an wall as ae-tbsiicaly pleasant views ftm a11
living arat. A -aciety of coioting -paces ovd co-ridors eon.
tribote to the co-wocity't oiiccowded at-nsph-be and etial
.utta-t.n.t

r-AVg SIghtssA

Ii

Ii
IIP 1
II
I1 *est 1^

anD I
'I

iII
I I
1 -
Ul

/7

03

iCt



SITE RELATED FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

Ae hows low, Lhe ideal digrei ha. hors adapted to con- This now diagram shoot our proposed solutions tar handlig The Ii ting land u ts on tie south sod eat have been rerag-
loon to the tyanifir nonditon- af the sits as it now evols the major prbless of the ithe railroad, the eapesway. sited and eatended ito the prsat shdah, im ienet now saek

the p-oitetry. and the doiooge ranigbo, sho of hih users the soote eighbrhoods a og pro e adjareat
gives prime -r..dr.ra.tia durig the roarepl.to phas t te neommunity. The hopping ama has bhe sitoasad to ne a
toe deveIpment pto. an easily rasihble loral point of e dnsomi w arlirity that it at

_one niest to r-idasta sd romptlible with the dms'
t eetheir of the mmmornity.

tsf
0

R A~~~o 7/p~~~~m U G H nVD ~LVD
_2_ _ \ ~ t _ I- _ CO MMERCIAL

PARKBUFR ;_ _ l_

RESI ENCESt - _JR_
IOWN-CENTER -e<_ _l s
CIVIC FUNCTIONS B SHOPPI N
MIDWLE SCHOOL PAR
PRIMARY SCHOOL

VEHICULAR PERIMETER LOOP

ELEMENAY

INTERNAL PEDSRA LOP 5_!



GENERAL CONCEPTS

The plan preet the deitgees' ineoponli n of -eamilotenl
concepts Itadacapig .coitetne and roam prduaitcn co-
t dcnae acoheiqgues to ecet- . o.mplete, htlatted coetnmnity
of 'i hundnrd himes with a-ciillry ftenibti.. ivery ftt of
the tela pmjmt h.s bkee evoated apon the hans of is con-
tbewtin o the nsttoict-ed rial economw, and pryohologiml

elbt-heleof theace' s-idents

The comple is bmtegcaled with a .neondig er-identisi ar-s,
hat is bhtecd f1m the nearhy pettientaiy, coicoed cdantey
amos. and e-peronway by pertimeer made and atteti-e 1nd

ec-ping

ID addition to afloodig the pi-acy of ididdat homes the
t -otal -pvionmnnt" cncept povides the -coessry common

mietig and thoppig piees. soho-is, nod r-c-ccaonai amo
Tim park- natrn-nwth sal ell onitoghteet cesting tod remta-
tinnat acoas-diltloImk the homen to the town center or the

shoppingotainttcharnatte d thtlntsidt -ill -pei-
btoc hod, openpttrk aod ub.tn atmospheen

SINGLE FAMILY HOME CLUSTERS LBUFFER FROM PENITENTIARY 7

Co

iZ

EXISTING -Z
\SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

EXISTING .grt
PARK

.7'v-,^

30o o w *m 0'..e



PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE CIRCULATION

Thb focrbhy olf tcdmt Ro- m ogbn th tidootai rOctota h. bon oeoodootd todb tho spaal oogooi-
1ttoo of tbo cbhitoc-i ef.orIota. tbc -t.-c slope, cod the I cd.a.ad coca.

The dufgm otl mimmr ka of 3' widb sooreh i ht orod, of -moorog cod bicyd,.-oldmog Chfdopo Tho cotdary
.chcfb b bgh o ht -otoabownhomro ott o igbo thraoocgcco srciwfl' l 12' wide, bfctf o

permil g, h mtat'codori ooc cta oofoocbio pc codtoot b ocarcafd ioro. eBerkyyoobidoa Bticyl
potba ill -cealfd tlr oa in i. ropatatd by -anuog cod slope, to oooro -tedtiac btrytli tooota

Thbe mtt- l c pcd-o. w -y wmuid I-r in tidb or bm, p- , ,fn h, e dhfa.ily h..- i ,.b
ccc ocatc of the twno otottr to ihe choppiog tillfge Aloog the spio of the parkh-tmtt, rhtooba cd pby
ceacawil rotoe acottoty ryoteoc ftocem pdcstotcotccittwill cootrac thtomclorbohnageofdortb nireooct-
coot T, htcill ffo rc-idooto fIn d-poodiog s totbttatoaoo oootommiltpt ooooptsotttillosowill mo

bh chic to afiod aftiooobtitd

VEHICULAR CIRCULATION

The meocittor fI-p cyctro wnr rhaeo cc the bawc eto ol if t mlorh t tho foifoacog rrca

a Ths ttgbt of owy tt p-do so tddittt-1o boier ftet tt -ot toopatibic bhd ocec to hor ltoh cod Wot.
atd frot ohe eoprecoapy chth ber hcbo stt

b.Tbt Imtrp _tialroc .p -d-trtn trotol-,t itotafs coir hrbah be rar-e-d oirh -oo plo- ftty cod
by ptofortao cod by obild-n o bioprim
bit all tooco oeearsd cot.oolraooaroo br nched ditrtdyt ooc tert toctr loop Thnatt
stootgo atocacobmctreedIromdfootorwtooatotatot bottmrk ite bctbocter satchha d bytihe atbl-
toottttc cod toodataptoh

d Tb. footta. to ooojttot witi tib cot-atoa orpas pmtida mtlfete cotmototo corn tu U fcd-
itti .md ho.cng urOt ooi- ottnoroding tb f mo tiookb Roadg a m afroitp steoct.

Thc baa-ter th.tpooody poo- a.ofog WDttoooth Bmid wmuld boeoie-dcd i-to hlh i o roti cteoao
rooter ad the dbopptng tilbgi .c ihb nood coico

0c

ND

-. ~ i _ _- IT



GARDEN COURT ENTRY
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TOWN HOUSES

The 500W icon koh w onib ae #t m groups of appennon-tely The placement 0f the- Sinatuce termth g e a e flow of
fliP units ea- h. creating a a m es of readily id entifiable 'sob m e ent fr m th s t o t he cen- te , t ir o ogh th e urb an

cll n g e s C ore~~~~~~~- y g o e d e n m od 1cm th e o- n lloi d are a s f th , p e le tein o
-cy-err tt g a sq on- - f -f ani l copreirno

The pede.tetie talI fo-ed by the bUldtgn wdll anl-iD tot
lob. itlmg aene for adolt. and wil ho e-sidentiil rale
night lighting. Thit IJtdecaped oll, with ii aetiitico ond
entty gardens, u designed for the bhay ction of everyday
lining



UNIT BUILDING DESIGN

The d.,p off.'o in ohe D sids of ihl buildmos form f n.- oy O tf outh od, f-co, prfi-to opo o c--ted by gpod.o
gordoo whic fg thg fob-g-oopog of the uni. their owp f-eog. ThTof r. o6ol mit opem.o thtgh glo rlidiy, doo-
ontity" nd -u Pocoo .ooo o pm gr-on qoeo No. livmgs . fl- tho Iivins

.p of cS htfr .it. .rm g * ovol of pnfvy .o.ely ob
fom td only m. mmr topmosfve d-oolopm mb The dego em
fW.ie thto b one i i the f otogot- . dvsot o.t- of dth. pi-.



TOWN HOUSE MALL
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TOWN HOUSE PARKS SPECIFICATIONSIi

1o

I

r0

I

Foutdztfons Filrsted Paty Wall

Cn.wl epec.. Rlthforod otnorte foot- Common party walls - o-e hour fir-
it. poured oonr et or riefo.oed rted. T.o hoe fir-rtrd w-lbl a
fboatig curtitn wll with pi. pWvd. prvided whon nqsuleed.
tng .mwl aF d foumdtUort

Framing
Floor.

AU humber omopl. with Amertean 14 mil viyl thest toring with viyl
L-bmhor Stendda SPR it with epeific fm inner l-ytr and feIt bchiog shet
gaing a-dd. fee llmpanying vbyl euhutot tile or indoor'outdoor
ap ation for details. onpotiog.

Windgu Walls

Shdutg induetrua gedo HS-Ai Idumi- Potetor perimeter we, revered with
nom fin'-tem window.- % htch gre r co. gypen nod % inch

-wll boud with two cott vinyl nrtobt
Extedor C np muitton l yetm mi bntmord patte;

iinteror prUition ½ mcth gypum bhoor1 hr1t hoor with finith as d erihd hove. Or, K
A. 019 gge bo}ed fnimlhed oluminom invh Lou.o peohog with n two root
vetadl impreed bottn bcet lian- ay eo reon modified Il-etur ye
rted to ½ Inch gooved eWi-or gliue bm Doth -r pew -- net, wohoble
hoe plywood sheathing. firiuhe.

D 1½ Inch nownd quarrtid ttoror on-
dom athlr pttro applid to ½ hcb Roih
wterpeofed gin, ine plywood thrath'
mg. 2t gauge thet metal wth 1K onoone

C. Cevwc} fiberglas brick moumtd of too per qu foot gSavoled p-
osse ½ inoh eterir glue ion pywood. plied o.er S inth plywood. .032 thieh

y" ummum getter. and dowrupoutt
2. Saond and Thid Flhor withh bed on viyl -oame finish.
.019 bated fiihedl dluminumn, ither
rtiost or -ortboiotl impreed bhttn

bhoded to ½ inch groved mteendiat Intridor Trim
drltiy fibrboaed. B bs..ord, c g rev. co-e, r hbond,

door jamho, etop nod tri Prefiithed
Sound Coeditioning wre moot pine aouh d in bthrom

EPoh party wal coroit of two nrote oree is 4" rohhor
freming ateum 2% inoeh apet, fir-
aopped et e.th flor nod ro nod rout Edrier Trim
in on mep t ploten on rpste del
I-b. In ddithin, the is.a total of Baked finishd 019 puge po minme
2 Inth of fibh gI itnbtin be- bhoded to % h h etbrior glt Itin
t'ew units. plyowd.

Hardchu TMr.

EItertor nd ttrior lhck sod ftheeta NtionalI Hom. wil prvide three (3)
*r WWlock 1100 erie meetig Fed thud. nod/or owsmentol tr for each
eral Speo FF-H-1I6A Sei.. 160. dweUig unit on the tibe. Tr wdU be

o mirimum of two iochr (r) io ditm-
Insulation eter nd 8' to IZ in h.ight. GreIly

Enteeor wsll/4" fihe gle, with vapor U t tr wiU b pb-d as lo.ow
borrire one (I) m frnt of ruch unit.

Roof/6 fibre galnt with vpr bhortier o (1) in crbh re patio.
Lower fltoor/2 fibre Ila with vopor one (1) m generol are of the it.

Party wel/2" fibh gla with vapor Paeos
hoertee Pooh town hou wi hb ve. 10' 12'

roolosed ptbo nero The hoed tf n
Callings will ho trped ophblt Wood otpa in

Same as otbeor prmter gyp ooo-nplut oree. Froomg will b I n
wl, 4" redwood or redor r o.. EPoh putio

ho. #1-8' bheh of 2" 04" redwood or
Plumbing oder on edge 3" o. *nd *dditiomd .

be hn m ploy or common nor
Copper rpply nod heor wnte piping, uBonor of n-r iu toho nodded.
fibre gIl tub nd thower eonhre-,
porebin toilets od lvotoeje,, 40 gdl- Wedt.rle, Lights
lon .e1ti. hot woter heater.

NHti.nl Home, wUll prvide on.e..
Kltchen teror light pee d-eUhag umit.

Twmhowl ronmeetd t Irki t.terior lights will ho pIned o fInt
trop 12 oubb foot rdrlg otor tO mch of the dwelhog nod attered thrugh'trap. 12 oohio fool Jrefigentor, 3ll inoh out the site..

Electrigal
Paddng

Aspholt pkrioig dtlb wiUl be deigeed
Tbiln wall eetei-a metal tbhig with to bh wnveoieody tdibhl t the
Undorwete.' Lhoretoey labeled dr dwelUigs ond may be attered or
owe nod om#Or oe-ted miono. ne dependig upen the

site. Pnokiong neo. will ho tn ed
M .Iline. Cabinet with f-ning.

Keot No. LIOYA with wIded dhel Pby Aesas

Also Ineluded Poch olooter wil hove one (or mere
dpendent upon tho number of dweU-

Door be, mail hon towl hoes toilet ing unotu) aspalut paved ploy ares The
ppr FrUer, door stopa, honte num- ploy t-e wil contim benohe and ploy
he,- equipment.

CO



ONDIVIDUAL HOMES

n. 25 t-uchoce- claste,, ch of which enclos- c is ons
U_ actiottics spa hane mete acsihctic app-al and in.-
lien cicc a ennolicically ihac sIandacd ise lots The acres
which otild ordiarily ho wasted on dless sde-yards arc
pat tc tach h-ttec unr , coteto path land,

.ccotec cho kitchcn s ftaccs ci encry t- lipcoc ocoi tc thc
same cic, on nshiglily ttcragc arcas acc impoocd on thc
cighhriog hw c l cc a spa ci ca-h ccot-r prccidcs
a pleat walk tc the ho..c tht...gh gatIlcecc..ts~

CO
tD
00
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TYPICAL CLUSTER

- - .0 m. .A.... _ CCAD

Ftr* I' _, _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:



SHOPPING VILLAGE TOWN CENTER

Whlk the~ (ldoe el er wid. l bt dkthd by hue n-bh td tpt f Thebhteeapt ol uhef e T... CmIJ atttl ml oig I-t h hj tkngetzemmu the deveptpeet, .leteuttteeebtIn leasegspaeeh thd-hmeatte entthttte thnt tm ugh an "et-pled dhe at haltt gs tI di the meveeok ab-e the lke.*d wllbe Mtelalbwlth hladnpedpedt unteap-ht In kteTiwg sith ohp The p-e.lap mt2 aed Ittc ah euthelldin in fe Th-w Ce-t will depmdmm
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Chairman BOLLING. Our next witness will be Mr. Richard H. Rosen,
President of Urban Systems, Inc., of Boston, Mass.

Mr. Rosen, we are glad to have you with us and grateful that you
came, and you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. ROSEN, PRESIDENT, URBAN SYSTEMS,
INC., BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. ROSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I think before beginning my opening remarks, I would like to refer

in part to some of the comments that Congressman Reuss made earlier
in his questions to the other gentlemen.

It is my experience that there are a number of confusions which miti-
gate against sensible analysis of the entire urban problem, especially
with respect to housing. The first of these is a complete misunderstand-
ing of the whole concept of economies of scale. In this respect I would
like to refer to the point which Congressman Reuss made and to at-
tempt to attribute the areas of potential economy to their actual source
and to refer perhaps even more specifically to the question that he
raised with regard to single-family homes.

First, it seems to me that economies of scale can be derived from three
sources. The first source is just a pure economy owing to quantity pur-
chasing power. If you go the General Electric Co. small appliance or
housing appliance division and say I will buy that production run for
a given period of time, you will probably enjoy a substantial cost sav-
ings. Everyone likes a reduction in uncertainty and everyone likes to
operate at an optimum level of production. The general efficiency of
the large single family homebuilders in the United States whose costs
range from my experience between 6 and 11 dollars a square foot for
pretty damn good housing is significantly due to their ability to enjoy
mass purchasing economies.

I did not have an opportunity to read the testimony that the gentle-
man that you had here from Levitt gave, but I have enough personal
experience with Levitt and other individual homebuilders to recognize
that at least half of any possible economies derive from that effect
specifically.

Secondly, I think that the single-family homebuilding industry, the
large builders (I am not talking about the 106,000 small homebuilders
in the United States, most of whom build fewer than 15 or 20 houses),
like Levitt, like Ryan Homes, like some of the others who enjoy sub-
stantial managerial efficiency largely as a function of being able to af-
ford professional management in terms of job organization. It is clear
that professional management is really the second source of saving
independent of any particular technology.

Now, to the extent that a particular technology might enhance that
saving, it can be of real interest. I think from some of the remarks that
appear in your own documents of this committee of the April proceed-
ing and certainly in what has been published in the literature in general
that the opportunity for cost saving in systems per se as opposed to job
organization and material supply are a function of the size of the job
itself.

What I am going to say here in the next few minutes is really an
indictment of potential large-scale building systems development in
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ing rules, so that where land is cheap, generally speaking, density is
United States. It will be a description of natural inefficiencies owing
to very primitive industrial organization of the housing industry in
this country.

I also would like to preface my opening remarks with a feeling
that there is not going to be any real housing industry in the Unite
States unless we do something about stabilizing that industry from
interest rate fluctuation. I think that the cyclical variability which
affects construction in general and housing in particular causes such a
high level of instability in the industry that it makes it almost im-
possible for any kind of managerial overhead to be developed sensibly.

Representative BOLLING. May I interrupt you at that point to get
your suggestions as to what kind of things should be done, what type
of approach should be used to insulate the housing market from the
cyclical impact of interest?

Mr. ROSEN. OK. Well, one opportunity might be for the Govern-
ment to produce essentially a housing bank which would agree to pur-
chase a certain number of housing units each year above and beyond
some given average number, and I am not specifically sure now that
formula could be determined off the top of my head. But it seems to
me that there is an opportunity in that respect to insulate the industry.

I think a second way is to provide some capital security. One of the
problems that Mr. Price referred to which I also refer to in the
testimony that I shall deliver here, is the problem of land acquisition.
It is clear to me that you are not going to get any extensive large-
scale development in the United States unless in one way or another
we make it easier for developers to assemble parcels of land large
enough to develop economies on site. There is a natural reticence on the
part of any developer, who tends to be capital poor under the present
structure of the housing industry, to make these kinds of investments.
Essentially the problem of the job of land assembly is largely one of
option trading as a means of essentially minimizing capital require-
ments. What this shortage of land does is to present so much instability
to developers that they have no opportunity to make manufacturing
investments per se which might in effect lead to the adoption of a
particular industrialized system.

Representative BOLLING. Again, do you have an idea as to what kind
of approach?

Mr. ROSEN. There is a lot of talk, about air rights for example, but
it seems to me that a large number of potential sites in the future in
urban areas are going to be air-right sites, and there is no real
mechanism in many places to use these sites. Where these mechanisms
exist they are in the hands of municipal authorities or quasi-public
bodies or perhaps under the jurisdiction of the bureau of public roads
or the State departments of public works or what not. It seems to
me that all the air rights ought to be in the public domain because
they are fundamentally a public good, and there should be some ra-
tional way of distributing these air rights to the public. I think that is
one source of potential sites and I think that that is a real source which
could be relatively insulated against any speculative uncertainty that
is generally associated with land prices.

When I conceived of viewing housing as a production process, really
finds that the cost of land in any one area is directly a function of zon-
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ing rules, so that where land is cheap, generally speaking, density is
low. Where land is high, density is high. I did a study a year ago for
the New York State Urban Development Corp. which looked spe-
cifically 'at opportunities for site development in Metropolitan New
York and I found that the economic theory which says that prices
should be equated at the margin for land of given use was in fact
true if you just translated the density differences existing in one part
of Metropolitan New York to another. So that there really was no ef-
fective difference in land zoned for one purpose in Metropolitan Man-
hattan, the Bronx, all the way out, 50 or 75 miles on Long Island and
up into Westchester County. I think this is very interesting because it
effectively confirms that the change in land prices is a function of the
change in rules associated with the use of the land itself.

Now, with respect to one other thought I have as far as specific recom-
mendations are concerned, it is my experience, again as a result of deal-
ing with a large number of our clients, who represent several of the
major corporations of this country, the prime inability, or the prime
lack of willingness on the part of companies or firms to adopt new tech-
nology is that there is a high level of uncertainty associated with it,
and managers of large-scale institutions are risk adverse. To the extent
that they are risk adverse that means that any potential saving which
might accrue as a result of the use of an industrialized technology must
be substantial (it has to represent a substantial saving, maybe 30, 40,
or 50 percent) before any manager in a large-scale institution is going
to risk his job for the sponsorship of that system.

Now it is clear from the European experience that these savings
will not be much more than 20 to 30 percent, perhaps 35 percent, once
well developed. Well, once developed in the case of the European
system has meant for example in the Czech situation 15 or 20 years
and in some of the other situations 10 or 15 years. So it is unlikely that
you are going to get any natural adoption by companies of industrial-
ized systems, given the relationship between risk and uncertainty and
the relative level of available cost savings with respect to the time
period required for its realization.

I can allude specifically to a very large client of ours who is faced
with this dilemma right now. They will, I am sure, enter the housing
industry not with a true system per se so much as they will enter the
industry with their managerial capability and financial resources, be-
cause with 8.5 percent, 9.5 percent interest, the ability to offer all kinds
of innovative financing gives one a substantial comparative advantage
over someone who certainly has no access to that kind of financing.

Well, with those few statements in mind, I would like to introduce
myself, perhaps a little bit more formally, and say a couple of things
with respect to what I feel is a sensible way of viewing the housing
problem in terms of formulating useful public policy.

I have the good fortune to work along with John Collins, who was
mayor of Boston and had some success in rehabilitating the city of
Boston when he was employed in that responsibility. As you know,
he is now associated with MIT and is chairman of the board and very
active in the management of our company. In addition to my duties as
president of Urban Systems, I also teach at Harvard University.

When I conceived of viewing housing as a production process, really
as a means of developing sensible policies to encourage the adoption
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of technology in housing, I noted that there were two ways to generate
improvement and efficiency. The first was to change the relationship
of inputs-capital, labor, and materials-while the second was to
determine the constraints which operate on the production process and
develop ways and means of relaxing these constraints so as to effect
an increase in output and a decrease in cost.

I discarded the first, a purely technological view of the problem, as
being inadequate because housing is much less a problem of technology
than it is a social process. Many people ask why we can employ tech-
nological resources and systems analysis to get us to the moon in a
relatively short period of time and cannot similarly apply these
resources to the problem of efficiently housing the people of the
United States.

The constraints on the moon flight were almost exclusively resource
restraints: money and trained personnel. Economists have known for
a long time that an increase of resources in a narticular area will
relatively quickly develop the required technologically competent
people to earn the high wages.

Improvements in the housing process do not depend on the commit-
ment of resources alone. They depend on the ability of the Govern-
ment to provide sufficient incentives along with the required resources
to encourage the people who comprise the political and social institu-
tions, whose behavior constrains efficient housing, to change their
actions to those which will enhance efficient housing development. And
I think we have some models for these to which we can refer. I think
that given our specific objective here of really reorganizing the in-
dustry, allowing the industry to operate within a market context and
efficiency basis, that we really have to look almost completely to a
system of public policy which examines the incentives that are opened
to the various parts of that particular industry.

I feel that analysis of housing must proceed from the constraints
that impede the production of low-cost housing and inhibit the devel-
opment and application of technology to improve efficiency. At this
point I might say that if there were so many opportunities for tremen-
dous cost saving, at least a few of the 106,000 firms who make up the
homebuilding industry in America would be smart enough to realize
that there were these improvements in efficiency possible. Given a
number of reasonably intelligent and perceptive people believing that
these improvements do exist and finding evidence that there are oppor-
tunities for cost saving, one must look almost exclusively to the
constraints which impede their adoption and hope to develop the
incentives to relax those constraints.

Now the constraints to which I will refer not only impede produc-
tion and inhibit technological progress, they also act for the substantial
variability of the cost of various aspects of the housing process because
of their local character. In the course of this testimony I will refer to
the impact of the very local nature of housing in many respects and
what it does to one if one is really concerned with industrializing that
process and in what the trade-offs are both from a policy and an in-
stitutional basis.

The work that we have done over the past several years has iden-
tified nine constraints as crucial. The first is industrial organization
of the housing industry which I have mentioned in some of my earlier
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remarks. The second, and a very important constraint, is the inability
to interpret sensibly the preferences and behavior of potential home-
buyers and users. We do not deal very well with obvious preferences of
people. In Kansas City, for example, there is a housing project which
is a model for the benefits of homeownership, one that was established
by the Reynolds Co. It sits adjacent to one of the most difficult public
housing projects in America. And yet at the same time the people who
live in the Reynolds project are model citizens, although they are
for all intents and purposes not very different from those who dwell
in the public housing project. I argue that because of the homeowner
opportunity, this particular project, the Reynolds project, provides
a substantial change in the behavior of persons.

It is clear on the one hand that we do not bother to deal with the
fundamental preference, homeownership, in any kind of useful way,
but beyond that, we do not deal with any of the other preferences.
We do not really know whether people want a lot of variability in the
architectural exterior or whether they want a low rent as a function
of low variability. We do not know, for example, whether or not
people who live in houses want cheap furniture as part of the housing
opportunity as opposed to paying substantially high costs for non-
massed-produced furniture and have substantially higher interest rates
on that kind of furniture purchases, for example, than presently accrue
to housing even though there are high-interest rates for mortgages.

The third constraint, which I have mentioned before, is the problem
of the multiplicity of ownership of available sites and the problem
of site assembly, and I think you are all sufficiently familiar with that
so I will dispense with any additional remarks in that respect.

The fourth is the inability of the design profession to deal with
building technology on a performance basis and similarly provides a
substantial constraint. I have recently had an opportunity to work once'
again with a dozen of the leading architectural firms in the United
States on a major project. It is completely clear to me that the present
training of architects precludes their being able to work in any kind
of a useful fashion with a systems approach to building. They have
no sympathy with it. They have no rewards and they have no incen-
tives to participate in this particular respect.

I also want to remark in the next few minutes about the fifth con-
straint, inefficiencies of the housing marketplace itself. I think the
fact that there are diverse preferences, and that there are a large
number of housing consumers, and that their needs are not uniform,
make it very difficult to use a truly rigid system in any American urban
area. Some research which I have been conducting with some of my
colleagues at Harvard this past year revealed explicitly the dimen-
sions of the problem of industrialized housing in typical metropolitan
areas. Mr. Price's comments that there are only really two markets
in the United States that lend themselves naturally to industrialized
housing I think is a very accurate one, because in Boston, for example,
where the number of housing starts per year is 10,000 to 15,000 a sen-
sible size factory to provide an optimum level of production would
need to produce roughly in the vicinity of 2,000 to 4,000 units on the
basis of the European experience. It is highly unlikely that one out
of five housing buyers is willing to live in the same type of structural
entity. So then we are talking about a suboptimization in terms of the
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available systems alternatives that we might derive from the Euro-
peans. With the exception of such places as New York, and possibly
Chicago, and possibly the opportunities which might be provided by
either new towns or new towns in form, few markets for truly
industrialized systems exist.

Federal and local government rules and regulations, the sixth con-
straint, are often talked about by people in the housing business as
being a major disincentive to the efficient adoption of any new
technology.

It is clear to me that the plethora of rules and regulations that char-
acterize FHA processing is, in fact, a disincentive to any individual
entrepreneur. It is almost a hopeless situation to proceed sensibly
through these unless the proceeding leads to a major subsidy which
allows a substantial profit for you and provides a sufficient incentive
to put up with much of the trouble that is involved with that particular
process.

But I think that there has been substantial development in terms
of building codes, although less in terms of zoning codes which
largely will in the next few years, I think, just by natural pressures
and general community awareness mitigate against the inefficiencies
of restrictive building codes.

But more particularly, I don't know how we are going to get
around the individual action taken by enforcers of building codes
who may enforce the code independently of the way the code is writ-
ten in a particular situation, and this is an individual problem that
probably wasn't faced when you went to the moon; nobody said, you
can't land here. There wasn't anybody there to preclude such an
arrival.

But there are, in fact, many people who interpret the rules and
regulations in a way that is less than clear in terms of their original
intent.

Now the seventh constraint, environmental considerations, is im-
portant because I think that on the one hand we are concerned with
the clean and desirable environment, on the other we are unaware
sometimes of what costs that will produce.

Restrictive work practices and financing provide the eighth and
ninth constraints. What I would do, rather than read these remarks,
is have the statement included in the record, if that is convenient,
and answer your questions about any of these particular areas.

Representative BOLLING. That will be done. The full statement will
be included in the record.

(The complete prepared statement of Mr. Rosen, above referred
to, follows:)

PREPARED S(TATEMEN7T OF RICHARD H. ROSEN

My name is Richard H. Rosen. I am president of Urban Systems, Inc., a
corporation which I manage along with John F. Collins, former mayor of Boston
and now distinguished professor of urban affairs at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. In addition to my present duties, I also teach at Harvard
University.

When I conceived of viewing housing as a production process, as a means of
developing sensible policies to encourage the adoption of technology in housing,
I noted that there were two ways to generate improvement and efficiency. The
first was to change the relationship of inputs (capital, labor, and materials),
while the second was to determine the constraints which operate on the pro-
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duotion process and develop ways and means of relaxing these constraints so
as to effect an increase in output and a decrease in cost.

I discarded the first, a purely technological view of the problem, as being
inadequate because housing is much less a problem of technology than it is a
social process. Many people ask why we can employ technological resources and
systems analysis to get us to the moon in a relatively short period of time and
cannot similarly apply these resources to the problem of efficiently housing the
people of the United States.

The constraints on the moon flight were almost exclusively resources con-
straints: money and trained personnel. Economists have known for a long time
that an increase of resources in a particular area will relatively quickly develop
the required technologically competent people to earn the high wages.

Improvements in the housing process do not depend on the commitment of
resources alone. They depend on the ability of the government to provide 8uffl-
cient incentives along with the required resources to encourage the people who
comprise the political and social institutions, whose behavior constrains efficient
housing, to change their actions to those which will enhance efficient housing
development.

HOuSING DEVELOPMENTS OONSTRAINTS AND INCENTIVES

Analysis of housing must proceed from the constraints that impede the pro-
duction of low-cost housing and inhibit the development and application of
technology to improve efficiency. These constraints not only impede production
and inhibit technological progress, they also account for the substantial
variability of the costs of various aspects of the housing process because of their
local character. These constraints include, but are not limited to:

1. Industrial organization of the housing industry;
2. The inability to interpret the preference and behavior of home users;
3. The multiplicity of ownership of available sites;
4. The inability of the design profession to deal with building technology on

a performance basis;
5. The inefficiency of the marketplace;
6. Federal and local government rules and regulations;
7. Environmental considerations;
8. Restrictive work practices;
9. Financing.
'Some of these constraints are more readily relaxed than others, but no

changes happen accidentally. Either the natural processes of economic growth
provide appropriate incentives for the industry to change its methods, or these
incentives must be implanted from outside. The appropriate incentives do not
exist at present, so it falls to the national government, particularly to HUD, to
formulate and implement an appropriate incentive system. In place of disin-
centives like the relatively low returns at high risks that now face potential
mortgage lenders for low-income ghetto housing, the long pay-out periods, the
uncertain and highly cyclical demands for construction, a set of positive in-
centives to progress is the order of the day.
I. Industrial organization of the housing industry

The inability of the housing industry as presently organized to develop,
modify, and accept for regular use sensible technological innovations is limited
by the scarcity of trained managers who elect housing as a career. The high level
of instability in the construction industry in general and in the housing industry
in particular is derived directly from the use of monetary as opposed to financal
policy as a means of regulating the economy. This high level of instability has
made it necessary for firms to minimize their fixed overhead with the obvious
consequences that little or no technical staff capability has been developed in
the industry, except where the demand for housing has been somewhat isolated
on an individual or regional basis.

The report of this committee issued in April of this year suggests clearly why
few home builders have adopted building systems as a means of lowering their
costs of production. Most building systems derive economies when the scale of
the project itself is large. In particular, your report points out that unless a
project consists of four or more floors, conventional construction is likely to be
no more expensive than systems construction. Since most home builders erect
low-rise housing, their actions are obviously prudent and sensible.

32-479 0-69-pt. 2-10
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The few large-scale home builders who have derived economies of scale have
done so as a result of their ability to purchase the required inputs for housing
at 'low costs and to schedule the delivery and allocation of resources on the job
in as efficient a manner as possible. These firms, such as Ryan Homes, Levitt,
Schmidt Bros., and others, derive managerial as opposed to production economy.
Many home builders, for the reasons mentioned above, are unable to obtain these
savings.

What this committee should be concerned with is not so much the present
organization of the construction of the industry, but its likely future organiza-
tion as a result of having to satisfy the housing needs of the American city. It
is clear in this respect that much of the new housing which will be built in urban
areas will be higher rather than lower in density, and in addition, it is likely
in many respects, on the basis of cost considerations alone, to be high-rise. High-
rise technologies lend themselves nicely to the use of building systems and, in fact,
experiences in other countries clearly show that systems may be obtained where
they are employed for these purposes.

What then must be asked is whether the present organization of the industry
is capable of accepting technological innovation and whether or not it is likely
that these innovations will develop the desired result of low-cost construction. At
present all the incentives for efficient performance in this business have rested
with the development of technological innovation, and this has been largely
isolated against high costs; and in fact, in large part, there has been incentive
to spend the maximum mortgageable amount as a result of the fee structure
employed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. It is clear that
one of the first serious examinations of the present systems of incentives and
disincentives should occur with respect to the role of the developer.

In no sense do I mean to minimize the importance of this responsibility, nor to
suggest that developers should not be well compensated. What I mean explicitly
is that the system for compensation of developers should not impose on them
incentives which are in the absolute worst interest of the public at large. De-
velopers should share the benefits of cost-saving and pay the price of higher costs
than are necessary to satisfy the requirements of the marketplace.

The appeal of the mobile home is its low cost, and is evidence of the fact that
if a low-cost alternative is available, the market will accept it. This does not
mean, however, that low-cost housing should be confined to low-income groups.
What it does mean is that the public at large should have the opportunity to
benefit from cost saving and to economize on housing as they see fit. The present
organization of the housing industry mitigates to some extent against heterogene-
ous demand for housing in a particular area. High-cost housing clearly keeps
out poor families. Low-cost housing may let in many middle or upper income
persons. Most private development reflects the general pattern of income segre-
gation in housing. There must be an incentive developed to insure that develop-
ers do not continue this practice when it may be avoidable. At present there
are few opportunities for profitable development on industrialized building sys-
tems. The experience of the prefabrication industry over the past several years
illustrates this in their low rates of return. Efficient industrialization of housing
requires large and continuous production. At present the market is not yet
organized to encourage firms to make investments in these systems. It is
clear that unless firms begin to make investments in these systems that the
national housing goals will not be satisfied. So the question then becomes, "How
and in what way can an incentive plan be developed which will encourage
firms to invest in these systems." The behavior of the members of most large
organizations suggests that if risks were minimized (i.e. the level of uncertainty
associated with acceptance of a system of production) that members might
be interested in sponsoring investments. A measure of business-risk insurance is
needed, unless the profit opportunities in this area become more clearly indicated.
II. The inability to interpret the preferences and behavior of home users

Housing developers are at a complete loss when asked to comment on the trade-
offs perceived by potential housing consumers between an amenity or group of
amenities and lower or higher rental levels. No well established procedure for
determining the preferences of potential inhabitants of housing exists. There
are several reasons for this.

First, anybody who has built low cost housing has had no trouble renting
it as a result of the condition of the housing stock in American urban areas.
When people have little, what is clean and new will be very highly valued over
that which is filthy and old. In the future, however, it will be very important
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to be able to sensibly make these determinations, as the features that are
or are not included in housing will determine its rental level on the one hand
and the cost to the community who provide public services on the other. In this
respect, what I am suggesting is that the users of housing are not only the
residents of the units themselves, but also include neighbors and other citizens
of the community at large.

User analysis then should include the mechanisms for evaluating individual
demands as well as the means of understanding how and in what way the
cost of community operation can be affected by the decision of the developer.
With respedt to the former, the present practice of not reimbursing developers
for analyses of this type should be discontinued and a mechanism for perform-
ing these analyses in particular market areas should be developed. Under no
circumstances do I mean to suggest that wholesale interviewing should begin
immediately. There are innumerable technical difficulties associated with ob-
taining useful information of this type and these must be dealt with first before
any regular program can be sponsored.

Another very important aspect of this constraint is the present inability to
involve useful members of the community in the management and operation
of real estate and construction. There is a shortage of skilled persons from
the various minority groups of concern to policy makers who have the required
training to become contractors, developers, or real estate managers. Some formal
mechanism is necessary here in order to involve them meaningfully in the
process. Large developers and contractors should be encouraged, as some have
already done on a regular basis, to train ghetto residents in these skills.
III. The multipliciti of ownership of available sites

The scarcity and multiplicity of ownership of available sites for large-scale
industrialized housing projects imposes a substantial constraint on the willing-
ness of anyone to invest heavily in industrialized building factories. For efficient
operation, a building systems factory must be able to produce several thousand
units per year. Few American cities have available appropriately zoned sites for
a sufficient production schedule which would permit the operator of the factory
to write down his investment. As a result, when a building system is considered
for a particular project, frequently the entire fixed cost is allocated to the
single project with the obvious consequence that the building system appears
to be more expensive than the conventional construction. If large-scale housing
is to be developed in American cities, much of the speculative uncertainty asso-
ciated with land must be eliminated. Here, either the federal or state govern-
ments will have to play a role, for only they can offer a sufficient commitment
to a prospective housing factory building that a given number of sites will be
available over a given time period.
IV. The inability of the design profession to deal with building technology on a

performance basis
Architects, at present, do not obtain the requisite training which would permit

them to sustain a system of any type in terms of its performance characteristics.
Recently, I have had the opportunity to work with a number of technically
competent and professionally respected architects employed by large and small
architectural firms. This experience confirmed the view which many of our
staff have had with respect to the barrier imposed by conventional architectural
training on the efficient analysis of prospective building systems. An architect de-
rives no personal reward from the creation of a building system. In fact, it involves
a substantial increase in his normal work load without a likely contribution
to his professional reputation as determined by his peers.

Building systems already developed offer the architect routine work. Those
yet to be developed offer him only higher operating costs. Together with his
predilection for individualism and his lack of analytical capability in a systems
sense, these factors make his participation at present difficult, if not negatively
useful. Now architects build few of the homes in America. The bad design in
housing in many suburban areas has been attributed to this lack of involvement.
But by the same token, the private home builder, when he has been able to
organize, has constructed the lowest cost housing units in the country.

The technological requirements imposed by higher density will mitigate at
least initially in favor of the participation of architects and other professionals,
unless this participation involves competent persons who will continue the
present high cost of "architect designed" construction. The inherent monotony
of a building system must be dealt with, but in so doing, efficient operation
must not be lost.
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V. The inef/teienep of the marketplace
From the standpoint of industrialized housing, the marketplace is inefficient

in that demand is not homogeneous. Ideally, from the standpoint of cost minimi-
zation, everyone should be willing to live in the same type of structure. This
would promote the maximum level of purchasing economies and technological
efficiencies. It is completely clear, however, that people wish to individualize
their homes, and unless the cost savings which could be offered to them were
enormous, it is unlikely that this individualization would be sacrificed.

Additionally, the demand for housing is structurally diverse in that the
requirements of young persons differ from the elderly, those of large families
differ from small, and certain ethnic groups may wish special features to be
included in the structure itself. By the time one gets through chopping up the
housing market into all its relevant pieces, one finds that the number of housing
units in demand in any particular metropolitan area for which any given tech-
nology is applicable may be below the minimum efficient size for a production
facility.

The planning economists need not worry about this problem, as they can
legislate the available housing stock. Once again some incentive must be devel-
oped to encourage people to give up structural individuality, perhaps. An ex-
change for individualized interiors for the low cost factor might provide a suffi-
cient incentive, and this is likely to affect a behavior change.
Other remaining constraints

The remaining constraints, government rules and regulations, environmental
considerations, restrictive work practices, and financial institutions have been
discussed elsewhere by myself and others concerned with the housing process.
Most of these problems seem to be working themselves out.

Labor unions in many places have a commitment to participation in improving
the efficiency of the housing process. Here, the incentive is more jobs and higher
wages. Few union men in construction are unemployed in America today. A
substantial increase in the number of housing units built especially when many
of them will be constructed in urban areas, will increase union membership
and union wages far beyond any time loss as -a result of productivity changes.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has begun to encourage
communities to shift to performance codes. If they are intelligently developed,
these will substantially alleviate many of the difficulties created by local rules.
Environmental considerations both add to and decrease cost of housing. Pollu-
tion control provides an example of the former, while increased densities are an
example of the latter. Peoples' standards for environmental quality changes
their preferences. Where it is important to housing low-income families, zoning
changes can be effected. Where there is hostility to the persons of low-income
families, densities will not be reduced without changes in the law.

The last constraint with which I deal is the financing of proposed housing
construction. Low-income families have lately been unable to live in new housing
in urban areas, except when there was a commitment to produce cheap housing,
such as the tenements of New York that provided housing to imimigrants and
workers. At present, there is no incentive to build housing which low-income
families can afford unless the development is effected by some form of subsidy.
Even with efficient operation of building systems, subsidy will be required. If
it is a matter of public policy to house low-income families in new housing, then
subsidies will have to be substantially increased in order to encourage the devel-
opment of a large number of units.

technology can pay part of the subsidy bill, but it can't pay all of it. Efficient
assimilation of technology will require the development of incentives which must
extend beyond the construction industry itself. Improvements must focus on the
relationships of all the costs of the housing process and a system of incentives
must be similarly directed.

Chairman BOLLING. I, as chairman of the subcommittee, am inter-
ested in essentially what I gather you are interested in and that is
looking at this problem in its total, in all its aspects. Having spent
some years on the House Banking and Currency Committee, I have
had some familiarity with the "housing" approach to housing. I think
it is clear that I would not have had as the first witness that we heard
an anthropologist if I were not interested in a broad approach.
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And thus I clearly agree with your view, as I understand it, that we
are dealing with what you might call a social problem, or you might
call it a political problem.

Mr. ROSEN. Right.
Chairman BOLLING. It is a societal problem, whatever that word

means, if that includes the two. You have mentioned some of the
many difficulties, and I think you are accurate in your judgment, and
certainly you are more expert in the literature than I.

What are the steps that need to be taken to solve the broader gage
problems that you raised? Are they steps that involve the political
process, the educational process, the building process, the what?

Mr. ROSEN. Well, I think the first step is the one that everybody
talks about but nobody does anything about, and that is establishing a
market for a large quantity production of housing.

Chairman BOLLING. Now, stop right there, and let's say I agree with
that. How do we go about it?

Mr. ROSEN. Well, I don't see any way of going about that particular
process-and I am dealing not only specifically with low-income
housing, but housing in general

Chairman BOLLING. I'm not either.
Mr. ROSEN (continuing). Unless we find essentially somebody who

would buy a large number of housing units in particular areas and
receive bids for the fixed price installation of large numbers of housing
units over particular periods of time. And at the moment we have no
agency of that type and at the moment none of the firms within the
industry are large enough to produce even 1 percent of the total indus-
try output.

So when you start talking about large-scale technological efficiency,
or even manufacturing efficiency that would be represented by, let's
say, a traditional oligopoly like we might have in automobiles or some
other industry, we are talking about production of 5, 10, 15 percent of
the entire demand by a single organization.

And in that respect, I think we are talking in housing between 80,000
and 160,000 units, which is eight to 16 times the production of the
largest housing company in the United States today. So the only per-
son, only one institution or group of institutions capable of even
creating that kind of market-and I am not sure it has to be done di-
rectly-is clearly governmental.

Now, to the extent there has to be some sponsors, maybe it can take
the form not of direct purchases but of risk guarantees of approved
quantities of housing.

I think that the big problem we have in getting growth in the hous-
ing industry from a managerial standpoint is all the risk that is in-
volved in that industry, and I think that any program or system of
incentives should deal rather specifically with the risk problem itself.

Chairman BOLLING. Jim Knowles of our committee staff raises the
question of, Why not insurance companies? Aren't they big enough
to take on the risk?

Mr. ROSEN. Well, I think that they are managerially incompetent,
if you want a frank opinion. I don't know that any insurance company
is represented here.

Chairman BOLLING. I am sure they will find out.
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Mr. ROSEN. I think that they are perfectly competent to protect
their policyholder's interest and maintain their positions of authority
in mutual companies.

Chairman BOLLING. You are suggesting that they have not had to
use very much imagination to do what you have just described they
are doing competently?

Mr. ROSEN. I think that is correct. I think that the number of imagi-
native insurance companies can be counted on the fingers of one hand.
They are thought of by housing developers as greedy and miserable
people because they want to share in the profits of a good deal in the
form of participations.

Chairman BOLLING. YOU have in mind something that would ulti-
mately be Government sponsored and in some fashion guaranteed
from some of the risks that are potential to this size of an operation,
but on the basis of your comment 'about the "red tape in HUD," you
are clearly not talking necessarily about a Government-run organiza.
tion.

Mr. ROSEN. No; I am not.
Chairman BOLLING. You are talking about a management process

that involves Government guarantees somewhere along the line.
Mr. ROSEN. That is correct, but they have to be more than guaran-

tees for just the financing.
Chairman BOLLING. They have to be incentives.
Mr. ROSEN. That is right. And they have to be real incentives and

they have to be real guarantees. They are to be for risk guarantees,
they are to be for all the risks and not some of the risks, because people
who are on the side of the risk game don't want 75 percent of the risk
taken care of, or 85 percent of the risk, because they don't understand
that might be a sensible think for them to do in large part.

Chairman BOLLING. I have noticed just that in the years I have
been in Congress in the attitude of the people who talk so much about
free competition toward sharing risk in competition. I have noticed
that problem.

Do you have any sort of a theoretical design for some such in-
stitution that would perform this function?

Mr. ROSEN. Well, I have thought a lot about an institution of that
type, and I think that it has to be regional in character, perhaps
even, in some cases, metropolitan in character.

I also think that there has to be an institution which concerns
itself with rural housing, with the rural housing problem.

Everybody talks about the expansion of the mobile home indus-
try. Well, one of the reasons that the mobile home industry is ex-
panding in the rural area is because there are not a lot of rural
regulations that impede development on the one hand as exist in urban
areas, and most importantly, they are cheap.

A lot of people in rural areas do not have much money and so
they buy mobile homes because they do not have many alternatives.

Chairman BOLLING. Well, I chair this Subcommittee on Urban
Affairs. I have no illusion that "urban affairs" is a good title for any-
thing. I grew up in the area from which came most of the problems
of the cities today. I grew up in the southern highlands in the South-
east, and I am well aware of what the implications are of what you
are saying.
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Urban problems are not urban. They are the result of the failure
of a national policy in the 1920's and 1930's, and earlier.

So that as far as I am concerned, you can't treat any aspect of any
major problem as an urban problem as opposed to a rural problem.
I think clearly they have to be treated together.

Mr. ROSEN. You asked me about a particular institution, and I men-
tioned it should be, certainly, regional, probably regional in char-
acter. It will probably have to essentially act, I think, as a housing
bank, because it is going to have to own a lot of the housing stock
and be willing, I think, to expand the housing stock beyond its present
sort of match with the housing demand.

Everybody starts thinking about, oh, we have all this housing
problem and the place to deal with the high cost of housing is clearly
by building new housing.

Well, I think we have two dimensions to this problem, and the most
important dimension is cost. I think it is clear to anyone who has
looked for a long time at housing that the crucial determinant is peo-
ple's ability to pay for housing, and what they are willing to pay is a
function certainly of their income.

In many cases people are being asked to pay a lot of money for hous-
ing that is by everybody's definition substandard. So, one of the most
important things I think could happen as a result of any expansion of
the housing stock as a result of new construction is an opportunity to
have perhaps some unemployed housing resources in certain urban
areas where-which would encourage perhaps a general decline in
rental levels in those areas.

So, on the one hand, we might be talking about high cost for new
construction but to a large extent I think we can argue, at least on a
public policy basis, that a substantial total reduction in cost might
accrue as a result of some filtering and trickle down.

No, I think we have never had that because we have never actually
built in any respect ahead of the housing demand in the United States,
except for a few rather confused instances where I think that the data
does not really clearly indicate that this was actually more housing
available than was occupied to any large extent.

Chairman BoLLING. Wouldn't such an institution, whatever its
design, have to do a series of things that might have a very healthy
effect on the members of the society that enter into homeownership?

It seems to me that one of the major problems that we are supposed
to be having is a taxpayers' revolt today.

Mr. ROSEN. Right.
Chairman BOLLING. Well, unless I guess wrong, this is in part based

on the fact that a great many people have come to the stage where they
are homeowners, and have discovered that the costs of homeownership
are substantially different than the cost of paying the mortgage.

Mr. ROSEN. Right.
Chairman BOLLING. And if you had the kind of social institution

that you are talking about-which would create a market and create
the resources-it would also have to take into account all the different
costs of owning home.

Mr. ROSEN. That's correct.
Chairman BOLLING. This might in turn educate people to know what

they are getting into when they get a home.
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Mr. ROSEN. A lot of people talk about law and order in America,'
and I think one of the ways to reduce the costs of crime, per se,
is to start looking at the relationship between housing structures,
for example, and the potential robberies and break-ins, and all sorts
of other acts against persons.

It seems to me that the best place that I know of to commit a
crime is a high-rise building, because it is really pretty much away
from police forces and away from inspection and whatnot.

I think we also should think about construction in general in
some of these respects. The best place I could think of to make
money, if I were a crook-and clearly the number of incidents in
this respect seem to indicate those who pursue this line of endeavor
have not been blind to this opportunity-is in large-scale office build-
ings; you just go up and you kind of get in the building and then
you sort of take one floor's worth of equipment, valuable equipment
and sell it in the office equipment black market, or whatever.

It seems to me that alarm systems, locks, and this sort of thing,
should be evaluated in terms of their effect on the cost of law en-
forcement. If people cannot break into doors or break through doors,
or access to a building is slightly more difficult, then it might, in fact,
reduce other costs of operating society.

I think that this same analogy can be used when one considers
the solid waste problem and when one deals with the general ques-
tions of pollution.

We don't know to what extent, for example, we should store wastes
onsite, whether the problem is as I recently observed that New
York is having with the air pollution control law of ordering the
closing down of nonoperative or purely operative incinerators, for
example, to reduce particulate matter in the atmosphere which re-
sulted in many landlords having to operate their garbage inciner-
ators which the residents of these homes complained violently of be-
cause, for the first time, they had the smell of garbage in their
neighborhoods because the houses, as such, became a storage depot
for garbage.

Now, that on the one hand reduces the cost of garbage collection
and pickup, and produces social costs in terms of the reduction of
particulate matter, but the other creates a new cost of the reduc-
tion of certain esthetic preferences or esthetic values that the peo-
ple may have.

And I think we have to look at all these tradeoffs, because it
seems to me that the design of housing is inextricably related to the
design and management of an urban area or a community as a
whole-fire protection, I mean, I think I could just go on, educa-
tion, day-care centers.

I don't know why we don't design housing, for example, that in-
cludes a lot of facilities and which can be furnished more efficiently in
certain kinds of housing than could be furnished in independently, or
operated idependently outside of the housing structure.

Chairman BOLLING. In this kind of area, problem and problem
solving, how much is there to learn from the experience, if any, of the
other developed countries?

Mr. ROSEN. I think one thing we learn is that the American housing
problem is different from the European experience. After World
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War II when people were walking around on the streets in Europe
because they didn't have any place to live, or they were living eight
families to quarters that originally housed one because much of the
housing stock was bombed out, there was no problem getting people-
and I think your own report alludes to this-to live in barren and
somewhat austere but livable circumstances.

But you don't find too many people in the United States, except
people I think that have suffered heavily from relocation, for example,
and from migrants who really are in desperate straits for housing.
And much of the housing by definition of substandard is certainly
livable, and certainly more livable in Europe than it was after World
War II because we don't have anywhere near the kind of crowding
that was facing the European experience.

So I think the industrial building experience in Europe, while in-
teresting and useful, is not in effect applicable in any total way.

Chairman BOLLING. What I had in mind, without getting into that
particular point, is do we have anything to learn from them on pol-
lution, the various kinds of pollution?

Mr. ROSEN. Oh, you want to get involved in pollution? Yes, I think
there is a lot to learn from the European experience in pollution.

I think, for example, speaking with respect to water pollution, I
think we go about dealing with the water pollution problem in this
country in a completely stupid fashion. We disregard a lot of the
natural treatment alternatives and as a result increase the costs of
water pollution abatement.

Specifically, I refer to an example. There is a wonderful oppor-
tunity in water pollution in many places for a phenomenon called "in-
stream aeration" which everybody's study and research show to be
a very efficient way of increasing water quality by raising the levels
of available oxygen in the stream.

Now, you can bubble or aerate the streams very cheaply and much
more less expensively than you can treat waste in many situations.
Yet, we don't consider the stream as a part of the system. In this sense,
there is an analogous problem between pollution and housing in that
we disregard the physical environment, all the aspects of the physical
environment that relate to waste control by disregarding the stream,
by not realizing that that is part of the waste system as much as a
sewage plant.

We see in housing what we do is, we disregard a lot of institutional
factors and don't consider them a part of the housing system. And if
one takes a systems view we certainly can learn from the Europeans in
the sense that they, by and large, have taken a systems view of a num-
ber of these problems and they at least considered them, engineers use
the term, "with the appropriate free body diagram."

They draw the lines wide enough around the problem so as to de-
velop, at least in my judgment, certainly in many cases one of the best
alternatives possible.

Chairman BOLLING. Well, if I correctly read the papers around here,
I get the impression that housing in the Washington area is going to
be rather severely affected by the whole problem of pollution, water
availability, disposal, and so on. And, frankly, I don't see how you can
consider the problem of housing in the United States without taking
into account the related problems. Clearly, pollution is one of the most
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obvious ones, because the houses and the inhabitants of the houses are
affected. Waste disposal is the second largest expense, and it is likely
to grow because we have not really dealt with it in any kind of com-
plete fashion, if it is likely to grow it is clearly-

Chairman BOLLING. Senator Javits, we are really having a colloquy
about some of the broader problems of the society under the guise of
talking about housing. I think that is what you might describe what
we are doing.

Senator JAvrrs. Mr. Chairman, I have unhappily had many conflict-
ing responsibilities. I just came momentarily to pay my respect to
the chair, and so just go right ahead.

Chairman BOLLING. Well, I thank the Senator from New York. You
have less optimism than some about the ability of the industrialized
approach to housing to meet the problem of housing in the United
States until other steps that are more of an organizational, institu-
tional, social, and political nature are taken.

Mr. ROSEN. Right.
Chairman BOLLING. Now, would you then reorder this conversation

that we have had and make a statement in which you assign priorities
to the solution of the total housing problem?

Mr. ROSEN. OK. Well, the first problem is the land problem, because
if we do not deal with the land problem and don't essentially have any
opportunities for a large-scale development or for essentially having
enough land over a given period of time to insure that a given indus-
trial facility that might be used for the producing of housing can be
amortized over one reasonable period to a reasonable quantity of units,
we are not going to get any housing built because sensible developers,
as I pointed out in my testimony, just aren't going to-if they have a
plant that requires 20,000 units of production and they only have land
for 2,000 units, they are going to try and amortize the cost of the plant
over 2,000 units and conclude, as any sensible human being would
when faced with those numbers, that they will be unable economically
to use industrialized housing. So the first problem is having large
enough sites, or enough sites, either large or enough, but mainly, es-
sentially have a capability that is sufficient to insure that a potential
industrial housing operator would have an output guaranteed over a
reasonable period of time.

The second problem, I think, is really with the industry itself, and
I think that the industry managerially is unsophisticated as anyone
can find. I find Washington people in government oftentimes have a
great regard for the managerial sophistication of American industry.
I rather think that the managerial sophistication that is American
industry is concentrated in a terribly few firms, and we oftentimes
describe in many terms managerial sophistication far beyond that
which really exists in general in these firms. But in housing we have
the most extreme example of the lack of managerial sophistication
and capability with the exception of a few large firms that have lit-
erally by plain brains and guts and by understanding good manage-
ment practices gotten to the point where they do slightly less than I
percent of the total housing business.

I think that if you look at those managers and you put those same
managers in another business, for example, they would probably have
20, 30 percent of the market. Yet in housing they have less than 1 per-
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cent of the market, and so I think really the first place we have to go
to, we have to get some managerial capability to deal operationally
with a number of these constraints. There is enough of an incentive;
managers generally can find a way of inducing politicians and other
people who are concerned with the social and political aspects to
change their behavior, modify their behavior, and to do something
which they deem would be sensible.

So I really think the fundamental question is to what extent do
we want the scarce managerial and technical resources of the economy
transferred to housing from other activities, and to what extent are
they, in fact, transferable.

So before we really even talk about how we are going to organize in-
dustry, I think the first question is where are we going to get the
managerial talent and what are the costs of supplying managerially
scarce talent to housing from the other sectors of the economy.

I think that is really one basic problem. And I think next to land,
without dealing with that one, we really have little or no hope at all
for major improvements. We might maintain the given present hous-
ing over time, but we are not going to get any cost reductions or
changes in operating efficiency without that kind of adjustment.

The third problem is one of insulating the industry from the fiscal,
from the monetary instability. I don't think that we are going to have
a housing industry unless we have either a mechanism or a direct
insulation of the industry from interest rate variability. I think that
specifically it seems to me that almost all the instability that charac-
terizes this industry, characterizes it over the past 30 years results
directly from the use of monetary as opposed to fiscal policies as a
means of regulating the economy in general. And so we are not going
to be able to do anything about that unless we provide a mechanism-
and I am not saying we have to abolish monetary policies but by God,
we certainly have to provide a mechanism to insulate the industry in
some sense. And I am not a producer of housing per se so I think that
I have no special reason for wanting to maintain my own production
facilities in any respect.

I would say, though, that these are the three crucial problems. I think
all the other problems fall out. I think that labor unions, you can nego-
tiate with labor unions. There aren't too many construction workers
in the United States that I know that are unemployed. And beyond
that I think that the problems are jurisdictional first in terms of the
use of systems, and I think those can largely be worked out as long as
somebody gets something for it. The problems of lost work I don't
consider a real problem because if we are serious about building a lot
of houses, much of the housing in the United States is going to be in
urban areas and union labor is going to build it. Up to now union
labor has built only about 30 percent of the housing in the United
States, or 20 percent. I forget the exact figure

So I think that is going to be an increase in the general demand for
labor, and I think the labor unions are going to be bargainable with.
I don't think that they are goingto provide the prime roadblock as long
as there is a clear public commitment to build a large number of housing
units.

I note that in New York, for example, one of the large construction
industries, construction unions, has recently tacked on a recent agree-
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ment 1 cent an hour for manpower development and training of under-
privileged groups in order to essentially increase the skill level of
Negroes and Puerto Ricans so that they can become members of that
union.

Well, 1 cent an hour amounts to a million dollars a year for that
local, on the one hand, and if the Federal Government doesn't have
that much money for the training of construction labor in the area of
that local, if he wants to-well, I think it is very interesting if you just
think that all he has to do is add 1 cent an hour every year for 5 years
and he is spending $5 million for manpower development and training
in a particular jurisdiction. So I think that the unions are behaving in
some respects quite sensibly and reasonably. And I think that a lot of
the practices that people abhor about labor unions are going to sort
of dissipate as a function of management being able to deal sensibly
with the unions on the one hand and the Federal Government having
a commitment and the unions being assured that there is a commitment
of a large number, a large amount of construction.

'Chairman BOLLING. You are talking about a real commitment instead
of a series of verbal commitments that are fractional.

Mr. ROSEN. You don't fool labor leaders.
Chairman BOLLING. The Senator reminds me that I should look at

one example of systems management that recently has been a great
success, and that is the splashdown.

We thank you very much, Mr. Rosen. It has been very stimulating.
Mr. ROSEN. Thank you.
Chairman BOLLING. And with that, the subcommittee will stand

adjourned at the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.)
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